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SUMMARY
This research investigated the behavior of nonseismically detailed reinforced
concrete exterior beam-column joints subjected to bidirectional lateral cyclic loading
using nonlinear finite element analysis (NLFEA).
Beam-column joints constitute a critical component in the load path of reinforced
concrete buildings due to their fundamental role in integrating the overall structural
system. Earthquake reconnaissance reports reveal that failure of joints has contributed
to partial or complete collapse of reinforced concrete buildings designed without con-
sideration for large lateral loads, resulting in significant economic impact and loss of
life. Such infrastructure exists throughout seismically active regions worldwide, and
the large-scale risk associated with such deficiencies is not fully known. Computational
strategies provide a useful complement to the existing experimental literature on joint
behavior and are needed to more fully characterize the failure processes in seismically
deficient beam-column joints subjected to realistic failure conditions. Prior to this study,
vulnerable reinforced concrete corner beam-column joints including the slab had not
been analyzed using nonlinear finite element analysis and compared with experimental
results.
The first part of this research focused on identification and validation of a constitu-
tivemodeling strategy capable of simulating the behaviors known to dominate failure of
beam-column joints under cyclic lateral load using NLFEA. This prototype model was
formulated by combining a rotating smeared crack concrete constitutive model with a
reinforcing bar plasticity model and nonlinear bond-slip formulation. This model was
systematically validated against experimental data, and parametric studies were con-
ducted to determine the sensitivity of the response to various material properties. The
xix
prototype model was then used to simulate the cyclic response of four seismically de-
ficient beam-column joints which had been previously evaluated experimentally. The
simulated joints included: a one-way exterior joint, a two-way beam-column exterior
corner joint, and a series of two-way beam-column-slab exterior corner joints with
varying degrees of seismic vulnerability. The two-way corner joint specimens were
evaluated under simultaneous cyclic bidirectional lateral and cyclic column axial load-
ing. For each specimen, the ability of the prototype model to capture the strength,
stiffness degradation, energy dissipation, joint shear strength, and progressive failure





This document outlines a research program to numerically investigate the behavior of
reinforced concrete exterior beam-column joints with seismically deficient detailing
when subjected to multiaxial reversed cyclic loading.
1.2 Behavior of Seismically Deficient Beam-Column Joints
Reinforced concrete buildings constructed prior to the adoption of seismic design pro-
visions embody design deficiencies which have resulted in significant economic and life
losses during earthquakes. Such infrastructure exists ubiquitously throughout seismi-
cally active regions worldwide, and the large-scale risk of such seismic deficiencies is
not fully known. Beam-column joints constitute a critical component in the seismic re-
silience of such structures, due to the fundamental role played in integrating the overall
structural system in buildings.
Over the past decades, the seismic vulnerability of exterior beam-column joints has
been documented repeatedly in earthquake reconnaissance reports, in which joint fail-
ure has been identified as a contributing factor in the total loss of vertical load carrying
capacity and collapse of gravity-load-designed buildings in many cases [202]. A rep-
resentative corner joint failure from the 1999 Kocaeli (Izmit), Turkey, earthquake is
shown in Figure 1.1.
Exterior corner joints in gravity-load-designed buildings typically sustain signifi-
cantly greater damage during seismic events in comparison to interior joints for several
well-known reasons, documented by Engindeniz [60]: (1) they are the least confined of
1
Source: Sezen [202]
Figure 1.1: Characteristic Failure of an Exterior Corner Joint
all building joints, due to the presence of beams on only two adjacent faces of the joint,
(2) axial forces in exterior columns are typically less than that of interior columns under
gravity loads and can be significantly reduced further due to overturning effects during
lateral loads, (3) beam eccentricities and the unsymmetric presence of the slab lead to
increased torsion transferred into the joint from the beams, (4) biaxial bending of the
column due to the combined actions of two orthogonal frames results in increased axial
stresses at the interior and exterior corners of the column in the joint region, and (5)
they experience the greatest effect from overall torsion of the building during earth-
quakes due to being typically located the furthest distance from the building’s center of
rigidity.
Prior to the adoption of seismic design provisions and/or in areas of low seismic-
ity, such joints were typically designed only to resist gravity loads, with little or no
consideration given to the possibility of load reversal and the subsequent redistribution
of force throughout the structure when subjected to lateral forces arising from seismic
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events. After conducting an extensive review of detailing manuals (ACI 315) and de-
sign codes (ACI 318) from over five decades, and through consultation with practicing
structural engineers, Beres et al. [26] identified seven key design details characteristic
of seismically deficient beam-column joints. Representative interior and exterior joints
with nonseismic detailing are illustrated in Figure 1.2 and possess the following char-
acteristics: (1) longitudinal reinforcement ratio in the columns less than 2%, (2) column
reinforcement lap splices located at the maximum moment region just above floor lev-
els, (3) widely spaced column ties providing little confinement to concrete, (4) little
or no transverse shear reinforcement within the beam-column joint, (5) discontinuous
beam bottom reinforcement with insufficient embedment length into the joint region,
susceptible to complete loss of anchorage under load reversal, (6) construction joints di-
rectly above or below the beam-column joint, and (7) columns with bending moment
capacity less than that of beams (strong beam-weak column), susceptible to soft-story
mechanisms. The literature synonymously refers to joints possessing such deficiencies
as: “pre-1970”, “lightly reinforced”, “gravity-load-designed (GLD)”, and “nonseismi-
cally detailed” joints. Joints belonging to this category may have been built prior to the
development of seismic design specifications, or constructed improperly due to lack of
enforcement of existing building codes.
As the seismic inadequacy of much existing infrastructure was established, extensive
research programs were initiated to quantify the influence of each of these deficiencies
(and other parameters) on the performance of beam-column connections, as well as to
categorize the strength hierarchy under cyclic lateral loading. Detailed reviews of prior
experimental work on inadequate joints have been recently presented elsewhere by Ce-
lik [31], Engindeniz [61], and Park [178]. These reviews found that the majority of
prior experimental work focused on one-way systems which possessed neither trans-
verse beams nor slab, were often only loaded unidirectionally, and in many cases were
3
Source: Beres et al. [26]
Figure 1.2: Seismic Deficiencies in Interior and Exterior Beam-Column Joints
constructed at reduced scale—all simplifications which may have resulted in an exper-
imental response exhibiting significant deviation from the actual behavior of full-scale
connections in a laterally loaded, three-dimensional, gravity-load-designed building.
To address these limitations and evaluate the performance of beam-column joints
under more realistic conditions, several recent studies have been published in which the
response of bidirectional cyclic loading on corner joint performance was either directly
or indirectly evaluated. Hertanto [80], Chen [35], and Akgüzel [9, 10, 11] experimen-
tally evaluated pre-1970s corner joints in as-built and rehabilitated configurations with-
out slab under cyclic bidirectional lateral loading and simultaneous cyclic column axial
force which simulated overturning effects. Engindeniz et al. [60, 62] tested a series of
full-scale corner beam-column joints with integral slab possessing multiple seismic de-
ficiencies under bidirectional cyclic loading, and evaluated the efficacy of various FRP
retrofit schemes. Park and Mosalam [179, 180] investigated the experimental response
of a series of full-scale corner beam-column-slab joints which lacked transverse rein-
forcements in the joint core, under bidirectional cyclic lateral loading and cyclic column
4
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: Experimental Exterior Corner Joint Specimens: (a) Akgüzel et al. [9], (b)
Engindeniz et al. [60], (c) Park and Mosalam [179]
compression. Balsamo et al. [21] and Di Ludovico et al. [44] tested a full-scale torsion-
ally unbalanced three-story structure with inadequate seismic detailing subjected to a
ground motion oriented so as to maximize the effect of overall torsion on the response
of the building, primarily evaluating the global response of the system in both its pre-
and post-rehabilitated configurations along with the performance of key joints, includ-
ing rehabilitated corner joints. Several of these experimental programs are depicted in
Figure 1.3.
Together, these studies confirmed that bidirectional lateral loading generates signif-
icantly higher demands on the joint than those predicted during more simplified, one-
way exterior joint experiments commonly reported in the literature. The key findings
were as follows: Corner joints with nonseismic detailing were shown to be susceptible
to rapid degradation of strength and stiffness under bidirectional loading at relatively
low interstory drift levels (< 2%) [60]. The resultant joint shear force developed under
bidirectional loading was shown to be significantly larger than the shear force devel-
oped in a primary direction by unidirectional loading, which—together with reduced
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column axial force due to overturning effects—resulted in a remarkable reduction in
joint shear capacity [9]. The column capacity was reduced due to loss of anchorage and
section losses at the opposite interior and exterior corners due to biaxial bending, as
previous studies have observed [116]. Slab-induced torsion resulted in significantly in-
creased and nonuniform strains in beam longitudinal reinforcement in comparison to
those predicted based on strong-axis beammoments, accelerating both pull-out of beam
bottom bars and failure of the joint [60].
1.3 Need for Numerical Simulation of Beam-Column Joints
Despite the progress shown in the studies cited above, the behavior of corner joints with
seismically deficient detailing under bidirectional loading is still not fully understood,
andmany factors need to be investigated to better characterize the strength and ductility
of such joints. Recent recommendations from Joint ACI-ASCE Committee 352 (Joints
and Connections in Monolithic Concrete Structures) specifically state the need for further re-
search concerning the behavior of existing joints with nonseismic detailing: “Joints in
structures built before the development of current design guidelines do not conform
to the current requirements. These joints need to be studied in detail to establish their
adequacy and to develop evaluation guidelines for building rehabilitation” [6].
While many experimental studies have been employed to this end, even the most
extensive experimental studies cannot fully capture the interaction of the large number
of variables contributing to the performance of the joint. Additionally, full-scale exper-
imental studies incur significant cost, both in terms of money and time, which limits the
number of parameters which may be investigated in the laboratory. Numerical simula-
tion provides a useful complement to precise experimental research by addressing some
of these challenges.
The finite elementmethod is a powerful tool bywhich the behavior of beam-column
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joints can be efficiently explored under a variety of conditions. Three-dimensional non-
linear finite element analysis provides a continuum-level representation of the internal
joint stress and strain distribution, progression of damage, and force transfer mecha-
nisms.
To date, the analysis of nonseismically detailed joints undermore realistic conditions
(such as exterior corner joints with transverse beams and slab subjected to bidirectional
loading) has been limited due to the scarcity of suitable experimental data necessary for
model validation. Because of this, most numerical simulations of beam-column joints
have focused on one-way joints for which extensive experimental data existed. How-
ever, as the complexity of joint experimentation has progressed andmore realistic joints
have been evaluated (as previously described in this chapter and shown in Figure 1.3),
numerical models incorporating floor members and bidirectional cyclic loading may
now be developed and validated.
Based on this opportunity, a methodology for nonlinear finite element analysis of
three-dimensional joint specimensmust be systematically identified. Such amodel must
necessarily account for many types of complex nonlinear material behavior, including
the failure of concrete under a triaxial stress state (compression crushing, shear failure
as identified through principal tensile stress, localized tension softening or tension stiff-
ening, and crack propagation), damage evolution and elastic degradation under cyclic
loading, plasticity in reinforcing steel, the influence of concrete confinement on con-
crete strength, and degradation of bond, ranging from simple bond-slip to complete
loss of anchorage.
Once a nonlinear finite element-based joint simulation methodology has been veri-
fied against experimental results, such analyses offer many practical applications. Para-
metric studies can be performed to explore the influence of various factors on the be-
havior of the joint under many combinations. Such factors requiring further inquiry
include: (1) the effect of concrete compressive strength, (2) the effect of column axial
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load ratio on joint shear failure, (3) the effect of various joint transverse reinforcement
configurations on joint confinement, (4) the influence of the slab on load transfer from
the floor system into the joint, (5) the influence of increased beam moment capacity
due to the presence of the slab and the resulting decrease in the column-to-beam mo-
ment ratio, (6) the influence of torsion due to beam eccentricities, and (7) the influence
of the slab on the yielding and potential loss of anchorage of beam longitudinal rein-
forcement. While many of these factors have been methodically studied for one-way
joints, the significance of each parameter needs to be quantified for two-way joints and
critically compared with the current knowledge of joint behavior.
Further applications of a finite element modeling approach for joints are numer-
ous. Experimental studies can be more effectively planned, and novel retrofit schemes
may be evaluated prior to laboratory testing to eliminate all but the most promising
[39]. Such a modeling approach would also provide further groundwork for seismic
fragility assessment, analysis of system behavior of RC frames, and the rapid calibra-
tion of simplified joint models. Advancing the knowledge of finite element analysis of
three-dimensional beam-column joints will simultaneously advance the efficacy of such
analytical techniques as a predictive, and notmerely descriptive, tool. Thus, forensic en-
gineers in the future may be able to rapidly design rehabilitation measures for existing
damaged structures based on numerical analysis.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
The current chapter described the seismic vulnerability of older reinforced concrete
beam-column joints and established the need to develop a numerical strategy to further
investigate the behavior of joints possessing such deficiencies.
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review of prior work simulating the
response of reinforced concrete beam-column joints using nonlinear continuum finite
element analysis. Best practices for joint simulation were summarized, and current gaps
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in the literature were identified.
Chapter 3 describes the selection of a constitutive model to simulate the response of
plain concrete. The details of this prototype model were described and systematically
validated against experimental data. Parameter studies were conducted to determine the
sensitivity of the prototype model to various material properties.
Chapter 4 details the extension of the prototype constitutive model for the analysis
of reinforced concrete, including the effects of reinforcing bar plasticity and nonlin-
ear bond-slip. The ability of the prototype model to simulate pull-out failure of rein-
forcements, the behavior of anchored bars, and cyclic shear failure were verified with
experimental data.
Chapter 5 describes the application of the prototype model to simulate the response
of four seismically deficient beam-column joints under reversed cyclic loading, includ-
ing a one-way joint, a two-way exterior corner joint, and a series of two-way exterior
corner beam-column-slab joints. A critical appraisal of the prototype model for analysis
of such joints is provided.
Chapter 6 summarizes the principal findings of this research project and suggests
topics for future inquiry.
AppendixA is a visual supplement to the literature review inChapter 2, showing the
mesh and a sample plot from each study comparing experimental to numerical response.
Appendix B documents the hardware and software specifications used, the finite el-
ement model material definition input for each beam-column joint simulation, and the
Python code used throughout this study to generate simulation input files and post-
process results. This transparency is intended to provide sufficient detail to ensure re-
producibility of all results.
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CHAPTER II
STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT ON JOINT FEA
Extensive research has been conducted on finite element analysis of reinforced concrete
beam-column joints. The objective of this chapter is to present the results of a compre-
hensive literature search of prior efforts in this domain and to elaborate on key issues
and best practices demonstrated by prior researchers.
2.1 Objective
Beam-column joints constitute a critical component in the load path of reinforced con-
crete buildings due to their fundamental role in integrating the overall structural sys-
tem. Earthquake reconnaissance reports reveal that failure of joints has led to partial or
complete collapse of reinforced concrete buildings designed without consideration for
large lateral loads, resulting in significant economic impact and loss of life. Such infras-
tructure exists ubiquitously throughout seismically active regions worldwide, and the
large-scale risk associated with such deficiencies is not fully known.
With the recent shift towards performance-based design, methods for beam-column
joint simulation have received renewed interest due to their perceived robustness in ad-
dressing research questions of practical importance. The most recent guidelines pub-
lished by Joint ACI-ASCE Committee 352 (Joints and Connections in Monolithic Concrete
Structures) identify several areas needing research, which include: (a) the effect of ec-
centric beams on joint failure due to torsion, (b) evaluation of current codified limits
on joint shear, (c) the influence of joint failure and force redistribution in indetermi-
nate frames, (d) evaluation of innovative joint designs, (e) evaluation of joint response
under biaxial loading, (f ) the performance of gravity-load-designed joints subjected to
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seismic loading, and finally (g) evaluation of innovative rehabilitation means such as the
performance of FRP-repaired joints [6].
While application of the finite element method may be used to investigate each of
these scenarios (and many others), the degree to which it can accurately capture the
complex failure processes for each of the above scenarios is not fully known. The use
of the finite element method in performance-based design of beam-column joints may
thus require further evaluation and validation against relevant experimental data prior
to widespread adoption in engineering practice.
While many experimental studies have been employed to better understand beam-
column joint behavior, even the most extensive experimental studies cannot fully cap-
ture the interaction of the large number of variables contributing to the performance
of the joint. Additionally, full-scale experimental studies incur significant cost, both in
terms of finances and time, which limits the number of parameters which may be inves-
tigated. As such, numerical simulation provides a useful complement to experimental
research by addressing some of these challenges.
This review thus seeks to determine the boundaries of the state of the art in beam-
column joint analysis. Such a review will assist interested researchers by identifying
relevant modeling strategies and constitutive frameworks to simulate various types of
joint geometries, reinforcing details, failure modes, and loading protocols.
2.2 Background on Beam-Column Joint Modeling
Over the past decades, investigation of reinforced concrete beam-column joints via an-
alytical methods has been the focus of numerous research efforts. Attempts to analyze
joint response include average plane stress models, strut and tie models, single strut
mechanisms, empirical methods, and finite element simulations [178].
The behavior of reinforced concrete beam-column joints is complex, and the re-
quired behaviors an analytical model must capture are numerous. Depending on the
11
design philosophy employed, a joint may fail due to a combination of mechanisms such
as diagonal joint shear cracking, flexural cracking and hinging of beams, yielding of re-
inforcement, and excessive bond slip resulting in complete loss of anchorage of beam
longitudinal bars. Of these failure modes, prior studies have demonstrated that accu-
rate beam-column joint simulation depends most significantly on the model’s ability to
capture joint shear deformation and bond slip [31].
Efforts to model these mechanisms using the finite element method can be grouped
into two approaches: (a) simplified joint macromodels and (b) continuum finite element
models.
2.2.1 Simplified Joint Macromodels
Simplified joint models have traditionally been utilized to study nonlinear system be-
havior of reinforced concrete planar frames. Suchmodels represent the joint core with a
collection of rigid links connected by translational or rotational springs which account
for shear deformation, beam hinging, and loss of anchorage.
Typically calibrated against experimental tests on joint subassemblages, simplified
joint models have been implemented in frame analysis software with the goal of pre-
dicting global system behavior and evaluating specific performance criteria at low com-
putational cost. Such models have been used for performance based seismic design, the
probabilistic assessment of gravity-load-designed frames, and progressive collapse anal-
ysis.
Primary contributions in this domain have been provided by the following research-
ers: Alath and Kunnath [14], Biddah and Ghobarah [27], Youssef and Ghobarah [233],
Lowes and Altoontash [127], Mitra and Lowes [145], Altoontash [16], Shin and LaFave
[204], and Celik and Ellingwood [32]. In-depth reviews of these studies have been pro-
vided elsewhere by Thiess [216] and Celik [31]. A graphic illustrating the construction
of representative simplified models is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Source: Celik and Ellingwood [31]
Figure 2.1: Simplified Joint Macromodels
Despite the obvious utility of simplified models for evaluation of system response,
simplified joint models provide scarce information regarding the internal state of stress
and damage throughout the joint region. Such models have typically been applied in
the context of two-dimensional analysis.
2.2.2 Continuum Modeling
Three-dimensional nonlinear finite element analysis, in contrast, provides a continuum-
level representation of the major factors influencing joint response. In this approach,
most or all components are discretely modeled and there is no theoretical limitation to
the degree of geometric complexity which can be represented analytically.
While continuum-type models are unsuitable for simulation of overall system be-
havior on a frame- or structure-level due to high computational cost, such models pro-
vide the opportunity to examine the detailed internal behavior of joint regions, includ-
ing the distribution of stress and strain, the progression of damage throughout the joint,
and force transfer mechanisms. As such, this approach has been an ideal candidate for
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previous studies in which joints were parametrically investigated under a variety of ge-
ometric, reinforcing, and loading conditions.
Such models typically account for complex nonlinear material behavior using a
more general constitutive framework, representing the failure of concrete under a triax-
ial stress state (compression crushing, shear failure as identified through principal tensile
stress, localized tension softening or tension stiffening), damage evolution and elastic
degradation under cyclic loading, plasticity in reinforcing steel, the effect of concrete
confinement, and discrete modeling of bond slip.
2.2.3 Scope of Literature Review
Given the need to systematically study the response of beam-column joints in a variety
of more realistic three-dimensional configurations, continuum finite element analysis
is identified as the focus of this study due to its ability to describe the detailed internal
state of simulated joints.
2.3 Review of Continuum Finite Element Analyses of Joints
The following section provides a systematic review of prior efforts to simulate the re-
sponse of beam-column joints using continuum finite element analysis. The body of the
review focuses on constitutive modeling and insights into joint behavior. At the end of
the review, Table 2.1 catalogues relevant model details, including the software used,
geometry of the joint simulated, reinforcement design, loading protocol, finite element
types used, failure modes observed, and constitutive laws employed. A critical synthesis
of the state of the art follows.
While this review focuses on analysis of reinforced concrete building joints, ad-
ditional studies believed to be relevant to the discussion are incorporated, including
analyses of several prestressed/post-tensioned, rehabilitated (FRP), and bridge joints.
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Since these structures experience similar failure mechanisms under cyclic load, simula-
tion strategies may be applicable to building joints as well. In addition, larger frames
simulated by continuum FEA were included in cases where the beam-column joint re-
sponse played a significant role in system response.
In Appendix A, a visual complement to this review is provided. For each paper, a
representative finite element mesh and a graph comparing numerical results to experi-
mental data are presented.
2.3.1 1970–1989
In 1972,Will et al. [231] published one of the first research studies employing the finite
element method in the analysis of reinforced concrete beam-column joints. A plane-
stress analysis was conducted of an exterior corner joint in which the column was un-
der constant axial load and the beamwas incrementally loaded, tested byUzumeri et al.
[221]. In this study, both concrete and steel reinforcement were modeled using four-
node plane stress elements. Concrete was modeled as isotropic and linear elastic prior
to cracking, at which point cracks were manually introduced normal to the maximum
principal stress direction by reducing the modulus of elasticity normal to the crack di-
rection equal to zero, implying brittle fracture. A linear bond stress-slip relationshipwas
incorporated between the concrete and steel elements via linkage elements. Transverse
reinforcements were neglected. The moment-rotation response of the beam as well as
the stress distribution in one of the exterior column rebars were shown to correlate with
experimental results.
In 1981, Noguchi [157] published an analysis of the nonlinear behavior of planar
reinforced concrete interior beam-column connections under monotonic loading. Nu-
merical results were compared with experiments conducted by Kamimura and Hamada
[96]. Linear strain (6-node) elements were used to model the concrete. Longitudinal
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reinforcement was also modeled using linear strain triangles to account for dowel ac-
tion, while transverse reinforcement was modeled using truss elements; the constitutive
model of each utilized a bilinear curve with strain hardening. The concrete constitutive
model was an orthotropic hypoelastic model based on the equivalent unaxial strain con-
cept by Darwin and Pecknold [40]. Cracks were discretely modeled using crack-link
springs placed along cracking directions predetermined based on the experimental re-
sults. The cracking model assumed brittle failure; the crack-link stiffness was set to zero
upon initiation of cracking at a point. Shear transfer through aggregate interlock was
neglected. Bond slip was modeled using the bond-link element proposed by Ngo and
Scordelis [155]. This study showed increased story deflections as the bond properties
degraded, which resulted in compression failure at the joint face. The model overesti-
mated the beam bar yield strengths, which the authors attributed to lack of a post-peak
compressive stress-softening relationship.
Three years later, Noguchi and Naganuma [165] extended the previous models of
Noguchi [157] in several notable ways. While analyzing the same experimental speci-
mens within a largely similar constitutive framework, the modeling approach was ex-
tended to capture the cyclic response of the beam-column joint. The linear strain tri-
angle elements for longitudinal reinforcement were replaced with bar elements, uti-
lizing the cyclic bond slip relations proposed by Morita and Kaku [151]. Addition-
ally, the post-crushing behavior of the concrete was simulated using a nonlinear strain-
softening curve, as previously recommended. A brittle cracking model was again used,
and the crack-link element stiffness was gradually regained upon crack closure. The pro-
posed model accurately captured the hysteretic force-drift, joint distortions, and beam
bar bond slip responses. The numerical analyses demonstrated that the combination of
bond deterioration of beam longitudinal bars and joint shear cracking was a key factor
in degradation of the restoring force capability of the joint subassemblages.
Van Mier [222] conducted numerical analysis of a portal frame under monotonic
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loading using the software . The numerical response was validated against exper-
imental results from Stroband and Kolpa [211]. The concrete constitutive model ac-
counted for the tensile response using a smeared crackmodel with constant stress cutoff,
linear tension softening, and constant shear retention. To simulate concrete crushing,
a plasticity model based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion [36] was employed. Steel re-
inforcements were assumed elastic perfectly plastic and embedded in concrete host ele-
ments using perfect bond. uadratic plane stress elements were used to model the con-
crete while truss elements simulated reinforcements. TheMohr-Coulomb failure crite-
rion was shown to significantly underestimate the strength of the concrete in a three-
dimensional state of stress, yet the model was able to accurately describe the crack pat-
terns experimentally observed throughout the portal frame. The experimental results
indicated a splitting failure in the plane of the portal frame, which the two-dimensional
analysis was unable to capture. The authors suggest a more refined, three-dimensional
model to ameliorate this limitation.
2.3.2 1990–1999
Kwak and Filippou [113] studied the response of an interior reinforced concrete beam-
column joint with special emphasis given to the modeling of bond. A finite element
model was developed and validated against experimental beam-column joint tests con-
ducted by Viwathanatepa et al. [229]. Concrete tensile failure was based on crack band
theory and incorporated using a rotating smeared crack model. The equivalent uniaxial
response in compression was governed by a modified version of the Hognestad parabola
[82], expressed in the principal stress space. If the state of stress exceeded the Kupfer bi-
axial failure envelope [111], the strain softening response was simulated according to
the orthotropic model proposed by Darwin and Pecknold [40]. For reinforcements, a
bi-linear relationshipwith strain hardeningwas adopted for steel behavior and a trilinear
relationship was used for simulating bond slip. Concrete was modeled using quadratic
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isoparametric elements, steel with truss elements, and bond slip with bond-link ele-
ments. Excellent agreement was demonstrated between numerical and experimental
results. The numerical investigation demonstrated that bond slip affects the subassem-
blage responsemore significantly than tension stiffening. In fact, bond slipwas shown to
account for approximately one-third of the total deformation of the subassemblage near
the ultimate load.While tension stiffening was shown to play a minor role in predicting
the response of the joint, its use was recommended as a means of reducing numerical
instability in the model.
Conley [39] published one of the initial studies on finite element analysis of lightly
reinforced interior beam-column joints using the software . The nonlinear re-
sponse of concrete was modeled using a plasticity-based smeared crack formulation.
This modeling framework allows the specification of not only uniaxial compression
and tension curves, but also the effects of tension stiffening and shear retention as ten-
sile failure progresses. The concrete was modeled using plane stress elements and the
reinforcement was discretely modeled and embedded in host concrete elements. The
smeared crack formulation in this study is developed for monotonic loading, so the re-
sponse was correlated to the envelope of the cyclic response of experimental specimens
tested by Pessiki [183]. The analytical results were shown to be accurate for relatively
low levels of load, but diverged significantly from experimental results at or near the
failure point, embodying a nearly elastic perfectly plastic response. When typical de-
scending post-peak tensile stress-strain curves exhibiting tension stiffening were used,
the solution encountered numerical difficulties. To reduce these convergence problems,
the input parameters were modified to allow very large plastic strains in both tension
and compression for stresses slightly larger than the strength, allowing the solution to
progress beyond the failure point.
Mosalam, Gergely, and White [152] conducted one of the first simulations of re-
inforced concrete beam-column joints which incorporated the effects of the slab and
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transverse beam stubs, as well as 3D solid modeling. A gravity-load-designed (GLD)
joint cyclically tested by Durrani andWight [47] was chosen as an experimental bench-
mark due to its exhibiting all characteristics identified as seismically deficient by Beres
et al. [26]. The specimen was modeled using the software . The concrete com-
pressive response was described by a Von Mises yield criterion with associated plastic
flow, while tensile response was simulated in a smeared cracking framework which al-
lowed for multiple non-orthogonal cracks at each point [41]. Steel reinforcement ma-
terial response was based on the Von Mises yield criterion; perfect bond was assumed.
The numerical procedure was able to closely reproduce the experimentally determined
force-drift envelope, and once validated, the modeling approach was used to simulate
joints both with and without the presence of the floor slab and transverse beam stubs
(bare joints). The joint strength, story drift, and energy dissipation were shown to de-
pend significantly on the presence of the slab and its influence on shear deformations in
the joint panel. For instance, the presence of the slab reduced the percentage of drift due
to joint shear distortion from 50% to 25%, and increased the strength of the joint panel
by approximately 40%. The authors cited the need to directly incorporate the effects of
bond slip in order to accurately capture the influence of insufficient beam bottom bar
anchorage.
Pantazopoulou and Bonacci [173] conducted two-dimensional finite element anal-
yses of interior and exterior beam-column joint subassemblages under monotonic load.
The modeling framework was validated against specimens tested by Kitayama et al.
[108]. The simulations were used to perform parametric investigations of the effect of
joint reinforcement, bond condition along beam longitudinal reinforcements, and col-
umn axial load. Concrete was modeled using quadrilateral plane stress elements within
a constitutive framework based on the Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT)
[226]. Reinforcement was modeled by nonlinear truss elements using a trilinear model
with strain hardening. A contact element was utilized to simulate both satisfactory and
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unsatisfactory bond conditions between concrete and steel [18]. The study concluded
that while joint transverse reinforcement confines the joint core and contributes to the
overall shear resistance of the joint, the contribution of the joint core to shear resistance
of the joint decreases as the transverse reinforcement volume increases. Additionally,
the analysis demonstrated that yielding of joint transverse reinforcement leads to rapid
deterioration of the joint performance. Transverse beams were shown effective in pre-
cluding joint shear failure due to increased confinement of the joint core.
Barzegar and Maddipudi [22, 23] published a study in which an exterior planar
joint was analyzed which contained both transverse beam stubs and a slab. A finite el-
ement code was developed in this research which represented concrete failure by the
five-parameterWillam-Warnke criterion [232] in conjunctionwith the hypoelastic con-
stitutive model developed by Stankowski and Gerstle [210]. The fracture energy based
smeared crack formulation proposed by de Borst and Nauta [41] was used, allowing for
multiple nonorthogonal fixed cracks to occur at each integration point. Mesh objec-
tivity was achieved based on the crack band width model of Bažant and Oh [24]. The
simulation strategy relied upon quadratic solid elements for concrete, while reinforce-
ment was modeled using truss elements and connected to host elements via the bond
slip relation of Elwi and Hrudey [58]. An exterior joint tested by Durrani and Zerbe
[48] was chosen for validation purposes. The joint contained seismic detailing and was
simulated undermonotonic loading, although the experimental specimenwas cyclically
loaded. Under upward loading of the beam, the ultimate capacity was overpredicted by
9%, while under downward loading, the ultimate capacity was overpredicted by 5%;
both cases exhibited higher post-cracking stiffness than was experimentally observed.
The authors attributed these discrepancies to the inability of the monotonically loaded
model to capture concrete and bond degradation which occurred under cyclic processes
in the experiments. Themodels failed to converge after the onset of significant cracking
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and yielding of reinforcements in the beam and joint core, despite reasonable computa-
tion of the ultimate capacities. Extensive cracking in the slab and transverse beam was
demonstrated under downward loading, indicating significant participation in the force
transfer mechanism in the joint.
In 1997,Noguchi andKashiwazaki [159, 100] advanced their earlier studies of beam-
column joints by publishing one of the first analyses of an interior beam-column joint
under two-directional loading. In this study, both one- and two-way interior joints
constructed with high-strength concrete were simulated and validated against experi-
ments conducted byKashiwazaki et al. [99] and Lee et al. [115]. The finite element code
 was used in this study; the concrete material model was defined by user subrou-
tine. Concrete was represented using solid elements with an assumed orthotropic hy-
poelastic model based on an equivalent uniaxial strain concept. Failure in compression
was governed by the 3-parameter Willam-Warnke yield criterion [232]. The ascending
portion of the compressive uniaxial curve was defined by the Fafitis-Shah model [63],
while the descending portion was defined by the Kent-Park model [105] to account
for the confining effect of transverse beams and lateral reinforcement. A smeared crack
model was used in which the stiffness normal to the crack directionwas set to zero upon
exceeding a tension cut-off. Reinforcements were modeled by truss elements and as-
sumed perfect bond. For both one– and two–way interior joints with transverse beams,
the predicted initial stiffness was higher than that observed in experiments, although the
numerical model closely matched the experimentally observed maximum story shear
force and joint shear failure mechanism. The authors attributed the stiffness overesti-
mation both to an inability of the smeared crack model to capture a local flexural crack
in the beam as well as the assumption of perfect bond of steel reinforcement.
Elmorsi et al. [55, 57] developed a modeling approach to simulate the one-way,
cyclic response of interior beam-column joints using higher-order inelastic plane stress
elements. The joint core was modeled using a single twelve-node element embodying
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a cubic displacement field to better capture shear deformations, and the core was sur-
rounded by ten-node transition elements which connected to frame elements simulat-
ing beams and columns. Flexural reinforcements were modeled using inelastic truss and
bond link elements, while transverse reinforcements were represented using smeared
reinforcements. The concrete constitutive model was based on a smeared fixed crack
model with enhancements for representing shear deformations [56]. Steel reinforce-
ment was modeled using the Menegotto-Pinto model [142], which accounts for yield-
ing, strain hardening, and the Bauschinger effect. Amodified version of the Eligehausen
model [54] represented bond slip. The numerical models, implemented in the software
-, were validated against experiments conducted by Viwathanatepa et al. [228]
and Kaku and Asakusa [95]. The model accurately accounted for bond slip response as
well as joint shear deformation under cyclic loading.
Vollum [230] conducted finite element analysis beam-column connections subjected
to monotonic loading for the purpose of validating strut and tie models. Simulations
of one-way exterior joints both with and without transverse reinforcement were con-
ducted using . Solid brick elements were used to represent concrete, while smear-
ed reinforcements assuming perfect bond were used to simulate steel bars. Failure of
concrete was governed by theWillam-Warnke criterion [232] along with bi-linear ten-
sion softening. The numerical response was compared with experiments conducted by
Ortiz [190]. While the models were able to more accurately predict the response of
specimens containing joint transverse reinforcements, the computational strategy was
unable to capture the extensive crackingwhich occurredwithin the joint core, and accu-
rate failure loads were not obtained. Additionally, the initial stiffness of the connection
was overestimated because of the assumption of perfect bond. Difficulties in obtaining
a converged numerical solution led the author to abandon a continuum joint modeling
approach in favor of strut and tie models.
Fleury et al. [64] proposed a continuummodeling approach for interior beam-column
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joints with particular emphasis given to bond slip simulation under cyclic loading. The
bond law proposed by Eligehausen et al. [54] wasmodified and implemented in the con-
text of continuous bond reinforcement, instead of discrete springs. Concrete was mod-
eled using plane stress membrane elements with an orthotropic smeared fixed crack rep-
resentation of tensile failure, while a plasticity theory incorporating isotropic hardening
and associated flow was otherwise invoked. The nonlinear bond slip law was invoked
only within the joint and extended a short distance within the beams. The numerical
model was implemented in the finite element package  , and the joint model
was validated against specimens tested by Del Toro Rivera [42]. In early cycles, the an-
alytical results accurately predicted the peak resistance and residual displacements, but
subsequent cycles revealed less agreement with experimental observations, particularly
a lack of pinching and overestimation of energy dissipation. The authors attributed this
deviation to an overestimation of bond resistance in the joint as well as inadequacy of
the smeared crack model to capture joint shear distortion, evidenced by a total lack of
observed pinching in cases where only perfect bond was assumed. They further sug-
gested a steel reinforcement material law incorporating the Bauschinger effect. This
model was later developed into a simplified joint component model suitable for use in
frame analysis [65].
Lowes [123, 125] studied the behavior of reinforced concrete bridge beam-column
joints using the finite element code . While this study focused on bridge applica-
tions, the analytical framework employed is relevant to the analysis of building beam-
column joints. Lowes employed a plasticity-based constitutive framework extending
the models developed by Govindjee and Hall [71, 70]. This model allowed for the de-
velopment of multiple, discrete cracks under tensile loading, a reduction in stiffness and
strength due to moderate compressive loading, and supports the transition from ten-
sion to compression due to load reversal. A model for anchorage bond-zone response
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was developed and validated against a wide range of experimental configurations, char-
acterizing bond stress versus slip behavior for both monotonic and cyclic loading [126].
A steel constitutive relation based on the Menegotto-Pinto hysteresis model [142] was
used. Models of beam-column connections were able to accurately predict severe dam-
age of anchorage zones, shear failure within the connection, and the development of
flexural mechanisms. Lowes additionally recommended three-dimensional finite ele-
ment analysis to best capture the primary response modes exhibited by reinforced con-
crete joints.
Lundgren [129] conducted experimental and analytical research regarding the per-
formance of one-way frame corner joints with various splicing configurations. A series
of two- and three-dimensional finite elementmodels were developed using the software
. The two-dimensional model was used for parametric evaluation of loading con-
ditions. For all models, the tensile response of concrete was captured using a rotating
smeared crackmodel based on theModifiedCompression FieldTheory [226],with soft-
ening described by the Hordijk stress-strain curve [84]. In the three-dimensional analy-
ses, both concrete and primary reinforcements were modeled with brick elements, with
the bond response simulated using a model developed by the author [130]. The com-
pressive hardening response followed the Thorenfeldt stress-strain curve [217], modi-
fied for increased ductility due to confinement by the relation proposed by Selby and
Vecchio [199]. In the two-dimensional analyses, concrete wasmodeledwith plane stress
elements, reinforcements with truss elements, and bond-slip with interface elements.
In the 2D case, the compression response was assumed elastic perfectly plastic, and
the bond-slip relation was specified according to the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30]
guidelines for the quality characterization “unconfined/other”. All analyses captured
the failure mechanisms observed experimentally, namely, bending failure with yield-
ing of reinforcement, spalling in the compression zone, fracture of the splice, and in-
clined cracking in the joint. A subsequent reanalysis using a fixed smeared crack model
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demonstrated the superiority of a rotating crack model in capturing joint failure; the
fixed crack model was unable to accurately capture the progression of joint cracking.
2.3.3 2000–2004
Sritharan, Priestley, and Seibel [209] conducted nonlinear simulations of various bridge
joint configurations subjected to cyclic actions.Numericalmodelswere developed using
a commercial user subroutine developed for  called , the results of which
were validated with experiments conducted by the authors. In the  framework,
the non-rotating orthogonal smeared crack model proposed by Rashid [187] was used
while the confined compressive response followed the uniaxial relationship proposed by
Mander et al. [139]. The steel constitutive relationship incorporated strain hardening,
hysteresis, low cycle fatigue characteristics, and bond slip, and was incorporated in the
global model by superimposing its stiffness onto the plane stress host concrete elements.
In order to better account for the strain penetration effect at the joint interface, a system
of nonlinear springs was specified at the face of the column. While the monotonically
loaded finite element model was capable of representing the backbone of the exper-
imental cyclic force-displacement response, several deficiencies were identified in the
modeling approach for some specimens in identifying the precise progression of crack-
ing and tension forces in reinforcement. The authors attributed these discrepancies to
potential overestimation of the tension stiffening effect and shear transfer capability af-
ter crack formation. The fixed orthogonal crack approach was shown unsatisfactory in
representing the experimentally observed progression of cracking, and a rotating crack
model was recommended. A three-dimensional discretization of the specimen was also
recommended to better represent the influence of spatially distributed reinforcement.
Nonetheless, the proposed simulation strategy accurately described the force transfer
mechanism within the joint region and global force-displacement characteristics of the
joint subassemblages.
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Hamil [75] conducted an extensive research program consisting of both experimen-
tal and numerical investigations into the behavior of one-way exterior beam-column
joint subassemblages. Parameters investigated included beam steel anchorage, concrete
strength, joint ties and their position, joint aspect ratio, and type of reinforcement. Two
different arrangements of beam reinforcement were considered: a bent-down beam top
bar detail and a U-bar detail. Beam-column subassemblages were experimentally in-
vestigated under both monotonic and cyclic loading. Finite element analyses of mono-
tonically loaded beam-column specimenswere performed using the software . The
model was able to accurately predict multiple failure mechanisms in the joint, including
flexural failure of both the beam and column, joint failure due to shear effects, and joint
failure due to loss of beam anchorage. The ultimate shear capacity of a joint was shown
to equal the square root of its compressive cylinder strength. Joint ties were shown to
be most effective when placed in the upper two-thirds of the joint (directly below beam
top bars), while the use of U-bar beam reinforcement was shown to reduce the ultimate
shear capacity of the joint by an average of 18%. Increasing the column axial stress to
a value of 20 MPa was shown to enhance the shear capacity of the joint by 40%. In-
creasing the joint aspect ratio from 1.4 to 2.0 resulted in a reduction in shear capacity of
approximately 25%. While the analytical approach showed good correlation with ex-
perimental results, the use of three-dimensional finite element modeling software was
recommended, as this would provide a better framework for isolation of independent
reinforcing bars within the concrete. This research program was conducted in concert
with Baglin and Scott [19].
Baglin and Scott [19] performed finite element analyses of one-way external beam-
column joints subjected to monotonic loading using the software . The presented
analytical results were validated against 19 tests performed by the authors and Hamil
[75]. The concrete was modeled using the BS8110pt2 compression relationship with a
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linear compression strain-softening curve. Other key components of the concrete con-
stitutive model included a brittle response in tension, variable shear retention, and the
biaxial failure envelope proposed by Kupfer et al. [111]. Tension stiffening was ne-
glected. A multilinear constitutive relation was employed for the steel reinforcement,
and bond slip was treated locally within the concrete substrate. The presented finite el-
ement models accurately predicted the ultimate strength of the joint in most cases as
well as the distribution of the tension bar anchorage stress. The validated model was
then employed in a parametric study where the magnitude of the column load and joint
tie arrangement were varied. The results of the parametric study demonstrated that in-
creasing the column load toward a value of 20 MPa increases the ultimate capacity of
the joint, while exceeding this value results in the opposite. The increase in column load
was also shown to result in stiffening the joint as well as improving the anchorage of the
top longitudinal beam bars within the joint. The addition of more closely-spaced ties
within the joint increased the ultimate joint capacity by limiting the extension of joint
shear cracks as well as confining the top bend in the beam longitudinal reinforcement.
Parvin and Granata [181] conducted nonlinear finite element analysis of reinforced
concrete exterior beam-column joints strengthened using FRP composites. A combina-
tion of E-glass, kevlar, and carbon fiber fabrics were evaluated in various configurations
under uni-directional monotonic loading. The simulations were conducted using the
software . Concrete material behavior was defined by a smeared crack model in
tension and a plasticity model to capture compression crushing, while the steel material
model was assumed bilinear. Reinforcements were simulated by truss elements embed-
ded with perfect bond in solid finite elements representing concrete. FRPs were simu-
lated using a multi-layer solid element which was attached to the concrete surface by a
bond condition capable of representing both peeling and shearing effects. A comparison
of numerical response to experimental data was not reported, nor was any information
regarding the failure mechanism of the underlying reinforced concrete joint. The study
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instead focused on the contributions of the FRP enhancements, demonstrating an in-
crease in the flexural capacity of the beam-column joints by as much as 37%, a reduction
in both the stresses in joint reinforcement and the concrete core up to 26%, and a joint
rotation reduction of almost 50%.
Johansson [92] studied the response of reinforced concrete one-way frame corners
undermonotonic load. A series of planar knee joints with conventional and exploratory
reinforcing configurations were experimentally evaluated and simulated using the soft-
ware .The constitutivemodeling approach for concretewas based on theDrucker-
Prager failure criterion in compression [45] and a non-orthogonalmultidirectional fixed
smeared crack model in tension [41]. The compressive post-peak response followed
the guidelines of the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] while the tension post-peak re-
sponse followed the bilinear softening curve proposed by Gylltoft [72]. Reinforcement
response was captured by a vonMises yield criterion with bilinear strain hardening, and
interface behavior was modeled according to the CEB-FIPModel Code 1990 bond-slip
law [30]. Varying bond conditions were evaluated: good/other and confined/uncon-
fined, according to the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] guidelines. The joints were
modeled in plane stress, with reinforcements represented by a combination of discrete
truss bars and embedded reinforcements. A weak plane was introduced in the mesh to
model the influence of a construction joint. The predicted numerical response showed
good agreement with the experimental specimens both in terms of stiffness, strength
degradation (within 10%), and observed crack patterns. The complete failure of the
joint was not captured, however, due to numerical convergence difficulties. The au-
thors recommended a modification of the compression failure algorithm to incorporate
a characteristic length, which would reduce localization effects and improve mesh ob-
jectivity.
Emara and Hosny [59] presented one of the first simulations of an exterior two-way
beam-slab-column joint. The focus of this study was to analytically assess the influence
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of the slab on joint response. A slab which was experimentally evaluated by Kurose et
al. [112] was modeled using a nonlinear finite element code developed by the authors,
3. The beams, column, and slab weremodeled using solid brick elements, while
truss elements were used for reinforcements. Bond slip elements were used within the
joint core and extended a distance equal to the effective member depth into adjacent
beams and columns. Anchorage of longitudinal beam reinforcement within the joint
core was captured by fixing the terminating nodes of the bars to the exterior face of
the joint. No details were provided regarding the constitutive frameworks employed
in the simulation. A unidirectional, monotonic force was applied to the longitudinal
beam until yielding was initiated in the slab reinforcements. By investigating the strain
profiles in the slab, it was shown that slab participation in the force-transfer mechanism
from the beam to the joint could be characterized over a contribution zone equal to ap-
proximately 25% of the length of the transverse beam on each side of the joint, thereby
increasing the demand for torsional reinforcements in the transverse beams in these re-
gions. As anchorage of beam top bars within the joint deteriorated, a significant increase
in slab reinforcement strains was observed. Furthermore, the analytical and experimen-
tal observations showed that the presence of the slab resulted in an increase in beam
ultimate capacity by as much as 25%, a factor capable of violating the strong column-
weak beam design philosophy.
Hoehler and Ožbolt [81] conducted three-dimensional analyses of an exterior one-
way reinforced concrete beam-column joint under cyclic loading using the finite ele-
ment code . The beam concrete constitutive relation is based on the microplane
model with relaxed kinematic constraint [167]. The column concrete was linear elastic.
A tri-linear cyclic model was used for steel reinforcement. Bond is represented using a
microplane model via a layer of extremely fine three-dimensional elements surround-
ing each reinforcing bar. The results of the finite element analyses were validated against
experimental data from Ma et al. [131]. The presented model accurately predicted the
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hysteretic load-displacement curve for most cases, with exception to those exhibiting
significant shear deformation. Prediction of the proper failure mode was shown to be
highly dependent on a correct representation of the boundary conditions, both at sup-
ports and loading points. While shear sensitivity led to premature failure in some cases
under repeated cycles, crack formation in the concrete and strain distribution in the re-
inforcement were realistically represented. The results suggest that incorporating the
Bauschinger effect within the steel cyclic constitutive model would improve the shear
sensitivity shown in the results, allowing cracks to close more easily during load re-
versals and thus improve the compression zone performance. A discrete bond model
accounting for bond degradation during load reversal (asymmetric depending on load
history) was recommended.
Ožbolt, Mayer, and Vocke [168] presented a study the same year in which a sim-
ilar joint was modeled using the software . In this study, finite element models
were developed of exterior one-way beam-column joint specimens tested by Ehsani and
Wight [49]. The tested joints embodied seismic detailing, designed to achieve ductile
failure modes. The concrete constitutive framework was again based on the microplane
approach [167], while steel was assumed elastic perfectly plastic. Concrete was mod-
eled using solid brick elements which were connected to steel truss elements via perfect
bond. Comparison of the numerical load-displacement response with experimental re-
sults showed good agreement until the peak load, at which point yielding of beam rein-
forcement initiated. While slightly overestimating the peak load, the numerical model
showed greater strength degradation in subsequent cycles, as well as less pinching of the
hysteresis loops, than the experimental response. However, the global failure mode and
crack patterns were accurately characterized by the simulation.
By 2001, the models developed by Noguchi et al. [164] matured to a state which
has since been applied in many subsequent analyses of beam-column joints. This model,
henceforth termed theNoguchi prototype, consists of the material relationships described
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as follows. The concrete constitutive framework was defined by an orthotropic hypoe-
lastic model incorporating the equivalent unaxial strain concept by Darwin and Pec-
knold [40]. The ascending portion of the uniaxial compression curve was defined by
the Saenz model [191], while the post-peak relation incorporated either the original
or modified Kent-Park model [105, 177]. The failure surface under triaxial stress was
governed by the five-parameter Willam-Warnke model [232]. Tension stiffening was
defined according to the equation by Sato and Shirai [196]. The Morita-Kaku model
was used to simulate the bond stress-slip relationship [151]. A compressive strength re-
duction factor developed by Noguchi et al. was considered for cracked concrete [89].
Cyclic concrete behavior was incorporated by the hysteretic relationship proposed by
Naganuma and Ohkubo [154] while the steel cyclic response followed the Menegotto-
Pinto model [142].
Kashiwazaki andNoguchi [102] applied the Noguchi prototype [40, 232, 191, 177,
196, 151] to simulate the response of interior one-wayprestressed concrete beam-column
joints using software developed by the authors [101]. Concrete was modeled using a
combination of six- and eight-node plane stress elements, while longitudinal reinforce-
ment and prestressing tendons were modeled using truss elements. Bond was repre-
sented using two orthogonal springs at each node. The monotonic numerical analyses
were validated against cyclic tests performed by the authors. The results indicated that
the shear capacity of a joint was largely unaffected by the prestressing forces, but the
orientation of shear cracking was dependent upon the joint prestressing stresses. Addi-
tionally, the bond surrounding prestressing tendons deteriorated rapidly, demonstrat-
ing the insignificance of the effect of the bond condition on the shear capacity of the
joint.
Zhang,Noguchi, andKashiwazaki [235] conducted two-dimensional finite element
analyses of interior one-way reinforced concrete beam-column joints featuring an ex-
ploratory retrofit consisting of externally attached steel plates using the finite element
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code . The numerical models presented were validated against experimental tests
of cyclically loaded interior joints which were conducted by Shiohara at TokyoUniver-
sity [234]. Material constitutive models for concrete were specified by user subroutines
and conformed to the Noguchi prototype [40, 232, 191, 177, 196, 151]. Four-node
isoparametric plain stress elements were used to model concrete. Reinforcing bars were
modeled using two-node truss elements and a bilinear stress-strain relation with Von
Mises plasticity represented the constitutive response. Interface elements were used to
simulate the bond slip between primary reinforcing bars and the concrete. In somemod-
els, diagonal discrete joint shear cracks were specified in advance to capture the effects
of prior crack opening and closing which would occur during cyclic analysis using a
monotonic load analysis. Various material configurations were investigated. The finite
element models accounting for bond, smeared cracking, and discrete diagonal cracks
were able to accurately represent the backbone curve of the hysteretic experimental re-
sponse. Various response quantities were investigated including story shear-deflection
response, the compressive principal stress distribution in the joint panel, the strain dis-
tribution in beam bars in the joint region, as well as the deformation and failure modes
of the joint. The model was able to accurately represent the experimentally observed
failure mode under simulated monotonic loading through discrete crack opening and
closing.
uek and Bian [186] performed nonlinear time history analysis of a reinforced con-
crete frame which was subjected to cyclic base excitation. A half-scale two-span two-
story planar frame embodying low-ductility reinforcing detailswas experimentally eval-
uated by the authors and modeled using the finite element software . The frame
was modeled using quadratic plane stress elements for concrete and truss elements for
embedded reinforcements. The concrete compressive response was modeled using the
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Drucker-Prager criterion [45], while a smeared crack formulation with tension soft-
ening and shear retention governed the tensile response. Reinforcement plasticity fol-
lowed the Von Mises yield criterion, and perfect bond was assumed. The mode 1 and 2
frequencies computed by the finite element models were approximately 7% higher than
those observed experimentally. The time history response of the frame due to cyclic
base excitation revealed a slight overestimation of peak roof acceleration and an un-
derestimation of roof displacements by approximately 10%. Comparison of the load-
deformation response due to static lateral load revealed a significant overprediction of
both the initial stiffness and strength of the frame.While the authors attributed this dis-
crepancy to potential error in the computational approximation of the base shear and
mean material properties used, prior studies incorporating perfect bond have exhibited
similar overapproximation of stiffness.
Cervenka [34] presented the design analysis of a prestressed frame exterior one-way
jointwith integral slab [3] using the software . The primary objectives of this anal-
ysis were the prediction of the crack widths under service load as well as the ultimate
load for the system. Both two- and three-dimensional finite element models were de-
veloped to investigate the joint behavior. For the plane stress analysis, a damage-based
model by Cervenka was employed, while a fracture-plastic approach was used for the
three-dimensional analysis [33]; both models are based on smeared cracks, crack band
theory, and fracture energy. Failure in compressionwas based on theKupfer orthotropic
damage model in 2D [111], and the Menètrey-Willam surface in 3D [143]. The three-
dimensional model predicted smaller crack widths than the two-dimensional model;
this was attributed to its ability to capture crack propagation in the third direction re-
sulting in smaller crack widths close to the concrete surface near reinforcements. When
loaded to failure, the three-dimensional model was able to better predict the behavior
after partial compressive failure at the joint face due to a more physically realistic rep-
resentation of lateral confinement.
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Li, Wu, and Pan [119] evaluated the performance of nonseismically detailed inte-
rior one-way narrow beam-wide column joints subjected to reverse cyclic loading using
the finite element software (2). A fixed smeared cracking concrete constitutive
modelwas employedwhich incorporated tension stiffening, compression stiffening, and
variable shear transfer models. A bond slip relationship was specified to simulate the ex-
pected slippage of longitudinal reinforcement. A plane stress model was utilized. Ana-
lytical results were validated against experiments conducted by the authors [118], and
a parametric investigation was conducted to determine the influence of joint transverse
reinforcements, column axial load, and bond conditions on the behavior of the joint.
Joint transverse reinforcement was shown to help maintain the strength of the joint de-
spite a sustained loss of stiffness. No significant improvement on the bond conditions
of longitudinal reinforcement in the beams and columns was observed due to increased
joint transverse reinforcement. A parametric evaluation of column axial load indicated
a limiting value for the magnitude of column axial load. When beams framed into the
wide side of the column, the best performances were demonstrated for an axial load less
than 0.4f ′cAg, while for wall-like joints (where the beams framed into the narrow side of
the column), the best specimen performances were observed for axial load of zero and
0.2f ′cAg.
ElNabawyAtta et al. [50] conducted an extensive parametric investigation of factors
influencing exterior, one-way beam-column joint behavior due to monotonic loading.
A beam-column joint model was developed in  and validated against experiments
conducted by Scott [197]. Concrete wasmodeled using solid elements, and the concrete
constitutive response was characterized by the three-parameter Willam-Warnke failure
criterion [232] in conjunction with a smeared crack formulation. Steel was modeled
using truss elements with an isotropic elastoplastic relationship. The analytical model
showed good agreement with experimental results. The parametric investigation evalu-
ated the influence of seven parameters: concrete grade, column axial force, girder depth,
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column dimensions, joint transverse reinforcement, reinforcement anchorage, and ad-
ditional restraint due to haunches, transverse beams, and/or integral slab. When the
concrete grade was increased, the ultimate capacity increased but a more brittle fail-
ure mode was observed due to lesser engagement of joint transverse reinforcements.
Restraint due to slab, transverse beams, and an upper haunch all resulted in increased
ultimate capacity of the joint. The authors concluded, however, that the distribution
of hoop reinforcement in the joint core had the most significant influence in improving
the system stiffness and ultimate capacity.
Hegger, Sherif, and Roeser [79] conducted two-dimensional plane stress analyses of
exterior and interior reinforced concrete beam-column subassemblies undermonotonic
loading using the finite element software  (formerly ). The analytical results
were validated against experiments performed by the authors. The concrete constitu-
tive model employed accounted for the observed increase in ductility due tomulti-axial
compression (specified via the maximum post-peak displacement), and incorporated an
effective compressive strength reduction to account for cracks parallel to compressive
struts. A shear retention factor was specified to account for the reduction in the shear
modulus as a function of the crack opening strain, with the failure criterion for the con-
crete based on a biaxial state of stress proposed by Kupfer et al. [111]. Steel reinforce-
ment was modeled using an elastic perfectly plastic stress-strain relation. A perfect bond
relationship was enforced between concrete and steel elements; bond slip effects were
incorporated via local deformations in the concrete in the vicinity of reinforcements.
A parametric investigation was performed and demonstrated that the shear behavior of
exterior joints varies significantly from that of interior joints. The shear capacity of ex-
terior beam-column joints was notably affected by the concrete compressive strength
f ′c, the slenderness of the connection, the beam reinforcement (ratio, detailing, and an-
chorage), and the quantity of transverse reinforcement present in the joint. In contrast,
the shear capacity of interior joints was shown to be essentially dependent only upon
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the concrete compressive strength.
Goto and Joh [69] used finite element simulations to study the shear resistance of pla-
nar interior eccentric beam-column joints under cyclic loading. Four joints were tested
by the authors, each with varying levels of beam eccentricity. All specimens were de-
signed to fail by joint shear, which was achieved along with spalling of the joint cover
and torsional cracking at the joint interface with the beams. The specimens were mod-
eled undermonotonic load using the software . ADrucker-Prager failure criterion
[45] governed concrete crushing and followed the CEB Model Code 1990 [30] com-
pressive stress-strain relationship. Tensile failure was simulated with a smeared crack
model which followed the Hordijk tension softening relation [84]. Reinforcements
were modeled using truss elements with a multilinear constitutive response, and were
embedded within concrete brick elements via interface bond elements which followed
the CEBModel Code 1990 bond slip relationship [30]. The analyses succeeded in iden-
tifying a joint shear failure in all cases, although the simulations predicted a slightly
higher ultimate strength than was experimentally observed. The joint torsional mo-
ment and torsional deformation angle were accurately predicted, and parametric evalu-
ation of beam eccentricities showed that the joint shear strength decreased with greater
eccentric distance due to local failure not observed in concentric joints.
Kashiwazaki and Noguchi [103] later applied finite element analysis to study the
seismic response of one-way interior eccentric beam-column joints. In this study, 8-
node solid elements were used to model both concentric as well as an eccentric beam
configurations. TheNoguchi prototype [40, 232, 191, 177, 196, 151] was utilized with
the assumption of perfect bond of reinforcements. Simulations were compared to ex-
perimental eccentric joint subassemblages tested by Hayashi et al. [78]. The numerical
models accurately predicted flexural failure of the beam prior to joint shear failure. The
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stiffness of themodels significantly exceeded the experimental observations—a discrep-
ancy which the authors attributed to the assumption of perfect bond—yet the maxi-
mum story shear force was computed within 5% of the experimental response. While
the effects of eccentricity led to increased localized shear stress on the eccentric side of
the joint, the story shear capacity did not deteriorate rapidly under torsion as expected
since the system instead failed due to beam flexural yielding prior to joint shear failure.
The authors cited the need for further inquiry into the failure of joints containing both
excessive eccentricity as well as non-ductile reinforcement detailing.
Noguchi and Kashiwazaki [160] published another study around the same time
which investigated the response of interior joints with transverse beams and integral slab
subjected to unidirectional cyclic load. Themodeling framework followed theNoguchi
prototype [40, 232, 191, 177, 196, 151] and compared simulations with perfect and im-
perfect bond. Simulations were validated against experimental data from Suzuki et al.
[212]. While load cycles were repeated multiple times at each drift level in the exper-
iments, only one cycle per drift level was used in the finite element analysis to reduce
computation time. Simulations incorporating perfect bond slightly overpredicted the
initial stiffness and ductility in later cycles. Simulations representing imperfect bond
captured both the stiffness and strength in early cycles accurately, but were unable to
simulate the response under higher drift levels due to numerical convergence difficul-
ties. Comparison of the accumulated strain energy consumption for each subassemblage
component revealed that the more realistic assumption of imperfect bond significantly
increased the energy demand on the joint core.
2.3.4 2005–2009
Mahini [136] conducted experimental and analytical research regarding the behavior of
beam-column joints repaired using FRP composites. In this study, a series of tests were
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conducted wherein various one-way exterior joint designs were tested under mono-
tonic load, both before and after rehabilitation. Numerical models of the joints were de-
veloped using the finite element code . The concrete constitutive model incorpo-
rated both a smeared crackmodel capable of representing shear retention aswell as a fail-
ure surface under compressive loadingwhich evolved according to amodified version of
theHognestad uniaxial compressionmodel [113]. Concretewasmodeled using solid el-
ements while all reinforcements were modeled by truss elements. FRP composites were
modeled using a solid element with an anisotropicmaterial model incorporating amod-
ified von Mises yield criterion. Perfect bond was assumed between concrete and both
steel and FRP composite reinforcements. Comparison of the simulated load-deflection
response with experimental data showed excellent agreement for the non-retrofitted
control specimen. For the repaired specimens, reasonable agreement was demonstrated
up to a ductility level of 2, after which the numerical response indicated higher strength
than the experimental results. The authors attributed this overestimation to the assump-
tion of perfect bond between the concrete and composite materials. Additionally, the
simulations overpredicted the initial stiffness in most cases due to cracking that had de-
veloped during the experiments prior to repair but was neglected in the finite element
analysis. Finally, numerical analysis was shown effective in determining the relocation
of the beam plastic hinge due to FRP repair of the joint.
Shirai, Tajima, andMishima [206, 214] conducted both two- and three-dimensional
finite element analyses of interior one-way reinforced concrete beam-column connec-
tions subjected to both monotonic and cyclic loading using the computer code .
The presented analytical resultswere validated against experimental data fromTajima et
al. [213], in which the tested joints failed predominantly in shear. A decomposed-strain
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smeared crack model was employed for the concrete constitutive relation, incorporat-
ing a Drucker-Prager type model with an associated flow rule for the nonlinear behav-
ior of concrete in compression [45]. Tension stiffening and shear retention were ex-
plicitly incorporated in the analysis. Reinforcement was discretely modeled, and bond
was simulated in longitudinal bars by means of interface/linkage elements between the
steel and concrete elements, accounting for both bond slip and bond locking. The two-
dimensional analyses, accounting for compression softening and bond slip behavior, ac-
curately predicted the story shear / story drift angle under monotonic loading, but for
this model the hysteretic behavior varied from what was observed experimentally. The
three-dimensional analyses, accounting for compression softening and bond-locking ac-
tion, accurately represented the observed post-peak cyclic deterioration and hysteretic
loops, but overestimated the shear capacity of the joint. It was concluded that a three-
dimensional analysis provides the best representation of the observed failure mode.
Noguchi [158] conducted three-dimensional finite element analyses of interior one-
and two-way reinforced concrete beam-column joints subjected to monotonic uni- and
bi-directional loads, employing software developed by the author. The analytical re-
sults were validated against cyclic tests of one- and two-way joints tested by Nakano et
al. [156] and Shiohara et al. [219], respectively; the monotonic analytical results were
compared with the hysteretic backbone curves for each tested specimen. The one-way
joint had two lateral beams, while the spatial joint had four lateral beams as well as an in-
tegral slab. Material response conformed to the Noguchi prototype [40, 232, 191, 177,
196, 151], except that the Fafitis-Shah model [63] was used for the compressive pre-
peak curve and both longitudinal and transverse reinforcements were discretely mod-
eled with perfect bond. In both the analytical and experimental studies, beam flexural
yielding occurred prior to joint shear failure. The results of this study demonstrated
that assuming perfect bond leads to an overestimation of the initial stiffness with respect
to the observed experimental behavior. Differences in principal compressive stress state
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and accumulated absorbed strain energywere quantified for one- versus two-directional
loading.
Mostofinejad andTalaeitaba [153] conducted three-dimensional finite element anal-
yses of exterior one-way beam-column joints using the finite element code . This
study focused on capturing the damaged state of the joint due to monotonic loading
prior to rehabilitation using FRP laminates. Seven rehabilitated configurations were
critically evaluated. Solid elements with embedded transverse reinforcement were used
for concrete, while link elements were used to model the longitudinal reinforcement. A
smeared crack concrete model representing tensile cracking and compression crushing
was used, and the failure criterion was based on the 5-parameterWillam-Warnkemodel
[232]. FRPs were modeled using solid elements in conjunction with an anisotropic ma-
terial model. Anchorage slip and anchorage extension of the longitudinal reinforcement
was modeled based on the non-linear spring model proposed by Soroushian et al. [208].
Comparison of moment-curvature relationships with available experimental data sug-
gested that the implemented model for anchorage slip using non-linear springs was ap-
propriate. Ignoring the anchorage slip of longitudinal beam reinforcement led to an
underestimation of the ductility and ultimate rotation of the joint up to 25%.
Mitra [146] conducted analytical research regarding reinforced concrete beam-col-
umn jointswith the goal of developing amodel applicable for performance based seismic
design. As part of this study, a continuum finite element model of a beam-column joint
was developed using the software package . The immediate joint region was mod-
eled using continuumplane stress elements, while the beams and columnsweremodeled
using frame elements. Reinforcements were modeled using truss elements and interface
elements were used to simulate the bond condition. The Drucker-Prager model [45]
was used for concrete compression failure in conjunction with the Popovics empirical
uniaxial model [185]. The decomposed strain multi-directional fixed crack model was
chosen for concrete in tension, with the post-peak response governed by the Hordijk
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tension softening model [84]. The empirical bond slip model by Eligehausen [54] was
chosen, and anchorage bond zone response was validated using experimental tests by
Viwathanatepa et al. [228]. Both the crack patterns in the anchorage bond zone as well
as the load-displacement response of the bond model showed good correlation with
experimental observations. Simulations of beam-column joints tested by Oka and Sh-
iohara [166] were attempted using the above approach, but a simplified modeling ap-
proach consisting of a series of nonlinear springs was eventually adopted instead due
to convergence issues and the high computational cost of the continuum methodology
for performance based design and frame analysis. Additionally,Mitra recommended the
use of an explicit dynamics algorithm for simulation of non-ductile joint failure [147].
Eligehausen et al. [52, 53] investigated the response of gravity-load-designed (GLD)
joints due to cyclic loading before and after retrofit. In this study, the finite element
code  was utilized to simulate experimental tests conducted by Pampanin et al.
[171, 172]. Concretematerial responsewasmodeled according to themicroplanemodel
proposed byOžbolt et al. [167]. Reinforcement responsewas trilinear, with cyclic bond
specified according to the model of Eligehausen et al. [54]. Solid finite elements were
used for concrete, and reinforcements were connected to the concrete via discrete bond
elements. Anchorage of hooked reinforcements in the joint core was captured by an
additional spring element. The finite element simulations were successful in capturing
the crack patterns and failure mechanism observed in various tests series characterized
primarily by either beam flexural failure or joint shear failure. For the specimen char-
acterized by beam flexural failure, a comparison of hysteretic response revealed that the
ultimate capacity of the joint was overestimated by 10%, while at higher drift levels
the finite element model predicted a more rapid degradation of strength than observed
experimentally. For the specimen characterized by joint shear failure, the simulation
of hysteretic response overestimated the ultimate capacity by 20%, but accurately cap-
tured the strength degradation and increased pinching observed at higher drift levels.
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The authors suggest a more refined mesh in the joint core to avoid overestimation of
initial stiffness and strength capacity.
Sharma, Eligehausen, et al. [203] shortly thereafter published the results of a simi-
lar study in which the response of both interior and exterior non-seismically detailed
beam-column joints were investigated. The modeling approach was notably similar to
that applied concurrently by Eligehausen et al. [52] using the finite element code .
A smeared crack approach based on a microplane model [167] was used in conjunc-
tion with a bond slip formulation proposed by Lettow [117]. The numerical analyses
were validated against experimental tests of cyclically loaded interior and exterior joints
tested by Jain andMurty [91]. The hysteretic response of the exterior joint showed close
agreement with experimental results in terms of strength and stiffness degradation for
the first five displacement cycles, but the solution failed to converge once significant
joint shear cracking had occurred at approximately half the maximum displacement
level applied experimentally. The hysteretic response of the interior joint showed bet-
ter agreement with experimental results up to the ultimate strength for both positive
and negative loading cycles, after which the strength of the specimens were overesti-
mated by the analytical model in the positive cycles only. Convergence was not an issue
for the interior joint, and simulation captured the highly pinched hysteretic response
observed experimentally. A series of additional analyses were conducted using perfect
bond and/or monotonic loading, but both cyclic load as well as bond slip were shown
critical for an accurate prediction of crack orientation and failure mechanisms.
Manfredi, Verderame, and Lignola [140] simulated the response of one-way interior
beam-column joints in order to investigate the strength hierarchy and evaluate the ac-
cepted use of joint shear as an index for joint performance. A control specimen tested by
Zaid et al. [234]was used to validate finite elementmodels developed using the software
. While the experimental specimens were loaded cyclically, the numerical model
was subjected to monotonic load only. A two-dimensional analysis was conducted in
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which concrete was modeled using plane stress elements and reinforcements were mod-
eled using three-node truss elements. The concrete constitutive model was represented
by a plasticity model which followed the uniaxial compressive response proposed by
Mander et al. [139] as well as a smeared crack model with an exponential tension soft-
ening branch. All reinforcements were assumed perfectly plastic. Perfect bondwas spec-
ified for transverse reinforcements, while bond slip was simulated for longitudinal re-
inforcements via interface elements according to the nonlinear relationship specified in
CEB-FIP Model Code 90 [30]. The numerical analysis showed good agreement with
experimental results during the ascending portion of the load-deflection response, both
in terms of shear force and stiffness. The post-peak softening response, however, was
not captured satisfactorily by the numerical model, which the authors attributed to the
neglect cyclic degradation due to monotonic loading only. Comparison with envelope
curves further revealed that the model predicted the joint shear response more accu-
rately than the column shear. The models accurately predicted the anchorage force and
reinforcement stress in longitudinal bars as well as the final crack pattern observed in the
subassemblage. The authors argued that joint shear stress was an unconservative index
for evaluating vulnerability to joint shear failure, observing numerically that the joint
shear stress increased even after apparent onset of joint shear failure and degradation of
story shear.
Haach et al. [73] parametrically investigated the response of one-way exterior beam-
column joints under monotonic load. Numerical simulations were developed using the
software  and validated against experiments conducted by the authors. A smeared
crack model was used in conjunction with a linear tension stiffening relationship. The
compressive yield surface was described by a plasticity model which followed the CEB-
FIPModel Code 90 [30] compression hardening diagram. Ametal plasticity model was
used to simulate reinforcement response; perfect bond was assumed. Plane stress ele-
ments were used for concrete while reinforcements were modeled using truss elements.
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The numerical results showed good agreement with experimentally determined rein-
forcement strains. The validated model was used to parametrically study the influence
of the level of axial load, eccentricity of axial load, and joint transverse reinforcement
ratio. Lower axial column load led to significant values of strain in joint transverse rein-
forcement earlier than specimens with higher axial column load, but the column axial
load eccentricity showed little effect on the joint shear behavior. Increasing the joint
transverse reinforcement ratio led to a more uniform joint stress distribution. Stirrups
in the upper region of the joint core absorbed tensile forces arising from beam top rein-
forcement and improved the anchorage condition of these bars.
Kim and Vecchio [106] studied the response of a shear critical reinforced concrete
plane frame subjected to cyclic loading. A one-span two-story frame was experimen-
tally evaluated by Duong et al. [46] and simulated using the finite element software
2. While the beam-column joints embodied seismic details such as joint trans-
verse reinforcement and beam longitudinal bar hooks, the connecting beams were shear
critical and retrofitted with externally bonded FRPs. The constitutive framework was
based on the Disturbed Stress Field Model (DSFM) [224], an extension of the Modified
Compression Field Theory (MCFT) [226], and incorporated aspects of both fixed and
rotating smeared crack philosophies. The uniaxial response in compression was mod-
eled by the Popovics model [185] in the ascending regime and by the Montoya [150]
as well as Palermo and Vecchio [170] curves in the post-peak regime. The steel rein-
forcement material model was elasto-plastic with strain hardening and incorporated the
Bauschinger effect. Concrete was modeled by plane stress elements, longitudinal steel
reinforcements and beam stirrups with truss elements, and other transverse steel rein-
forcements with smeared reinforcements. Anchorage of longitudinal reinforcing bars
was simulated by fixing the end node of the bars to the concrete with perfect bond.
FRP reinforcements were assumed linear elastic until fracture and modeled using truss
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elements which were connected to concrete elements via bond link elements. Compar-
ison of the mean ratio of computed to observed response revealed that the simulation
accurately described the hysteresis of the frame with respect to peak load for each cy-
cle (1.01) as well as displacements (0.99). The modeling technique also demonstrated
accurate prediction of damage modes and final crack patterns.
Ibrahim and El-Badry [88] conducted an experimental and numerical investigation
of the cyclic response of one-way exterior beam-column joints. The primary objective
of this studywas to evaluate the efficacy of various joint reinforcement details, including
joints with and without standard joint transverse reinforcement as well as joints rein-
forced with double-headed studs. Numerical analysis was performed using the software
. Concrete fracture was simulated using the Rankine failure criterion with expo-
nential softening [36], while plasticity models such as the Menètrey-Willam [143] or
Drucker-Prager [45] failure surfaces represented compressive failure. A constant axial
load was applied to the column, while a single cycle was applied to the beam end for
each displacement amplitude; load cycles were not repeated at each level as they were
in the experiments. Concrete was modeled using 8-node solid brick elements, while all
reinforcements were modeled with truss elements. The cyclic steel material response
followed the Menegotto-Pinto model [142]. Perfect bond was assumed at all locations
except for the interaction along the stems of the doubled-headed studs, alongwhich the
CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 bond-slip law was used [30]. An artificially high level of
tension stiffening was incorporated in the model to improve the shear retention char-
acteristics. Good agreement was observed between the experimental and numerical re-
sponse. The ratio of simulated to observed peak loads had a mean value of 0.93. After
yielding of reinforcements occurred, the numerical joint response was notably stiffer
than the experimental response, which the authors attributed to the inaccurate repre-
sentation of shear response as well as the lack of repeated load cycles at each drift level.
The modeling approach was shown sufficient to predict the failure mode in either joint
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shear and beam flexure, depending on the joint reinforcement configuration.
Kashiwazaki and Noguchi [104] evaluated the objectivity of the Noguchi proto-
type [40, 232, 191, 177, 196, 151] by conducting blind analysis of a series of joint sub-
assemblages tested by Shiohara et al. [205]. The experimental specimens consisted of
five one-way interior and exterior joints which were subjected to various configura-
tions of reversed cyclic loading applied either to the column or beam ends, all designed
to fail according to beam flexure prior to joint shear. Concrete was modeled using solid
brick elements which were connected to steel truss elements via perfect bond. Compar-
ison of story shear – story drift angle response for all specimens indicated that while the
initial stiffness was overpredicted, the maximum story shear was represented accurately
for all cases. The onset of beam flexural yielding was observed at the correct drift angle
for all specimens except one. In the post-peak regime, however, the numerical response
deviated significantly from the experimental results. The authors recommended an im-
proved representation of shear deterioration and bond slip to increase the accuracy of
the numerical models.
Kulkarni, Li, and Yip [109] conducted both experimental and analytical research
into the behavior of precast hybrid-steel concrete connections subjected to cyclic load-
ing. The beam-column joint subassemblages were one-way, planar systems. The an-
alytical portion of this research included detailed finite element analyses of the joint
specimens using the finite element code . The joint response was modeled using
two-dimensional plane stress elements. Steel platesweremodeled using plane stress con-
tinuum elements while reinforcing bars were modeled using truss elements. The mate-
rial models usedwere as follows. Themulti-directional fixed crackmodel was employed
for concrete in tension with a linear tension softening curve. A constant stress cut-off
criterion was used for concrete in tension, and the threshold angle for formation of new
crackswas 15o. In compression, aDrucker-Prager yield surfacewith isotropic hardening
and associated flow was used to simulate the crushing response [45]. During unloading
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in tension, the secant stiffness was used, while for unloading in compression, the initial
elastic stiffness was used. All steel reinforcements were modeled using the von Mises
yield criterion with isotropic strain hardening and an associated flow rule. For reinforc-
ing barsmodeled using truss elements, bond slipwas considered. TheNewton-Raphson
method was initially applied to solve the nonlinear equations, and was augmented by
both the arc-length technique and line search method to improve the convergence of
the system. Good correlation was achieved in representing the hysteretic story shear
force - horizontal displacement relationship. Parameters evaluated included the influ-
ence of column axial load, connection plate thickness, and beam bottom reinforcement
continuity.
Li, Tran, and Pan [121] presented a study in 2009 in which the cyclic response of
lightly reinforced interior one-way beam-column joints was both experimentally and
numerically investigated. One notable aspect of this study was that for several speci-
mens, an effective slab was constructed as well as transverse beam stubs extending the
same width as the effective slab. The beam stubs were incorporated to simulate the con-
fining effect provided by transverse beams. Both strong beam-weak column and strong
column-weak beam configurationswere studied.Nonlinear three-dimensional finite el-
ement analyses were conducted using the software package . The compression re-
sponse of concrete was governed by the Drucker-Prager yield surface [45] and isotropic
hardening with an associated flow rule was utilized after yielding. The tensile response
of concrete was modeled using a bi-linear relation to account for the softening effect
after cracking. Unloading and reloading in compression was evaluated using the initial
elastic stiffness, while in tension the secant modulus was used. Reinforcement was de-
scribed using the vonMises yield criterionwith isotropic strain hardening and associated
flow. A bond slip law based on the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] was implemented.
Twenty node quadratic brick elements were used for concrete, and each reinforcing bar
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was modeled using truss elements. Good correlation was observed between experimen-
tal and numerical results, and all models exhibited significant pinching in the hysteresis
loops as was exhibited in the experiments. The validatedmodels were employed in para-
metric studies related to axial load and slab participation. For strong beam-weak column
configurations, an axial load level of 0.25f ′cAg led to an optimum enhancement of story
shear by 7%, while for strong column-weak beam configurations, the optimum increase
in story shear of 9%was demonstrated at an axial load of 0.35f ′cAg. The influence of slab
participation was shown to be significant in a strong column-weak beam configuration,
while in a strong beam-weak column configuration, the effect of the slab was marginal
as the loss of torsional moment capacity of the transverse beams resulted in insignificant
development and transfer of slab tensile forces into the joint core.
Kulkarni and Li [110, 120] conducted further experimental and analytical research
into the behavior of exterior and interior one-way wide-beam-column joints. Finite
element analyses were conducted using the software package . The modeling ap-
proachwas notably similar to that employed by Li, Tran and Pan [121], described above.
The concrete material model was based on nonlinear fracture theory to account for
cracking [74], while the elasto-plastic behavior of concrete in compression and tension
was incorporated using the model by Kulkarni et al. [109]. Numerical results showed
good overall agreement with experimental results. The numerical models slightly over-
estimated the initial stiffness of the structure and were unable to predict the level of
hysteretic pinching observed experimentally, while slightly underestimating the story
shear capacity. The parametric study on the effect of transverse beams indicated that as
the transverse beam reinforcement increased, the joint could resist a higher magnitude
of joint shear forces and story shears and exhibit more effective transfer of beam bend-
ing moments to the column. For exterior joints, a column axial load level of 0.25f ′cAg
led to optimal joint shear performance, while for interior joints, a column axial load
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level between 0.3–0.4f ′cAg led to optimal joint shear performance. The torsional per-
formance of transverse beams dominated the joint response, and the numerical results
suggested that the joint specimens reached their ultimate strength when the transverse
beam lost its torsional capacity. Increasing the longitudinal reinforcement ratio by 50%
was shown to enhance the maximum joint shear stress capacity by approximate 14%.
Concrete grade did not exhibit much influence on the performance of the joint speci-
mens.
Noguchi, Kashiwazaki, and Miura [163] conducted an investigation into the bond
mechanism in interior joints subjected to bilateral load, addressing the prior approx-
imation of perfect bond which often resulted in inaccurate representation of stiffness
and strength. In this study, the Noguchi prototype [40, 232, 191, 177, 196, 151] was
applied with bond-link elements to simulate both one- and two-way internal joint re-
sponse when subjected to reverse cyclic loading. The finite element simulations were
benchmarked against experiments conducted by Kishida et al. [107]. The two-way in-
terior joint was loaded in such a way as to maximize the effect of biaxial bending of the
column. The numerical models accurately described the maximum story shear force
as well as the degradation of stiffness and resulting pinching of the hysteresis curve,
while slightly overestimating the initial stiffness and underestimating the strength dur-
ing post-peak cycles. Comparison of planar to two-way joint shear stress distribution
revealed amuch higher concentration of shear stress at the corners of the biaxially loaded
joints, as expected. This study formed the basis for the next reviewed study in which a
three-dimensional frame was simulated using the same approach.
The same year, Noguchi and Kashiwazaki [161, 162] conducted finite element anal-
yses of a two-bay by two-bay, two-story reinforced concrete frame as well as an exterior
joint subassembly with integral slab and two lateral beams, both subjected to bidirec-
tional cyclic loading. The goal of this study was to investigate the influence of vari-
ous interaction effects on joint shear strength, namely the presence of an integral slab
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and eccentric lateral beams. The finite element formulation utilized theNoguchi proto-
type model [40, 232, 191, 177, 196, 151]. The analytical results slightly overestimated
the maximum strengths exhibited by the experimental structures, although the initial
stiffness and yielding mechanisms showed good correlation with experimental obser-
vations. The presence of the floor slab led to the yielding of beam bottom reinforce-
ment near lateral beams before yielding of top reinforcement. Furthermore, this study
presented the first successful simulation of the response of an exterior beam-column
subassembly subjected to unsymmetric bidirectional loading.
2.3.5 2010+
Bindhu and Jaya [28] investigated the response of one-way exterior beam-column joints
with diagonal cross bracing bars. The authors experimentally evaluated a series of joints
with both conventional and diagonal joint detailing under cyclic lateral load and vary-
ing axial force. Numerical models were developed using the software . Solid ele-
ments represented concrete, while reinforcements were modeled using truss elements.
A smeared crack model was used in tension, while plasticity model was used in com-
pression; the uniaxial compression response followed the curve proposed byDasayi and
Krishnan [43]. The steel material response was simulated using a bilinear kinematic
model.While the experimental specimens were cyclically loaded, the numerical models
were only loadedmonotonically; the numerical response was compared to the envelope
of the hysteretic experimental results. Examination of the load-displacement response
revealed that the numerical models accurately captured the initial stiffness of the speci-
mens, but the predicted strength after yielding was significantly higher than that exper-
imentally observed. While all specimens failed from tensile cracking at the beam-joint
interface, the joints with diagonal reinforcement showed minimal hairline cracking of
the joint core. Furthermore, the specimens with diagonal confining bars showed im-
proved ductility and energy absorption capacity over joints with standard detailing.
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Pennucci et al. [182] studied the response of one-way exterior beam-column joints
with various configurations of FRP upgrade. Numerical models were developed us-
ing the software  and compared with a series of tests conducted by Antonopoulos
and Triantafillou [17]. Concrete was simulated by high order shell elements in conjunc-
tion with a constitutive model capable of representing compression crushing and tensile
cracking. Steel reinforcements were modeled using truss elements with theMenegotto-
Pinto model [142]. The interface behavior of reinforcing bars followed the CEB-FIP
Model Code 1990 [30] bond-slip law. A model proposed by Monti et al. [149] was
used to represent the interface between the concrete surface and FRP wraps. FRP rein-
forcements were represented one-dimensionally and assumed to respond linearly until
failure. The simulated specimens were loaded monotonically, although the experimen-
tal subassemblages were cyclically loaded. In order to stabilize the numerical post-peak
response, the arc-length and line search algorithms were applied. Comparison of the
numerical load-displacement response with the envelope of the cyclic experimental re-
sponse showed close agreement in most cases; for several specimens the post-peak was
either slightly over- or under-estimated. The validated model was used to parametri-
cally investigate the influence of the FRP lay-up and concrete strength on the joint
performance. The resistance of the joint was shown proportional to concrete strength,
although the FRP contribution to the joint shear strength was unaffected by concrete
strength. Additional gains were demonstrated when FRP fibers were oriented parallel
to the beam axis.
Kang et al. [87, 97] performed finite element simulations of both reinforced and
post-tensioned concrete exterior column-slab connections. The analyseswere conducted
using the software . The concrete damage plasticity framework was employed to
simulate concrete failure. This constitutive model, developed by Lubliner et al. [128]
and advanced by Lee and Fenves [114], utilizes a combination of non-associated multi-
hardening tensile and compressive plasticity and scalar isotropic damaged elasticity to
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describe the irreversible damage and stiffness degradation occurring during concrete
fracture. The uniaxial compression response evolved according to the empirical model
proposed byCarreira andChu [29],while three differentmulti-linear relationshipswere
evaluated to capture the tension stiffening effect. Concrete was modeled using solid
brick elements, with reinforcements simulated by truss elements. Deformed reinforc-
ing bars were embeddedwith perfect bond, while unbonded tendons were connected to
concrete using either spring elements or a tube-to-tube contact element. Both implicit
analysis and explicit dynamics analysis were considered for this study, but the explicit
dynamics algorithm demonstrated greater numerical stability and was chosen for the
prototype model. This modeling approach was validated against experiments of both
reinforced concrete interior slab-column connections [218] as well as post-tensioned
slab-edge column connections [66], all subjected to uni-directional, monotonic load.
Excellent correlation was observed with experimental response for both the reinforced
concrete and post-tensioned connections with respect to damage patterns andmoment-
drift response. The finite element analysis predicted the strain in bonded reinforcement
with reasonable accuracy except when the experiment approached the final failure state,
which the authors attributed to the assumption of perfect bond.
Sagbas, Vecchio, and Christopoulous [192, 193] conducted two-dimensional finite
element analyses of reinforced concrete beam-column joint subassemblages subjected
to reverse cyclic loads using the software 2, a finite element code incorporating a
smeared, rotating crackmodel based on theDisturbed Stress FieldModel (DSFM) [224].
The analyses were validated against a suite of experimental studies performed by nu-
merous research groups, embodying both seismic and non-seismic detailing. Numerical
models were developed to study various joint configurations, including both joints with
deformed bar reinforcement and smooth reinforcement, interior and exterior one-way
joints, joint panels with inadequate confinement, as well as a rehabilitation technique
wherein the joint was augmented with diagonal haunch bars. Plane stress quadrilateral
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elements were used for concrete, while truss elements were used to simulate reinforce-
ments. Within the column anchorage zone, bond-link elements were used to connect
reinforcing bars to concrete; otherwise, perfect bond was assumed. At the ends of re-
inforcements where sufficient anchorage was assumed, hooks were not modeled and
the end nodes of reinforcement truss elements were perfectly bonded to the concrete.
Key constitutive relationships employed included the modified Kent-Park model for
compressive post-peak response [177], the concrete hysteretic model by Palermo and
Vecchio [170], a steel model incorporating strain hardening and the Bauschinger effect
proposed by Seckin [198], and the Eligehausen bond slip model [54]. The specimens
were studied with primary focus on the shear deformations in the joint panel as well as
bond slip effects on beam longitudinal bars. The presented results validated the efficacy
of the DSFM in modeling cyclic effects in beam-column joints with regard to strength,
hysteretic load-deformation response, predicted crack patterns, and failure modes. Ad-
ditionally, the response of seismically-designed joints was more accurately predicted
than that of joints with substandard seismic detailing, which exhibited less ductility.
Even so, the strength and ductility for all specimens studied were computed within
means of 5%, and energy dissipation within means of 10%.
Sasmal et al. [194, 195] investigated the behavior of one-way exterior joints up-
graded via various rehabilitation schemes. The authors experimentally and numeri-
cally evaluated the response of a cyclically loaded, gravity-load-designed (GLD) exterior
joint before and after retrofit using three configurations of CFRP wrap, GFRP wrap,
and steel plates. The numerical analyses were conducted using the finite element code
. The concrete constitutive model was based on the nonlinear fracture model for
cracking byMenètrey-Willam [143] and the Rankine plasticity model [36]. Reinforce-
ments weremodeled using a bi-linear elastoplastic model with strain hardening, and the
Bauschinger effect was incorporated using the Menegotto-Pinto model [142]. Steel-
concrete interaction was simulated by the bond slip law from CEB-FIP Model Code
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1990 [30]. The effect of anchorage due to curved bars was modeled by a truss strut in
the joint core. FRPsweremodeled usingmulti-layered isoparametric shell elements and
bonded to the concrete surface via contact elements with a nonlinear bond slip law. The
numerical model was shown capable of accurately capturing the load-displacement hys-
teresis prior to retrofit as well as the final damage mechanisms, characterized by failure
of the beam bottom bar anchorage, joint shear cracking, and tensile cracking along the
joint face.
Kai and Li [94] investigated the participation of both non-seismically and seismi-
cally detailed one-way interior joints in the progressive collapse response of a rein-
forced concrete frame. A series of joint subassemblages subjected to monotonic load
were evaluated experimentally and simulated using the software . In the experi-
mental specimens, the beam longitudinal reinforcement ratios and spacing of transverse
reinforcement were varied. The constitutive model for concrete was based on the dam-
aged plasticity model proposed by Lubliner et al. [128] with modifications by Lee and
Fenves [114], and incorporated the post-peak models by Saenz [191] in compression
and Gopalaratnam and Shah [68] in tension. Steel reinforcements were simulated using
a bilinear stress-strain lawwith strain hardening. Concrete wasmodeled using brick ele-
ments; reinforcementsweremodeled using embedded truss elements. Elastic plateswere
placed at the ends of beams and columns to prevent stress concentrations arising from
load application and boundary conditions. The simulated response closely followed the
experimental results, but the models slightly over-predicted the initial stiffness while
under-predicting the ultimate displacement—the authors attributed this difference to
the inability of the simulated tension stiffening response to adequately capture averaged
local bond-slip effects. A parametric investigation revealed that additional transverse
reinforcement in the beam plastic hinge zone increased the strength by approximately
109%, and the authors recommended these additional reinforcements be placed within
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a zone beginning at the joint face of length equal to 1.8 times the beam depth. Ad-
ditional simulations were carried out to investigate the response of the interior beam-
column joint when connected to an exterior joint with removed lower column (as in
the progressive collapse case). In several of these simulations, a slab flange was consid-
ered. The presence of the slab was shown to increase the stiffness and strength of the
frame, although the model was unable to capture the anticipated membrane effects due
to the two-dimensional limitations of the finite element approach. Further simulations
of indeterminate frames were recommended to further assess the catenary action arising
under progressive collapse.
Mahini and Ronagh [137] later extended their earlier investigation [136] of FRP-
rehabilitated, one-way exterior joints to evaluate the response of such systems under
cyclic load. Numerical models of the joints were developed using the finite element
code  and compared to experiments conducted by the authors. The concrete con-
stitutive model incorporated both a smeared crack model capable of representing shear
retention as well as a failure surface under compressive loadingwhich evolved according
to amodified version of theHognestad uniaxial compressionmodel [113].Concretewas
modeled using solid elements while all reinforcements were modeled by truss elements.
FRP compositesweremodeled using a solid elementwith an anisotropicmaterialmodel
incorporating a modified von Mises yield criterion. Perfect bond was assumed between
concrete and both steel and FRP composite reinforcements. The numerical model cap-
tured the hysteretic response of the plain joints more accurately than the FRP-upgraded
joints, which the authors attributed to the assumption of perfect bond. As shown pre-
viously for the monotonic case, the use of FRP repair was shown effective in relocating
plastic hinges away from the column faces inmoment resisting frames under cyclic load-
ing.
Akgüzel and Pampanin [10, 9, 11] experimentally and numerically studied the re-
sponse of one- and two-way non-seismically detailed exterior joints subjected to both
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bidirectional reversed cyclic lateral loading as well as cyclic column axial loading to sim-
ulate overturning effects. A series of two-thirds scale joint subassemblages were detailed
to represent the performance of a first-floor exterior joint in a 6–9 story gravity-load-
designed residential reinforced concrete building. The subassemblageswere constructed
with smooth reinforcing bars and possessed no transverse reinforcement in the joint
core; various FRP retrofits were tested and simulated. Beam longitudinal bars were ter-
minated in the joint corewith 180◦ hooks. The finite element codewas used to sim-
ulate the joint response. Concrete material response was modeled according to the mi-
croplane model proposed by Ožbolt et al. [167]. Reinforcement response was trilinear,
with cyclic bond specified according to the model of Eligehausen et al. [54] for smooth
bars. Solid finite elements were used for concrete, while truss elements were used for
reinforcements. Hooks were modeled using stiff bar elements. Longitudinal reinforce-
ments were connected to the concrete via discrete bond elements, while transverse ele-
ments were modeled assuming perfect bond. A loading protocol was programmed for
the finite element simulation to generate the bidirectional lateral cloverleaf pattern and
cyclic axial column force history as used in the experimental program. Excellent agree-
ment with test results was achieved for the one-way joints, both for force-drift response
as well as prediction of crack patterns. For the one-way joint models, the force-drift re-
sponse was predicted with a 10% margin of error over all drift levels. For the two-way
jointmodel, the force-drift responsematched verywell up to 0.5% drift, after which the
response was underestimated by a margin of approximately 25%. Due to numerical dif-
ficulties, the simulation could not progress to the full drifts evaluated experimentally.
The two-way model accurately captured the progression of cracking exhibited in the
tested specimens.
Al-Haddad et al. [12] investigated the response of non-seismically detailed one-way
exterior joints before and after FRP and textile reinforced mortar (TRM) upgrades.
The software package  was used to simulate the response of joint subassemblage
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tests conducted by Al-Salloum et al. [13]. In these experiments, exterior joints with
integral slab and insufficient seismic detailing were subjected to cyclic lateral load. The
joint subassemblages were modeled using three-dimensional elements capable of sim-
ulating both cracking and crushing. The 3-parameter Willam-Warnke failure surface
was used [232] in conjunction with a version of the Hognestad stress-strain curve [82],
modified to incorporate a linear softening branch. A smeared crack model was used in
tension. Reinforcements were assumed elastic perfectly-plastic, and perfect bond was
used. FRP and TRM composites were modeled using a solid element with multiple
orthotropic material layers. The simulations varied from the experimental program in
that the slab was not modeled and only monotonic load was applied. Comparison of the
simulatedmonotonic responsewith the envelope of the hysteretic load-displacement re-
sponse revealed excellent agreement. For the case of the non-upgraded joint, the peak
load was predicted within 1%with the displacement at peak load predicted within 11%.
For all cases, the initial stiffnesswas slightly over predicted by FEA, and for the upgraded
specimens, the strength was over predicted by FEA as well. The authors attribute the
deviation between observed and simulated response to the assumption of perfect bond
between both steel as well as FRP/TRM composites with the concrete.
Mazzarolo et al. [141] simulated the response of seismically deficient one-way inte-
rior joints subjected to reversed cyclic loading. The major feature of this research was
the development of a new bond slip law for long anchored bars. The software 
 was used to simulate the response of a number of bond-critical reinforced concrete
systems, including a beam-column joint tested by Park [175]. Concrete was modeled
in two dimensions using a total-strain-based, fixed smeared crack model. The softening
behavior in tension was captured using Hordijk’s model [84], while the compression re-
sponse followedThorenfeldt’smodel [217],modified to account for lateral confinement
and cracking. Steel was modeled using truss elements with an elasto-plastic model with
isotropic hardening. Various bond configurations were investigated, including perfect
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bond as well as the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 bond law [30] and a new bond-slip
relationship, both specified via interface elements. Comparison of the hysteretic force-
displacement response revealed that the model with perfect bond overestimated the
strength, stiffness, and energy dissipation characteristics of the experimental response in
each cycle. Introduction of the concrete-steel interface elements improved these met-
rics, with themodels incorporating the proposed bond-slip producing themost accurate
representation of the degradation seen in the experimental response. Additionally, the
proposed long anchorage bond slip relationship was able to capture the formation of
column plastic hinges as well as the progression of diagonal shear cracking within the
joint core.
2.4 Critical Appraisal of Prior Efforts
In the previous section, approximately sixty peer-reviewed studies incorporating non-
linear finite element analysis of reinforced concrete beam-column joints were system-
atically reviewed. The studies most relevant and successful for simulation of deficient
joints under cyclic loading are summarized as follows.
Noguchi et al. [165, 235, 160, 158, 104, 161] have made prolific contributions to
the area of nonlinear FEA of beam-column joint response, ranging from the first cyclic
simulation of a planar beam-column joint to recent simulations of two-way interior
joints with slab subjected to reversed cyclic loading. Mosalam et al. [152] and Barzegar
andMaddipudi [23] reported the first simulations of beam-column joint subassemblages
containing both slab and transverse beam stubs—these studies successfully captured the
joint strength, but only simulated monotonic loading. Li et al. [119, 121, 110, 120]
havemade significant contributions toward the simulation of beam-column joints under
cyclic loading, including the cyclic analysis of lightly reinforced one-way jointswith slab
and transverse beam stubs as well as joints with wide beams or columns.
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Sagbas and Vecchio [192, 193] simulated the response of a series of twelve nonseis-
mically and seismically detailed one-way joints from the literature, perhaps the most
extensive and accurate effort to date. Eligehausen et al. [52] simulated the cyclic re-
sponse of a seismically deficient one-way exterior joint using microplane constitutive
theories. Other notable contributions in the analysis of one-way joints under mono-
tonic or cyclic loading were published by Baglin and Scott [19], Hoehler and Ožbolt
[81], Heger et al. [79], Goto and Joh [69], Shirai et al. [206], Ibrahim and El-Badry
[88], and Mazzarolo et al. [141].
Sasmal et al. [194, 195] and Mahini and Ronagh [137] both simulated the response
of a nonseismically detailed reinforced concrete joints with FRP retrofit, successfully
capturing the response pre- and post-rehabilitation. Akgüzel [10, 9, 11] also simulated
the response of plain and repaired joints, including the first simulation of a seismically
deficient exterior corner joint.
While these studies resulted in accurate prediction of the strength and failuremodes,
the majority of prior efforts have concentrated on the response of one-way joints. Two-
way exterior corner joints subjected to bidirectional cyclic loading have not been pre-
viously simulated with nonlinear finite element analysis.
Specific attributes of the modeling approaches and constitutive theories from the
literature are appraised in the following sections.
2.4.1 Matrix Synthesis
A tabular synthesis of key characteristics from the efforts described in the previous re-
view is provided in Table 2.1; the parameters in this table are defined in Table 2.2. This
synthesis presents the major details of each study in terms of software and types of fi-
nite elements used, joint geometry, joint reinforcement philosophy, loading protocol,
observed failuremodes, parameter studies conducted, and key characteristics of the con-













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.2: Parameter Reference Key for Table 2.1
Category Parameter Descriptions
All NA: Information not available, 1L: linear, 2L: bilinear, 3L: trilinear
Software Author: analysis conducted using code developed by authors, U: material
model implemented via user subroutine in existing software
Mesh Types See Figure 2.2. An asterisk (*) indicates the closest approximation.
Element Types 2D: plane stress (concrete), 3D: brick/solid elements (concrete), TR: 1D truss
(rebar), BL: 1D bond-link spring, PB: perfect bond, DC: discrete crack link
springs, SR: smeared reinforcement
Joint Features 1W: one-way, 2W: two-way, INT: interior, EXT: exterior, COR: corner, S:
w/ slab, TB: w/ transverse beams, TBS: w/ transverse beam stubs, BR: bridge
joint, FRA: frame, ECC: eccentric beams
Loading UNI: uni-directional, BI: bi-directional, MON:monotonic, CYC: cyclic AX:
column axial load, PL: beam pre-load, BE: base excitation
Joint Design N: no joint transverse reinforcement, TR: joint transverse reinforcement pro-
vided, PT: prestressed/post-tensioned, FRP: externally bonded FRP, RH:
other rehabilitation measures adopted, HYB: concrete-steel hybrid joint, SC:
shear critical beams, NS/EXP: non-standard experimental design, CJ: con-
struction joint
Failure Modes JS: joint diagonal shear cracking, BF: beam failure, BS: bond slip/anchorage
failure, SL: slab failure, TOR: joint torsion, FRP: delamination or debonding
of FRPs, SPL: splitting failure in splice, CH: column hinging
Parameter Stud-
ies
TR: transverse reinforcement, BOND: bond condition, RH: rehabilitation,
TB: transverse beam, BB: beam bottom bar continuity, TS: tension stiffening,
GF: fracture energy, FC: concrete strength, V: shear input,RR: reinforcement




*: modified version, UDP: undesignated plasticity model, Drucker: Drucker-
Prager, Darwin: Darwin-Pecknold, 3WW: 3-parameter Willam-Warnke,
5WW: 5-parameter Willam-Warnke, Menètrey: Menètrey-Willam, DSFM:
disturbed stress field model, MCFT:Modified compression field theory, CDP:
Concrete damage plasticity, CDM: continuum damage mechanics model
Compression
Curve
MC90: CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 model, KP: Kent-Park, SFT: softening
Cracking Frame-
work
SMR: smeared cracking, DIS: discrete cracking, F: fixed smeared crackmodel,
R: rotating smeared crack model, O: orthogonal smeared crack model, NO:
non-orthogonal smeared crack model
Tension Curve SFT: softening, TSTF: tension stiffening, EXP: exponential curve, VAR: var-
ious models evaluated
Steel Model EPP: elastic perfectly plastic, SH: strain hardening, MEN-PIN: Menegotto-
Pinto, UDP: undesignated plasticity model
Bond-slip Curve MC90: CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 model, Indirect: concrete response mod-
ified to account for bond slip, UB: unbonded tendons
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Type I Type II Type III Type IV
Type V Type VI Type VII Type VIII
Type IX Type X Type XI Type XII
Figure 2.2:Representative Joint Finite Element Models from Literature
finite element models appearing in the literature is given in Figure 2.2. This classifica-
tion system does not represent a catalog of all possible joint configurations, but only
those appearing in the studies cited above; visual characteristics and dimensions are ap-
proximate. Scrutiny of Table 2.1 yields the following observations:
• Software: The majority of studies used specialized software developed for nonlin-
ear analysis of reinforced concrete, such as ,  (previously ), -
2, , or , but several successful efforts were reported using more
general purpose finite element software such as  and . Many simula-
tions relied on software that the authors developed, such as the Noguchi proto-
type or material models implemented in larger packages by user subroutine.
• Model geometry: Based on the mesh classification system in Figure 2.2, it is evident
that the majority of previous studies have focused on planar (one-way) interior
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and exterior joints simulated under unidirectional loading, only one of which in-
corporated the influence of transverse beam stubs, integral slab, and cyclic loading.
Of the remaining (all of which were two-way joints), only four efforts considered
the presence of both transverse beams and integral slab. Only two studies evalu-
ated eccentric joints.
• Loading: The majority of simulations evaluated joint response subjected to unidi-
rectional monotonic or cyclic loading. Of the five studies simulating two-way
joints simulated under bi-directional loading, only two considered the combi-
nation of cyclic load and both transverse beams and integral slab [162, 9]. Only
one study considered dynamic loading (base excitation) [186]; in all other studies,
loading was applied quasi-statically.
• Joint design philosophy and failure modes: Successful simulations were conducted of
joints bothwith andwithout transverse reinforcements, demonstrating the ability
of the applied techniques to capture both ductile and non-ductile failure modes
including diagonal joint shear cracking, development of plastic hinges in beams,
and extensive bond slip displacements due to inadequate anchorage. Precise data
regarding the joint design and failure process was not available for all studies and
was inferred from limited descriptions.
2.4.2 Joint Modeling Recommendations
The relative successes of the efforts reviewed in this report provide insight towards best
practices for modeling reinforced concrete beam-column joints. The key recommenda-
tions are summarized as follows:
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• Concrete elements:Analysis using three-dimensional solid elements was widely rec-
ommended over the use of plane stress elements, allowing for the spatial place-
ment of reinforcement throughout the joint region and a more accurate repre-
sentation of confinement provided by transverse reinforcement; in a plane-stress
analysis, the uniaxial compressive response must be augmented to account for
confinement using a relationship such as the modified Kent-Park model [177].
The use of solid modeling is clearly necessary for consideration of more realistic,
biaxially loaded joints.
• Crack modeling: A review of the cracking models showed that a rotating smeared
crackmodel captures the joint shear cracking process better than fixed crackmod-
els [209, 129, 192]. Good results were achieved for fixed smeared crack models,
however, if the formulation allowed for multiple, non-orthogonal cracks to form
at a point [121, 41]. Microplane models also successfully captured joint shear
response [167]. Tension stiffening had an insignificant effect on predicted joint
response, but improved convergence characteristics in the post-cracking regime
[113]. In early studies, discrete cracks were modeled using gap elements; this ap-
proach is only appropriate when crack locations are known a priori.
• Compression failure: The most commonly employed failure surfaces were the two-
parameter Drucker-Prager [45] and three- and five-parameter Willam-Warnke
models [232]; an associated flow rulewas typical.While theWillam-Warnkemod-
els provide a more refined representation of the failure surface under triaxial stress
conditions, the simpler Drucker-Prager model may be advantageous as it requires
calibration of fewer material constants (for which data may not be available) and
has been shown adequate under moderate hydrostatic stress levels [36]. Models
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based on the Modified Compression Field Theory have also been employed suc-
cessfully by numerous researchers to capture the shear-critical failure in beam-
column joints [173, 129, 106, 192].
• Steel material modeling: Reinforcements were modeled as elasto-plastic, often with
the von Mises failure criterion. Incorporation of strain hardening not only im-
proved accuracy but also increased numerical stability. Several studies charac-
terized incorporation of the Bauschinger effect as critical for simulating cycli-
cally loaded joints [64, 81, 194], since the modified unloading/reloading curves
may allow cracks to close more easily during load reversals and thus improve the
compression zone performance. Commonly-used steel models incorporating the
Bauschinger effect include the Menegotto-Pinto [142] and Seckin [198] mod-
els. Nonetheless, many studies which simply employed an elastic perfectly plastic
model satisfactorily represented the hysteretic joint response on a macro-level.
• Bond slip: The studies which neglected bond slip consistently overestimated the
joint stiffness and ultimate capacity of the specimen, although the inclusion of
bond slip led to numerical instability in some instances. Themost commonly used
bond slip lawswere the Eligehausen et al. [54], CEB-FIPModel Code 90 [30], and
Morita-Kaku [151] models. Typically, nonlinear bond slip of longitudinal rein-
forcement was incorporated via link/spring elements such as the one proposed by
Ngo and Scordelis [155]. Bond slip of transverse reinforcement was consistently
ignored. The numerical instability arising from bond slip may be improved by
only specifying bond link elements for longitudinal reinforcements in the region
near the joint [192].
• Anchorage:Modeling longitudinal reinforcements using truss elementswith a one-
dimensional bond slip law is insufficient to capture the anchorage behavior in the
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joint region where hooks terminate. Researchers accounted for anchorage in sev-
eral ways: providing perfect bond at the end node of longitudinal reinforcements
[192], connecting the end node of reinforcements to concrete using a spring cal-
ibrated to pull-out tests of hooked bars [53], and introducing an additional truss
strut element in the hook region [194].
• Cyclic load history: Inmost experimental studies used formodel validation,multiple
load cycles were repeated at each incremental drift level. Numerical simulations,
however, often approximated this by either applying only monotonic load or ne-
glecting repeated cycles at each drift level to decrease computation time. Depend-
ing on the hysteretic definition employed in the constitutive framework—such as
the effect of prior tensile damage on compression response—these simplifications
may result in an inability of the model to capture accumulation of damage and
resulting strength and stiffness degradation in the joint.
• Solution methods: While many efforts successfully simulated the cyclic response of
joints using an incremental-load tangent stiffness approach such as the Newton-
Raphson method, many researchers cited difficulty in obtaining a converged so-
lution in the post-peak regime due to extensive joint shear cracking and bond slip
displacements. Studies showed that the difficulties arising from reversed cyclic
loading may be reduced by using the arc-length and line-search methods [109,
182] or a total-load secant-stiffness algorithm [192].
• Other simplifying assumptions: In many studies the simulated material properties
were artificially enriched in beam and column regions away from the joint, ei-
ther by increasing the concrete strength or assuming elastic behavior, improving
computation time and convergence characteristics without ill effect on global re-
sponse accuracy. This approach alleviated a challenge faced in some studies where
an inaccurately simulated local failure occurred near load and support conditions.
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2.4.3 Gaps in the Literature
This review suggests that techniques to model planar beam-column joints are well es-
tablished at this time; many researchers have accurately simulated key mechanisms such
as joint shear failure, excessive bond slip, and accompanying strength and stiffness degra-
dation under reverse cyclic loading.
Despite this progress in continuum modeling of reinforced concrete beam-column
joints, though, there remain several areas where the applicability of such a modeling
approach has not been fully evaluated.
• Slab and transverse beams: Some researchers have claimed that a one-way exterior
joint with three exposed joint faces represents the condition most vulnerable to
failure during cyclic load by minimizing the confinement provided by adjoining
beams. However, previous experimental studies have demonstrated significant
difference between behavior of one-way joints without slab or transverse beams
with two-way joints with slab present. The presence of the slab may significantly
increase the positive moment capacity of the system, accelerate yielding of beam
bottom bars, increase the torsion in beams due to the shear condition at the beam-
slab connection, and increase negativemoment to the joint through incorporation
of slab reinforcement as top steel [116, 67]. Inclusion of the slab and transverse
beams will also lead to a more realistic representation of joint confinement. Sim-
ulation of such systems by continuum finite element analysis has not been widely
validated and requires further research.
• Eccentric beam-column joints: On a related note, joints containing eccentric beams
have not been simulated under the full range of feasible eccentricities and non-
ductile joint reinforcing details. The ability of finite element analysis to reliably
capture the resulting force transfer mechanism, particularly the influence of tor-
sion, on joint failure requires investigation.
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• Bidirectional cyclic loading: The effect of biaxial loading of realistic exterior joints
with transverse beams has been experimentally shown to result in a joint shear de-
mand significantly greater than that predicted by uni-directionalmodels [60]. The
ability of available constitutive frameworks to satisfactorily capture this complex,
three-dimensional failure process has not been systematically confirmed. Further-
more, simulation of non-symmetric biaxial cyclic loading of joints has only been
considered in two studies to date [162, 9].
• Cyclic column axial load: A building subjected to a lateral cyclic ground motion
will experience an overturning effect which will result in cyclic axial loading of
columns near the building exterior. Many researchers have evaluated the effect of
column axial load experimentally or numerically where a cyclic lateral load is ap-
plied to a joint subassemblage under a parametrically varied constant axial load,
but this condition is physically unrealistic. To investigate this effect, a coupling
of the beam cyclic load to a cyclic column axial load can be determined wherein
cyclic column axial forces are applied in a fixed ratio to cyclic lateral loads; joint
performance needs to be further evaluated when subjected to these coupled cyclic
loads. Sagbas [192] and Akgüzel [9] have attempted to simulate this effect, doc-
umenting the difficulty in determining appropriate column load levels without a
priori knowledge of the experimental joint response.
• Joint transverse reinforcement:Parametric evaluations of one-way joints indicated that
increasing joint transverse reinforcement improves joint shear capacity, but only
to a limiting value at which point additional transverse reinforcement was detri-
mental. Further investigation under more realistic joint confinement conditions
and bidirectional loadingmay lead tomore rational designmethods for joint trans-
verse reinforcement.
• Construction joints: Only one study in this review accounted for the presence of a
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construction joint adjacent to the beam-column joint, a typical detail in gravity-
load-designed buildings. Johansson [92] considered the presence of a construction
joint by introducing a weak plane in the finite element mesh. Further research
regarding the fracture characteristics of construction joints needs to be conducted
to identify best practices for modeling beam-column joints with this deficiency.
• Indeterminate systems: Two prior studies simulated the response of plane frames
[186, 106] and only one simulated the response of a three-dimensional frame
[162]. This three-dimensional case is the only published account of nonlinear sim-
ulation of a joint subjected to torsion in the context of a larger building laterally
loaded eccentric to its center of rigidity. More studies are needed to investigate
the response of indeterminate two-way frames in order to gain confidence in the
utility of nonlinear finite element analysis for evaluating existing structures.
• Dynamic analysis: In all but one of the studies included in this review, quasi-static
loads were applied to joint subassemblages. The applicability of time history fi-
nite element analysis of joints subjected to random seismic excitations has not been
considered. In realistic structures subjected to seismic loading, constitutive mod-
eling may require incorporation of strain rate effects. Future applications of the
finite element method for blast and impact simulations will exhibit even greater
rate dependence. Current constitutive models need to be evaluated against avail-
able experimental results for dynamically loaded systems.
• FRP-repaired joints: Several studies have investigated the response of FRP-strength-
ened beam-column joints. Simulation of externally bonded FRPs requires careful
representation of complex debonding characteristics and local failure within the
concrete cover. Simulation strategies for debonding of externally bonded FRPs is
an ongoing area of research, and the complexmechanisms necessary to account for
debonding in a biaxially loaded exterior beam-column joint subjected to torsion
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and shear have not been reliably established to date. Furthermore, the contribu-
tion of externally bonded FRPs to joint shear resistance needs to be investigated.
2.5 Synopsis
A comprehensive review of prior efforts to simulate reinforced concrete beam-column
joint behavior using the finite element method has been presented in this chapter. This
review led to identification of best practices for nonlinear simulation of beam-column
joints and constitutes a critical appraisal of the state of the art.
Based on this review, a clear precedent exists for the nonlinear finite element analy-
sis of reinforced concrete planar beam-column joints subjected to unidirectional cyclic
loading. The extension of available modeling strategies and constitutive laws to a gen-
eral suite of joints under more realistic conditions has not been adequately established
by previous researchers.
To this end, a research effort to validate a modeling strategy for an exterior cor-
ner slab-beam-column joint embodying nonseismic detailing subjected to bidirectional





In this chapter, a constitutive framework for plain concrete is systematically identified
which will be suitable for nonlinear finite element analysis of non-seismically detailed
reinforced concrete exterior beam-column joints. The theoretical background of the
constitutive models is presented. The model is validated with experimental data for
cyclic concrete compression and tension response, and parameter studies are conducted
to determine the sensitivity of the model to various material properties.
3.2 Requirements for Beam-Column Joint Analysis
The behavior of reinforced concrete beam-column joints is complex, and the required
behaviors an analytical joint model must capture are numerous. A nonseismically de-
tailed jointmay exhibit a combination of failuremechanisms such as diagonal joint shear
cracking, flexural cracking and hinging of beams, yielding of reinforcement, and exces-
sive bond slip resulting in loss of anchorage of beam longitudinal bars.
Investigation of reinforced concrete beam-column joints accounting for such be-
haviors via the finite element method has been the focus of numerous research efforts.
The earliest efforts in FEA-based nonlinear beam-column joint analysis approached the
problem by manually updating material properties normal to detected cracks [231] or
through the specification of discrete cracks via crack-link springs [157, 165]. Limitations
with such approaches—such as the requirement for a priori knowledge of crack loca-
tions—motivated researchers to adopt continuum-based elasto-plastic fracture models.
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The Drucker-Prager plasticity model has been commonly paired with a multidirec-
tional non-orthogonal fixed crack model to effectively capture the reversed cyclic re-
sponse of building beam-column joints [206, 121, 120]. Microplane models have been
employed successfully by various researchers to simulate one-way joint response under
similar conditions [81, 52, 203]. The five-parameter Willam-Warnke plasticity model
has been used in conjunction with a smeared rotating crack model to simulate more re-
alistic joints incorporating slabs, transverse beams, and bidirectional loading [158, 163].
Smeared rotating crack models along the lines of theModified Compression Field The-
ory have also been employed successfully by numerous researchers to capture the shear-
critical response of reinforced concrete beam-column joints [173, 129, 106, 192]. A
detailed review of these studies was provided in Section 2.4.
3.3 Software and Constitutive Theory Selection
The selection of an appropriate constitutive theory was governed by those behaviors
deemed most important for characterizing the failure of shear-critical beam-column
joints. To this effect, the following biases led the selection of constitutive theory.
Simplicitywas favored over complexity.Complex plasticity-based constitutivemod-
els require extensivematerial parameter calibration. Since limitedmaterial property data
(beyond concrete compressive strength and steel yield stress) is often available from ex-
perimental reports, a complex plasticity theory requiring specification of many param-
eters defining the failure surface is not widely applicable since many values must be
inferred. A simpler model may also prevent the overfitting of data to a specific scenario,
resulting in a more broadly applicable simulation strategy.
Constitutive theories exhibiting a more softened response were favored relative to
those exhibiting a stiffer response.A frequent deficiency in simulation of deficient beam-
column joints is an overestimation of both the stiffness and strength, as is clearly evi-
denced from the plots cataloged in Appendix A. This factor is also important because
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of practical limitations regardingmesh refinement due to model size and computational
cost.
Finally, constitutive theories inherently demonstratingmore hysteretic pinchingwere
favored over those exhibiting greater energy dissipation. Deficient beam-column joints
exhibit shear-critical failure which leads to a highly pinched response. Numerical an-
alysts have struggled repeatedly to capture adequate pinching of the hysteresis loops,
again evident in the examples cataloged in Appendix A. Thus, models erring on the
side of lower energy dissipation were favored.
Based on the integration of multiple constitutive frameworks for concrete failure,
steel plasticity, and bond simulation, in addition to its frequent success in simulating
highly nonlinear problems in the literature, the finite element software DIANARelease
9.4.4 [4] was chosen for this study. The finite element code Abaqus was also evaluated.
Between these two software packages, four constitutive frameworks were evaluated
for use in this research. A summary of each constitutive theory considered is as follows:
1. A plastic damage model originally developed by Lubliner et al. [128] and later
extended by Lee and Fenves [114]. This model captures the failure of concrete by
representing the evolving strength of concrete using a hyperbolic approximation
of the Drucker-Prager failure surface coupled with a continuum damagemechan-
ics approach for stiffness degradation. This model is available in Abaqus.
2. A pairing of de Borst and Nauta’s non-orthogonal multidirectional fixed smeared
crack model [41] to represent tensile failure together with the Drucker-Prager
plasticity model [45] to capture compression response. This model is available in
DIANA [4].
3. An elasto-plastic damage model based on the constitutive theories of Maekawa et
al. at theUniversity of Tokyo [133, 134, 135]. This framework couples a damaged
elasticity model with a fixed, rotating, or non-orthogonal smeared crack model.
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This model is available in DIANA [4].
4. A rotating smeared crack model based on the Modified Compression Field The-
ory (MCFT), following the formulation from Selby and Vecchio [201, 200]. This
model is available in DIANA [4].
These were each used for simplified verification examples in order to evaluate their
efficacy in the prediction of beam-column joint failure processes. Frameworks 1–3were
eventually eliminated due to either (a) difficulties in obtaining numerical convergence
or (b) overestimation of the energy dissipation capacity of the evaluated subjects. Due to
the high level of pinching in the hysteretic response of non-ductile beam-column joints,
a model capable of adequately capturing brittle, shear-dominated failure was critical.
This factor led to the selection of the Vecchio and Selby total strain rotating smeared
crack model, implemented in DIANA Release 9.4.4 [4].
3.4 Total Strain Rotating Crack Model
The concrete constitutive model chosen is based on the theory proposed by Selby and
Vecchio [201, 200], an orthotropic, nonlinear elasticity model based on the Modified
CompressionFieldTheory (MCFT), originally developed byVecchio andCollins [226].
The implemented formulation represents the extension of the MCFT for the analysis
of three-dimensional solids, accounting for lateral expansion and the evolution of con-
crete strength due to confinement and/or transverse cracking. The following section
summarizes the constitutive theory. The full theoretical formulation for the model is
presented in the DIANA material library reference manual [4].
The total strain rotating crack model is a hypoelastic constitutive model where or-
thogonal cracks are represented by a coaxial stress-strain concept. The constitutive rela-
tionships are always evaluated in the principal directions of the strain tensor. The model
is called a rotating crack model because crack directions are allowed to continuously reori-




Figure 3.1:Hysteresis Rule for Concrete Response with Secant Unloading/Reloading
compression is similarly evaluated in a rotating system. While such an approach pos-
sesses less physical meaning than fixed crack models (where crack directions are not al-
lowed to change after cracking occurs), rotating crack models have been successfully
applied to simulate reinforced concrete failure for several decades. For such problems
dominated by shear failure, a rotating crack model is advantageous over a fixed crack
model since specification and validation of a shear retention factor is not required, al-
though a limitation of this approach is the assumption that principal stresses and strains
remain coincident. The components of the constitutive response in the principal di-
rections are governed by uniaxial stress-strain curves for tension and compression, de-
scribed later in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.
Deterioration of concrete material due to cracking and crushing is monitored with
internal damage variables which track the maximum (tensile) and minimum (compres-
sive) strains reached at each integration point. Damage recovery is not possible, thus
internal damage variables—and therefore degradation of stiffness—can only increase.
Unloading and reloading is modeled using the secant modulus, determined by themax-
imum andminimum strain in each crack direction. A typical uniaxial cyclic stress-strain
curve is shown in Figure 3.1.
In an incremental-iterative solution scheme, the constitutive model must provide a
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stiffness matrix such that equilibrium between the internal force vector and the external
load vector can be achieved. In the rotating crack model, the tangent stiffness is formu-
lated in the cracked coordinate system prior to transformation into a consistent global
system for assembly. The stiffness matrix possesses nonzero, unsymmetric off-diagonal
terms because of coupling due to lateral strain effects in the computation of principal
stresses. These terms are partial derivatives of the stress-strain fields in the crack orien-
tation. The stiffness components of the coupling terms between the normal and shear
strain are equal to zero.
The Poisson effect governs the lateral deformation of a specimen subjected to uni-
axial loading. When such deformations are constrained, a passive lateral confinement
will result, an important effect in three-dimensional simulation of reinforced concrete.
Selby and Vecchio [200] incorporated this effect in their constitutive model through a
pre-strain concept wherein the lateral expansion effects are represented by an equivalent
external loading on the structure. This concept is extended to the nonlinear rotating
crack model by evaluating the stress vector in the principal coordinate system in terms
of the equivalent uniaxial strain vector, not the principal strain vector.
After cracking occurs, the Poisson effect ceases because elongation in a cracked direc-
tion no longer produces lateral contraction. This effect is incorporated in the nonlinear
rotating crackmodel using an orthotropic representation of the Poisson effect, in which
Poisson’s ratios are reduced at the same rate as the secant modulus after cracking.
Concrete exhibits a pressure-dependent response wherein strength and ductility in-
crease when subjected to compressive isotropic stress. To simulate this effect, the com-
pressive stress-strain function, described in Section 3.5, ismodified according to a failure
functionwhich depends on the computed stresses in the lateral directions. The evolution
of compressive strength due to lateral confinement is represented via the four-parameter
plasticity model proposed by Hsieh, Ting, and Chen [86]. The failure surface possesses
curved meridians and a noncircular cross-section.
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In the case of compression with no lateral confinement, the response follows the
base uniaxial stress-strain curve. The initial stiffness follows the elastic modulus, with
increasing confinement producing a gradual increase in concrete strength, following the
recommendations of Selby andVecchio [200]. In a fully triaxial state of stress, the failure
surface may not be reached and a linear elastic response is possible. Increased ductility
due to confinement is modeled by a linear adaptation of the descending branch of the
uniaxial compression curve.
Compressive behavior is also influenced by lateral cracking, in which case the com-
pressive strength is reduced when large tensile strains perpendicular to the principal
compression direction occur. Thus, the compressive strength depends not only on the
internal damage variable in the direction of the compressive strain, but also on the in-
ternal variables monitoring lateral tensile damage. Themodel fromVecchio and Collins
[227] is used to model the reduction in compressive strength due to lateral cracking.
The above constitutive framework depends on the specification of uniaxial concrete
response curves for tension and compression, and any available models from the litera-
ture may be used in conjunction with the total strain rotating crack model. The follow-
ing sections summarize the characteristics and validation of the various models chosen
to define the uniaxial response of concrete in compression and tension.
3.5 Uniaxial Compression Response
The uniaxial compressive response of concrete is highly nonlinear, with the onset of
inelastic deformation occurring at approximately 30% of the compressive failure stress.
After the peak compressive stress, the stress will decrease until the crushing failure strain
is reached.
Models commonly utilized to represent the uniaxial compressive response of uncon-
fined concrete include the Popovics [185], Smith-Young [98], Saenz [191], Hognestad
[83], and Thorenfeldt [217] models. Models with post-peak response incorporating the
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effect of confinement include the Mander [139, 138], Kent-Park [105], Hoshikuma
et al. [85], and Saenz-Spacone [191] models. Since the prototype constitutive frame-
work is capable of modifying the failure surface of concrete in compression based on
internally-computed lateral confinement, a uniaxial compression curve directly incor-
porating the effect of confinement is not necessary in the present study.
The uniaxial compression response chosen for the prototype model1 follows the
expression proposed by Thorenfeldt [217], in which the stress-strain relationship and
associated parameters are given as
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(3.3)
In this equation, f ′c is the reported compressive strength and ϵ0 is the strain correspond-







Unless experimental values are reported for a particular set of experimental data, the
elastic modulus for concrete is evaluated according to the ACI [7] equation as
Ec = 4700
√
f ′c (MPa) (3.5)
The general shape of Thorenfeldt’s uniaxial compression model is illustrated in Figure
3.2, in which the analytical expression from Equation 3.1 is verified with DIANA’s
implementation of the model.
The uniaxial compression model was validated against experiments conducted by
Karsan and Jirsa [98] and Sinha, Gerstle and Tulin [207].
1Unless otherwise noted, all expressions are presented in SI units of N, mm, and MPa.
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Figure 3.2:Thorenfeldt [217]CompressionAnalytical Curve andDIANAVerification
3.5.1 Verification with Karsan and Jirsa [98]
Karsan and Jirsa [98] tested a series of concrete prisms subjected to uniaxial cyclic com-
pression loading. The test specimens were short rectangular columns with cross-section
dimensions of 76.2× 127mm (3× 5 inches) at the critical section, while the ends of the
specimens were flared and reinforced in order to confine failure to the critical section. A
sufficiently rigid loading frame was used to capture the response in the unstable portion
of the stress-strain curve. The strain response was measured over a 165 mm (6.5 inch)
gage length.
SpecimenAC3-10wasmodeled in this study,which possessed a compressive strength
of 34.5MPa (5010 psi). The finite elementmodel consisted of a single truss elementwith
compression response defined according to Equations 3.1–3.5. Themonotonic response
is shown in Figure 3.3. The cyclic response is evaluated in Section 3.5.4.
Good agreement was observed between computed and observed response. The pro-
totype model follows the experimental model closely until a strain of approximately
0.0035 mm/mm at which point the numerical model underestimates the response. The
initial stiffness is slightly underestimated, although the peak compressive stress and peak
compressive strain are accurately captured.
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Figure 3.3:Uniaxial Compression Response for Karsan and Jirsa [98]
3.5.2 Verification with Sinha et al. [207]
The uniaxial compression model was also validated against experiments conducted by
Sinha, Gerstle and Tulin [207]. Sinha et al. tested a series of concrete cylinders subjected
to uniaxial cyclic compression loading.
Cylinder #1 was modeled in this study, which possessed a compressive strength of
25.9 MPa (3750 psi) at a peak strain value ϵ0 of 0.0025 mm/mm. The cylinder had
dimensions 76.2 × 152.4 mm (3 × 6 inches). As with the model for Karsan and Jirsa,
the finite element model consisted of a single truss element with compression response
defined according to Equations 3.1–3.5. The monotonic response is shown in Figure
3.4. The cyclic response is evaluated later.
The prototype model follows the experimental model closely until the peak strain
is reached. At this point, the response is slightly underestimated up to a strain value of
approximately 0.005 mm/mm, at which point the strength is overestimated.
3.5.3 Compression Response Parameter Sensitivity
From figures 3.3 and 3.4, it is evident that the Thorenfeldt curve provides a reasonable
representation of the envelope of the cyclic compression response of concrete.
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Figure 3.4:Uniaxial Compression Response for Sinha et al. [207]
The only derived input parameter employed in the Thorenfeldt uniaxial compres-
sion curve is the concrete modulus of elasticity, typically computed from the compres-
sion strength of the specimen using the ACI equation (unless otherwise noted). A pa-
rameter study was performed to evaluate the sensitivity of the compression response to
Young’s modulus. For both compression tests by Karsan and Jirsa [98] and Sinha et al.
[207], the prototype model was used with modulus of elasticity varied by ±10%.
The results of this study are presented in Figure 3.5 for both experimental programs.
The effect of changing themodulus of elasticity is to shift the curve along the horizontal
axis. The effect of increasing or decreasing the elastic modulus produced a marginal
change in the response up to the peak value, while for larger strains the experimental
responsewas bounded by the varied responses, with the prototypemodel producing the
overall best representation considering both Karsan and Jirsa [98] and Sinha et al. [207].
3.5.4 Cyclic Compression Response
The models of tests by Karsan and Jirsa [98] and Sinha et al. [207] were also subjected
to cyclic compression loading in order to evaluate the unloading-reloading rules in the
total strain rotating crack model.
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(a) Karsan and Jirsa [98]






















(b) Sinha et al. [207]
Figure 3.5: Sensitivity of Compression Response to Concrete Elastic Modulus (Ec)
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(a) Karsan and Jirsa [98]




















(b) Sinha et al. [207]
Figure 3.6:Uniaxial Cyclic Compression Response
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When subjected to cyclic compression, the limitations of secant unloading and reload-
ing are evident, as shown in Figure 3.6. The degradation of stiffness in the numerical
models progressed more rapidly than the experimental data indicated, an effect more
pronounced in the Sinha et al. [207] model. In both cases, the inability of the model
to capture permanent, inelastic strains is obvious. Considering the intended use of this
model (to capture the highly pinched response of nonseismic beam-column joints), how-
ever, this assumption is considered reasonable and will be evaluated in the context of its
intended function in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
Additionally, the unloading-reloading rules of the total strain rotating crack model
are judgedmore appropriate than the primary competing framework inDIANA—Dru-
cker-Prager plasticity—wherein the initial elastic modulus is used for unloading regard-
less of the strain level. In this case, the unloading-reloading stiffness and permanent in-
elastic strains are uniformly overestimated at all levels of strain, resulting in an overes-
timation of the energy dissipation.
3.6 Uniaxial Tension Response
One of the most fundamental nonlinearities in the response of concrete structures is
tensile cracking. While the tensile capacity of concrete is often neglected after tensile
failure occurs for design purposes, experimental evidence suggests that concrete actually
continues to contribute to the tensile response of reinforced concrete in the post-peak
tensile region [25]. This behavior is known as tension softening.
The total strain rotating crack model requires specification of a uniaxial tension re-
sponse curve.Depending onhow reinforcements aremodeled, either a tension softening
or tension stiffening curve is required. Tension softening is neededwhen reinforcements
are non-uniformly distributed and simulated with bond-slip interface elements, while
tension stiffening is appropriate in regions with uniform reinforcement under the as-
sumption of perfect bond. A more detailed discussion of tension stiffening is provided
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in Section 3.6.5.
In the prototypemodel, the uniaxial tension response follows the softening law pro-


























with c1 = 3 and c2 = 6.93. The strain ϵcrult represents the maximum inelastic strain value
for which tensile stresses are developed, which depends on the mode-I fracture energy
Gf and tensile strength ft. The crack bandwidth h is a characteristic length providing
mesh objectivity with respect to the fracture energy Gf. When concrete is modeled
using solid elements, the crack bandwidth is taken as 3
√
V where V is the volume of the
element [4]. For beam and truss elements, the default value of h is taken as the length
of the element. The tensile strength ft is computed according to the CEB-FIP Model
Code 1990 [30] as





while the fracture energyGf is computed according to the equation proposed by Rem-
mel [189] as







The general features of Hordijk’s uniaxial tension model are illustrated in Figure 3.7,
in which the analytical expression from Equation 3.6 is verified with DIANA’s imple-
mentation of the model.
The Hordijk tension softening model with the above material parameters was vali-
dated against concrete specimens tested in uniaxial cyclic tension by Gopalaratnam and
Shah [68] and Reinhardt [188].
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Figure 3.7:Hordijk [84] Tension Softening Analytical Curve andDIANAVerification
3.6.1 Verification with Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]
Gopalaratnam and Shah [68] tested a series of rectangular prism specimens in uniaxial
cyclic tension. The specimens were loaded using wedge-type frictional grips designed
to ensure failure of the prism away from the load application points, controlled using a
closed-loop testing machine which insured a stable post-peak response. The specimens
were cycled in tension between uniformly increasing displacement values and the zero
stress condition.
A plain concrete specimen with dimensions 76 × 19 × 305 mm (3 × 0.75 × 12 in)
was modeled in this study. Strain was measured over an 83 mm (3.25 in) gage length.
The specimen had a tensile strength of 3.53MPa (512 psi) which was reached at a tensile
strain of 118×10−6 mm/mm, and a fracture energy of 0.0564 N/mm (0.433 lb/in). The
finite element model consisted of a single truss element with tension response defined
according to Equation 3.6. The monotonic numerical response is shown in Figure 3.8.
The cyclic response is discussed in Section 3.6.4.
Good agreement was observed between computed and observed response. The ini-
tial stiffness and tensile failure point were accurately represented. The softening curve
overestimated the capacity for strain values between approximately 0.0001 and 0.00025
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Figure 3.8:Uniaxial Tension Response for Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]
mm/mm, at which point the numerical and experimental responses became effectively
indistinguishable.
3.6.2 Verification with Reinhardt [188]
The uniaxial tension model was also validated against experiments conducted by Rein-
hardt [188]. Reinhardt also tested a series of concrete prisms subjected to uniaxial cyclic
tension loading, under similar conditions as that of Gopalaratnam and Shah.
The specimen modeled in this study was 250 mm long, 60 mm wide, and 50 mm
thick (9.8 × 2.4 × 1.9 inches). A 5 mm × 5 mm (0.2 × 0.2 in) saw cut on each side
reduced the effective cross-section to 50 × 50 mm2 (1.9 × 1.9 in2). The specimen was
cycled in tension between increasing displacement values in tension, returning each cy-
cle to a value of 5% of the tensile strength. The concrete had a measured compressive
strength of 47.1 MPa (6830 psi) and a tensile strength of 3.2 MPa (464 psi). Strain was
measured over a 35 mm (1.4 in) gage length. As with the model for Gopalaratnam and
Shah, the finite element model consisted of a single truss element with tension response
defined according to Equations 3.6–3.9. The monotonic numerical response is shown
in Figure 3.9. The cyclic response is discussed later.
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Figure 3.9:Uniaxial Tension Response for Reinhardt [188]
Excellent agreement was observed between computed and observed response. The
initial stiffness and tensile failure point were accurately represented. In contrast to the
Gopalaratnam and Shah model, the initial descending portion of the post-peak curve
showed excellent agreement, while the numerical response underestimated the tensile
strength for strain values above 0.001 mm/mm.
3.6.3 Tension Response Parameter Sensitivity
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 demonstrate that the Hordijk tension softening curve provides a
reasonable representation of the envelope of the cyclic tension response of concrete.
However, because the tension response depends upon multiple material parameters, a
sensitivity study was conducted to better understand the impact of variation in com-
puted material properties. Input material parameters investigated include modulus of
elasticity Ec, concrete tensile strength ft, concrete fracture energy GF, and mesh objec-
tivity based on the crack bandwidth parameter h. In each case, the parameter was varied
from the prototype model by±10%. Each response is compared with the experimental
response from both Gopalaratnam and Shah [68] and Reinhardt [188].
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(a) Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]
























Figure 3.10: Sensitivity of Tension Response to Concrete Elastic Modulus (Ec)
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(a) Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]
























Figure 3.11: Sensitivity of Tension Response to Concrete Tensile Strength (ft)
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(a) Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]
























Figure 3.12: Sensitivity of Tension Response to Concrete Fracture Energy (Gf)
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(a) Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]
























Figure 3.13:Mesh Objectivity of Tension Response via Crack Bandwidth h
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Figure 3.10 shows the sensitivity of the tension response to the concrete elasticmod-
ulus Ec. While the change in response is more visible in the Gopalaratnam and Shah
model due to the differing magnitude of the strain scale, only the elastic loading branch
and initial descending portion of the softening branch are influenced by modifying the
modulus of elasticity 10%; the same input variation produced no visible difference in
the model of Reinhardt’s test.
Figure 3.11 shows the sensitivity of the tension response to the concrete tensile
strength ft, computed using the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] equation in the pro-
totype model. For both models, the initial loading follows the elastic modulus until
the maximum tensile stress is reached. From this point, unloading is governed by the
Hordijk curve[84], and the rate of decay and maximum strain depend on the fracture
energy and tensile strength, based on Equation 3.7. Thus, the maximum stress will vary
by 10%, and the shape of the softening will decay from the peak value such that the
energy released is constant. Thus, a reduction in ultimate strain is observed for the case
where the tensile strength increases, and an increase in ultimate tensile strain is observed
when the tensile strength decreases. For either case, the variation in post-peak response
is marginal and the prototype response remained the best representation in comparison
with both experimental studies.
Figure 3.12 shows the sensitivity of the tension response to the concretemode-I frac-
ture energy Gf, computed using the Remmel [189] equation in the prototype model.
Fracture energy is only relevant after the cracking failure criterion has been detected in
the finite element model, resulting in no influence during the ascending portion of the
tensile response. Since fracture energy directly influences the area under the softening
curve, increasing Gf will serve to shift the softening strain response by increasing ϵcrult,
while reducing Gf will produce the opposite response. For either case, the result does
not significantly alter the post-peak behavior, and the prototype response remained the
best representation in comparison with both experimental studies.
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Figure 3.13 shows the sensitivity of the tension response to the final parameter eval-
uated: the crack bandwidth h. The crack bandwidth provides mesh objectivity by nor-
malizing the concrete fracture energywith respect to element size, resulting in the same
energy release during the fracture process regardless of the number of elements (and
therefore element size) representing a concrete specimen. Thus, specification of the ap-
propriate crack bandwidth value should produce a response without mesh dependence,
as was shown in this figure where, as the element size was systematically reduced by in-
creasing the number of elements n, each model produced an indistinguishable response.
3.6.4 Cyclic Tension Response
As with the cyclic compression response, the limitations of the assumption of secant
unloading and reloading are evident in Figure 3.14, where the cyclic response of the
prototype model is compared with experimental data from Gopalaratnam and Shah as
well as fromReinhardt. In this figure, where the specimen is cycled only in tension, the
predicted stiffness degrades remarkably faster than that observed in both experimental
studies, and permanent inelastic deformations are not captured. However, the response
improves when the cycling loading process includes compression excursions.
To this effect, comparison was made with another experiment conducted by Rein-
hardt [188] where an identical specimen was subjected to cyclic tension-compression
loading; the specimen was loaded in compression to a value equal to the magnitude
of the tensile strength. A comparison of the numerical and experimental response is
shown in Figure 3.15. In this case, while the numerical response clearly under-predicts
the energy dissipation characteristics, the reloading stiffness in tension of the numerical
model shows much improved agreement with that of the experiment. Furthermore, it
is worth noting that the assumption of no permanent inelastic deformation may be of
less consequence in tension because the magnitude of the maximum stresses attained
is much smaller (≈10x) than that observed in the compression response. As with the
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(a) Gopalaratnam and Shah [68]






















Figure 3.14:Uniaxial Cyclic Tension Response
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Figure 3.15:Uniaxial Reversed Cyclic Tension Response for Reinhardt [188]
cyclic compression response, the implications of these assumptions must be further in-
vestigated when the prototype model is applied to the case of a nonseismically detailed
beam-column joint.
3.6.5 Tension Stiffening
Another important behavior of reinforced concrete subjected to tension is demonstrated
in Figure 3.16a: for a uniaxially loaded reinforced concrete tensile specimen, the mem-
ber response is shown to be stiffer than that of the bare reinforcing bars, despite the
formation of tensile cracks in the concrete. This increase in stiffness (exhibited by the
difference between the member and bar response) is known as tension stiffening. While
tension stiffening is only applicable for reinforced concrete, it is included in this chapter
since it must be specified as a component of the concrete constitutive model.
In this scenario, steel reinforcement transfers all force across cracks. Between cracks,
however, the uncracked concrete engages in tensile stress and effectively resists defor-
mation of reinforcing bars, provided adequate bond exists. A comparison of force and



















(b) Belarbi and Hsu [25]
Figure 3.16: Tension Stiffening Effect
The tension stiffening effect can be incorporated via a post-peak concrete stress-
strain curve for uniaxial tension. In regions containing a uniform distribution of or-
thogonal reinforcement with perfect bond, the tensile response is simplified to account







In this equation, σ1 refers to the principal average concrete tensile stress, ft is the tensile
cracking strength, and ε1 is the principal tensile strain as measured over a gauge length
sufficient to span several cracks. The tensile behavior of reinforced concrete is assumed
linear elastic until the onset of tensile cracking. In DIANA, this curve must be specified
via the material keyword MULTLN.
The general characteristics of the Vecchio and Collins tension stiffening model are
demonstrated and contrasted with the Hordijk tension softening model in Figure 3.17.
Tension stiffening is generally suitable in finite element models where reinforcing
bars are simulated with perfect bond and sufficient development/anchorage is present
to prevent relative translations of bars with respect to host concrete elements [3]. The
tension stiffening response is discussed further in the context of the cyclic shear panel
analyses presented in Section 4.5.
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Tension Softening (Hordijk 1991)
Tension Stiffening (Vecchio 1992)
Figure 3.17: Tension Softening vs. Tension Stiffening Models
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, a concrete constitutive model suitable for the reversed cyclic analysis of
nonseismically detailed beam-column joints was identified. The constitutive theory un-
derlying the total strain rotating crack model in DIANA 9.4.4 was presented. Response
models for uniaxial compression and tension were presented and successfully validated
against experimental data. The sensitivity of each model to various material parameters
was investigated.
The following chapter presents the extension of this framework to model the re-
sponse of reinforced concrete, including the effects of steel plasticity, steel-concrete in-
terface behavior, the response of anchored bars, and cyclic shear failure. The final pro-
totype constitutive model is summarized in Section 4.6.
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CHAPTER IV
EXTENSION TO REINFORCED CONCRETE
4.1 Objective
In Chapter 3, a constitutive model describing the response of plain concrete was de-
scribed and validated against experimental data. In this chapter, the additional compo-
nents necessary to simulate reinforced concrete are determined and validated against
experimental data, ensuring that steel reinforcing bar response, bond-slip and anchor-
age response, and the failure of reinforced concrete in shear can be reproduced. The
components of this “prototype model” are finally summarized in Section 4.6.
4.2 Steel Reinforcement Model
The response of beam-column joints is dependent on the nonlinear cyclic response of
reinforcing bars. The Bauschinger effect—wherein the reinforcing bars exhibit prema-
ture yielding during load reversals—has been argued by some as critical for simulation
of cyclically loaded joints [64, 81, 194], since the modified unloading/reloading curves
allow cracks to close more easily during load reversals and thus improve the compres-
sion zone performance. Commonly-used steel models incorporating the Bauschinger
effect include the Menegotto-Pinto [142], Monti-Nuti [148] and Seckin [198] mod-
els. Nonetheless, many analytical beam-column joint studies which simply employed
an elastic-perfectly-plastic reinforcing bar response satisfactorily represented the hys-
teretic joint response on a macro level. These studies were reviewed in detail in Chapter
2.
In DIANA, reinforcing bars may be modeled using either the L6TRU truss element or
the L13BE beam element. As the following discussion only considers uniaxially loaded
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specimens, truss elements were specified in the following verification studies. The ap-
propriateness of truss versus beam elements for reinforcing bar simulation are evaluated
in Section 4.4, which addresses anchorage of hooked reinforcing bars.
Analytical models for reinforcing bar response in this study were validated against
experimental data from Ma, Bertero, and Popov [131], wherein cyclic tests of steel re-
inforcing bars were performed as part of a larger effort to characterize the hysteretic
response of reinforced concrete rectangular and T-beams. The Bauschinger effect is ev-
ident in the curved unloading/reloading response in this experimental data.
4.2.1 Menegotto-Pinto Model
Menegotto and Pinto [142] proposed an analytical model capable of respresenting the
hysteretic behavior of steel reinforcing bars exhibiting the Bauschinger effect together
with isotropic strain hardening. The Menegotto-Pinto model is available in DIANA
9.4.4 for embedded reinforcements [4].
In this model, the constitutive response consists of one-dimensional stress-strain re-
lations for branches between two subsequent load reversal points, and is expressed in
terms of dimensionless stress σ∗ and strain ϵ∗ as






where b is the ratio of the strain hardening to initial modulus and R is the curvature
parameter controlling the shape of the unloading-reloading cycles, defined as






In this equation R0 is the initial curvature parameter and ξmaxp is the maximum plastic












where σy0 and ϵy0 are the initial yield stress and corresponding strain, ϵtmax is the max-
imum absolute total strain at the instant of strain reversal, and σsh is the stress shift in
the linear yield asymptote for isotropic hardening.A1–A4 are material constants which
require experimental determination.
A parameter study, together with recommendations from the literature [142, 148],
led to a selection of these parameters as b = 0.002, R0 = 22.0, A1 = 18.5, A2 = 0.15,
A3 = 0.15 and A4 = 0.0. The cyclic response of this model is compared with data from
Ma et al. [131] in Figure 4.1.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the Menegotto-Pinto model shows good agreement with
the experimental hysteretic response of reinforcing bars subjected to cyclic load. How-
ever, this model possesses an important limitation in the current version of DIANA due
to its inability to be combined with bond-slip interface elements. Inclusion of bond-slip
is critical for analysis of seismically deficient beam-column joints, thus other plasticity-
based models for cyclic steel response were investigated.
4.2.2 Von Mises Plasticity
The VonMises plasticity model has been commonly employed to simulate the response
of steel reinforcing bars in nonlinear reinforced concrete finite element models. Pre-
vious researchers have applied Von Mises plasticity using the elastic-perfectly-plastic
condition, isotropic hardening (wherein the yield surface expands), kinematic harden-
ing (wherein the yield surface is shifted), andmixed isotropic/kinematic hardening. Each
of these cases was investigated using DIANA 9.4.4 [4].
In the Von Mises plasticity model, the yield function is represented by the equation
f(σ,η, κ) =
√




(σ − η)TP(σ − η) − σ̄(κ) (4.4)
This failure surface, shown in Figure 4.2, is a cylinder in the principal stress space cen-
tered about the hydrostatic axis (σ1 = σ2 = σ3) if there are no back stresses η present
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Figure 4.1:Reinforcing steel response – Menegotto-Pinto Model
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! 1 
! 3 ! 2 
Figure 4.2: Von Mises Yield Surface in π-plane
(which would cause a shift in the location of the centroid of the cylindrical failure sur-
face). The projection matrix P is used to compute the second deviatoric stress invariant
J2 and is given as
P =

2 −1 −1 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0
−1 −1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 6 0 0
0 0 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 6

(4.5)
















where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a scalar parameter governing the mixture of isotropic and kinematic
hardening. Specifying γ = 1 results in isotropic hardening only; specifying γ = 0
results in kinematic hardening only. A mixture of isotropic and kinematic hardening is
achieved by an intermediary value of γ between 0 and 1.
The relation between the internal state variable κ and the plastic process is given in






















Here, λ̇ is a plastic multiplier restricted by the standard Kuhn-Tucker conditions.
For the prototype model, a bilinear, uniaxial stress-strain law was specified via the
multilinear input option. This law must be manually converted into equivalent stress σ̄
and equivalent plastic strain κ. The plastic strain is given by
ϵ
p
1 = ϵ1 − ϵ
e
1 (4.9)







considering that the uniaxial stress and equivalent stress are equal (σ1 = σ̄) togetherwith
Equation 4.8. Thus, a multilinear stess-strain law σ-ϵ with n-points is converted to a
multilinear equivalent stress-equivalent plastic strain law σ̄-κ as follows for each point
i ∈ (1, n).
σ̄i = σi (4.11)




Since themodel follows a bilinear strain hardening diagram, themultilinear stress-strain





where E represents Young’s modulus for steel, and Esh is the modulus in the strain hard-
ening branch. Depending on the specification of isotropic vs. kinematic strain hard-
ening—as well as the range of strain values over which the model is intended to be
applied—a different value of the strain hardening ratio b may be needed to achieve
agreement with experimental data.
For the case of isotropic hardening, the yield surface expands according to the hard-
ening specification. Back stresses η are not developed, so a shift in the failure surface
is not observed. Thus, a reinforcing bar which is cycled will exhibit increasing stress
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Figure 4.3:Reinforcing steel response – Von Mises with Isotropic Hardening
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values when subjected to reversed cyclic loading in both tension and compression. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 4.3, wherein the Von Mises model with isotropic strain
hardening (b = 0.001) is compared to experimental data fromMa et al. [131]. For posi-
tive stress values, the increasing response due to isotropic hardening is reasonable, but in
the negative stress regime, the experimental data appear to exhibit primarily kinematic
hardening, such that the predicted and observed responses diverge.
For the case of kinematic hardening, the yield surface shifts according to the hard-
ening specification. A parameter study was conducted to determine the optimum value
of the hardening ratio b for kinematic hardening. The results of the study are illustrated
in Figure 4.4 using data from Ma et al. [131]; the backbone of the response was most
closely followed when b = 0.02. Using this value, the cyclic performance of the system
was compared to data fromMa et al. [131] and is shown in Figure 4.5.
The cyclic prediction using kinematic hardening was significantly better than the
response using isotropic hardening. For all three test specimens, especially specimens 2
and 3, the cyclic envelope showed good agreement with experimental data.
4.2.3 Prototype Steel Model
While the Menegotto-Pinto reinforcing bar model follows the nonlinear steel response
more closely due to its representation of the Bauschinger effect, the inability to pair
this model with line-to-solid bond interface elements in the current version of DIANA
resulted in the selection of the VonMises plasticity model with kinematic hardening for
the prototype model. Based on the parameter study, a hardening ratio of b = 0.02 was
selected to best represent the contribution of strain hardening in the range expected for
beam-column joint simulation.
A potential limitation of this approach is that the energy dissipated by steel par-
ticipation in the hysteretic reinforced concrete response will be over-predicted due to
its neglecting the Bauschinger effect. However, since the concrete stiffness degradation
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Figure 4.4: Sensitivity of Von Mises Model to Hardening Ratio b
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Figure 4.5:Reinforcing steel response – Von Mises with Kinematic Hardening
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model does not allow for permanent inelastic strains (thus underestimating energy dis-
sipation), a steel constitutivemodel which slightly overestimates energy dissipationmay
prove advantageous. A critical evaluation of this combination of concrete and steel con-
stitutive models for global representation of energy dissipation in beam-column joint
hysteretic response is provided in Section 5.6.
4.3 Bond-Slip Response
Bond-slip is an important component in the response of nonseismically detailed beam-
column joints, especially when subjected to reversed cyclic loading. Some of the sig-
nificant bond-related failure processes a deficient joint may exhibit include pull-out of
longitudinal beam bottom reinforcements, degradation of column splices, and anchor-
age failure of hooked beam bars within the joint core.
4.3.1 Background on Bond-Slip Behavior and Simulation
Recent state-of-the-art reports by fib [2] and Joint ACI-ASCE Committee 408 (Devel-
opment and Splicing of Deformed Bars) [8] provide in-depth treatment of the complex
failure processes and prior research on cyclic bond performance and available models.
Only the key characteristics of cyclic bond performance are described herein.
The types of failure modes exhibited in bond behavior can be divided into two cat-
egories: (a) failure by splitting of concrete, and (b) pull-out failure by shearing of con-
crete between reinforcing bar ribs. The former is common in unconfined concretewhere
bearing forces lead to high radial tensile stresses, while the latter is typical of pull-out
failure in confined concrete, where sufficient cover and transverse reinforcement pre-
vents propagation of splitting cracks [8].
Cyclic load arising from seismic excitation is categorized as low-cycle high-amplitude
fatigue, wherein the system is subjected to a low number of cycles of large stress or slip
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Figure 4.6: Cyclic Bond Deterioration from Eligehausen et al. [54]
levels at low strain rates [2]. In this case, the bond-slip performance is significantly re-
duced below that observed in monotonic loading of the same specimen, and further
deterioration of the bond strength is observed with increased number of cycles. This
process has been repeatedly observed in experimental campaigns such as those com-
pleted by Eligehausen et al. [54] and Viwathanatepa et al. [228], who tested the cyclic
pull-out response of reinforcing bars embedded in concrete blocks. To illustrate this
concept, a figure from Eligehausen et al. [54] is reproduced in Figure 4.6. For this con-
figuration, the bond strength reduced by about 50% after the first cycle, and by about
60% between the first and tenth cycles.
Numerous factors affect the deterioration of bond strength under cyclic loading.Re-
cent guidelines fromACI Committee 408 identify several of the most important factors
as concrete compressive strength, concrete cover, bar size and transverse rib geometry,
anchorage length, the yield stress of the reinforcing bar, confinement due to transverse
reinforcement, and the type and rate of cyclic loading [8].
The contributing interactions of these and other factors is complex, and currently no
single unifying theory is available to describe all possible combinations of bond condi-
tion. However, hysteretic bond stress-slip models incorporating various aspects of these
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contributing factors have been developed. Several of the more sophisticated bond-slip
models formulated specifically for simulation of reversed cyclic behavior are summa-
rized in fibBulletin no. 10 [2]. Thesemodels include thework ofMorita andKaku[151],
Tassios [215], Viwathanatepa, Popov, and Bertero [228], Ciampi, Eligehausen, Bertero,
and Popov [37], Eligehausen, Popov, and Bertero [54], Hawkins, Lin, and Jeang [76],
Pochanart and Harmon [184], and Balàzs [20]. A simplified model based on that of
Eligehausen et al. [54] is presented in the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] which, de-
spite its simplicity, has been successfully used inmany analytical studies of beam-column
joint failure.
When applied in the context of a finite element simulation, these models have typi-
cally been used in conjunction with the element proposed by Ngo and Scordelis [155],
whereby reinforcing bars are connected to host concrete elements via a series of nonlin-
ear springs.
4.3.2 Interface Behavior in DIANA
Prior to selection of an analytical function to represent bond-slip, a review of the capa-
bilities for bond-slip simulation in DIANA Release 9.4.4 [4] was conducted.
In DIANA, reinforcements may be connected to host concrete elements using var-
ious methods, including that of perfect bond, no bond (as in the case of unbonded ten-
dons), manually generated line-to-solid interface elements, or by so-called “bond-slip
reinforcements” which automate the discretization of reinforcing bars, line-to-solid in-
terface elements, connection to host concrete elements, and the association of relevant
material properties. The final option was chosen for this study.
With bond-slip reinforcements, the stress-slip law is incorporated in the finite ele-
ment model via line-to-solid interface elements, in which steel elements are connected
to concrete continuumelements via orthogonal, nonlinear springs. Steel reinforcements
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12.2 Structural Interfaces 427
TP24IF is the element type name, followed by the numbers of the two nodes
no1 and no2 of the line followed by the numbers of the six nodes no3 to
no8 of the solid in sequence from Figure 12.51.
Other input data
Integration scheme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.1.1.1 on page 373.








. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.2.3 on page 389.













The HX30IF element is an interface element between a linear line and a linear
brick solid element in three-dimensional configuration [Fig. 12.52]. This element
is only applicable in models for three-dimensional bond-slip analysis, typically
it represents the bond area between a reinforcement bar and its surrounding
material or the area between a pile and its surrounding soil. The local xyz
axes for the displacements are evaluated in each node with x in the tangential
direction and z in a normal direction. Variables are oriented in the local xyz
axes [Eq. (12.8) p. 388]. The element is based on linear interpolation. By default
















. . . no10
n
HX30IF is the element type name, followed by the numbers of the two nodes
no1 and no2 of the line followed by the numbers of the eight nodes no3
to no10 of the solid in sequence from Figure 12.52.
Diana-9.4.4 User’s Manual – Element Library (I) December 5, 2011 – First ed.
Source: DIANA [4]
Figure 4.7: Line-to-Solid Interface Element HX30IF
may be modeled with either truss or beam elements. A depiction of the line-to-solid in-
terface element HX30IF is shown in Figure 4.7. Bond-slip reinforcements are invoked via
the keyword INTERF.
A shear stress-slip relation is enforced along the longitudinal axis of the reinforcing
bar, while a linear stiffness is specified in the two transverse directions. A multilinear
bond-slip relationship of the user’s choice may be specified by the material keyword
BONDSL in the reinforcing bar material definition, while the initial values of the trans-
verse linear stiffness values are specified according to the DSTIF keyword. Other available
options for bond-slip reinforcements include the specification of end forces to simulate
prestressing and tip stiffness to simulate, for instance, anchorage of a hooked bar to con-
crete via a nonlinear spring element.
The hysteretic rules governing loading-unloading-reloading behavior of bond-slip
reinforcements in DIANA Release 9.4.4 [4] are summarized as follows1:
• A single shear stress-slip relation must be specified to represent the back-bone of
the bond-slip response; this is the only user-defined input for bond behavior.
• The shear-slip relation is the same for positive and negative values of slip.










Figure 4.8:Hysteresis Rules for Bond Stress-Slip Response in DIANA
• Unloading follows the secant modulus back to the origin.
• When reversal of slip direction occurs, reloading always follows the full backbone
curve in the opposite direction regardless of cycle number.
• Transverse effects—such as the influence of lateral confining pressure—cannot be
considered.
These rules are qualitatively illustrated in Figure 4.8. There are several differences be-
tween these hysteretic rules and the experimental response from Eligehausen et al. [54].
Most importantly, whereas the experimentally-observed peak bond stress reduces dur-
ing each cycle, the analytical response has no memory and will reach the full bond
strength exhibited by the backbone curve in each subsequent cycle, even when very
large values of slip have previously occurred. Also, although the experimental unload-
ing stiffness is very high, the analytical model unloads according to the secant stiffness.
One potential solution to this problem was to use a so-called “phased” analysis and
update the bond-slip law between load cycles. While this may have been viable for a
single bond-slip interface spring, it cannot account for the non-simultaneous progres-
sion of bond failure not only throughout the entire specimen, but even along a single
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bar with multiple steel-to-concrete connections.
Since use of a more sophisticated bond model capable of representing cyclic degra-
dation of bond strength and stiffness (such as the Morita-Kaku or Eligehausen models)
was not possible, a simpler alternative was necessary.
4.3.3 CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 Bond-Slip Models
The bond-slip model chosen for this study was based on that presented in the CEB-









0 ≤ s ≤ s1
τmax s1 < s ≤ s2





s2 < s ≤ s3
τf s3 < s
(4.14)
The various parameters in Equation 4.14 depend on the quality of the bond condition
as well as the level of confinement present at the location of the bond interface. The
values for each case are cataloged in Table 4.1.
The designation “unconfined” refers to cases where failure occurs by splitting of
concrete, while the designation “confined” refers to cases where failure occurs by shear-
ing of the concrete between the ribs (pull-out). Based on the quantity of transverse re-
inforcement and level of confining pressure, the parameter values may be linearly inter-
polated between the confined and unconfined cases. TheMC90 acknowledges the wide
scatter in experimental data for bond-slip and recommends this scatter be “taken into
account.” Note also that each curve represents the monotonic response; a reduction of
bond strength at increasing cycles and slip values is needed in order to match the cyclic
envelope of experimental bond results.
The general characteristics of the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] bond-slip laws
are illustrated in Figure 4.9. Verification that DIANA output was accurately represent-
ing the multilinear analytical functions expressed in Equation 4.14 is demonstrated in
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Table 4.1: Bond Parameters from CEB-FIP Model Code 1990
Confinement Unconfined Unconfined Confined Confined
Condition Good Other Good Other
s1 0.6 mm 0.6 mm 1.0 mm 1.0 mm
s2 0.6 mm 0.6 mm 3.0 mm 3.0 mm
s3 1.0 mm 2.5 mm Clear rib spacing Clear rib spacing










τf 0.15τmax 0.15τmax 0.40τmax 0.40τmax
Source: CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30]



























Figure 4.9: Bond-slip Laws from CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 (f ′c = 30MPa)
Figure 4.10. This result was generated by simulating pull-out of a bar with very high
stiffness connected to an equally stiff host element by interface elements with bond-slip
following the MC90 relation for good bond condition and confined concrete.
4.3.4 Verification with Viwathanatepa et al. [228]
In order to better understand the implications of the previously described bond-slip
simulation capabilities in DIANA, a finite element model was developed to simulate
the response of cyclic pull-out experiments conducted by Viwathanatepa, Popov, and
Bertero [228].
Viwathanatepa et al. [228] tested seventeen specimens where reinforcing bars em-
bedded in column stubs were subjected to either cyclic push-pull or monotonic pull
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Figure 4.10: CEB-FIP Bond-Slip Analytical Curve and DIANA Verification (for con-
fined concrete, good bond condition
loading, designed to simulate the conditions present for a longitudinal beam bar within
an interior beam-column joint of a moment resisting frame. The specimens were well-
confined by adequate transverse reinforcement and a constant axial load. A diagram of
the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.11.
Specimen No. 14 was chosen for numerical verification in this study; full specimen
dimensions and detailing are shown in Figure 4.12. The primary longitudinal bar in this
specimenwas anM25 (#8) embedded in a 1168×635×254mm (46×25×10 in) concrete
block.Vertical reinforcementswereM22 (#7) barswhile transverse reinforcementswere
M13 (#4) bars. The concrete had a measured compressive strength of 32.7 MPa (4740
psi) and tensile strength of 3.52 MPa (510 psi). M13 and M22 bars had a yield strength
of 496 MPa (72 ksi) while the primary M25 bar had a yield strength of 468 MPa (68
ksi).
A finite element model of the specimen was constructed based on the components
of the prototype model described thus far, shown in Figure 4.13. The concrete column
stub was modeled using 880 solid elements. The primary longitudinal bar subjected to
cyclic load (displayed in red in Figure 4.13) was modeled as a bond-slip reinforcement,
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Source: Viwathanatepa et al. [228]
Figure 4.11: Experimental Setup for Viwathanatepa Specimen
Source: Viwathanatepa et al. [228] (1.0 in = 25.4 mm)
Figure 4.12:Dimensions and Detailing for Viwathanatepa Specimen
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internally discretized using beam elements and connected to the host concrete elements
using line-to-solid interface elements. All other reinforcements (vertical reinforcing bars
and ties) were modeled under the assumption of truss behavior and perfect bond.
The experimental boundary conditions were simulated as follows. All nodal degrees
of freedom at the base of the column stub were restrained. Additionally, all x-direction
translations at nodes located along the perimeter of the mesh at the location of the cen-
troid of the lateral tie-down straps were restrained. A constant axial pressure equal to
25% of the column axial capacity was applied and held constant throughout the analy-
sis. The finite elementmesh, reinforcement elements, boundary conditions, and applied
loads are shown in Figure 4.13.
Cyclic loads were applied simultaneously to each end of the embedded bar in dis-
placement control. The precise displacement history from the experiments was not ap-
plied numerically; instead, the displacement amplitude was increased by±1.0 mm dur-
ing each cycle until the maximum value reached experimentally was simulated.
The bond-slip relationship was simulated using all four cases from the CEB-FIP
Model Code 1990 [30] (MC90) provisions considering confined/unconfined condition
and good/other bond condition. The purpose of evaluating all four cases was simply
to better understand the implications of the chosen bond stress-slip model parameter
values for slip and bond strength. Initially, the response was modeled under monotonic
load for comparison with the envelope of the cyclic response, the results of which are
shown in Figure 4.14. The envelope of the experimental response was bounded by the
confined/good and unconfined/good designations.
For the MC90 designation confined/good, the cycled reinforcing bar yielded prior
to bond failure, which occurred near the peak bond stress in the experiment. The ex-
tension of this case to cyclic loading is shown in Figure 4.15a. The cyclic response was
effectively elastic perfectly plastic. The inability of the bond stress-slip hysteresis to de-
grade with increased cycles was apparent in this (and all subsequent) cases. Since bond
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Figure 4.13: Finite element mesh, reinforcements, boundary conditions, and load for
Viwathanatepa Specimen
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Figure 4.14:Monotonic Numerical Response for Viwathanatepa Specimen
failure was not achieved, the envelope of the cyclic experimental pull-out response is
overestimated at all values greater than 1.0 mm.
The best overall agreementwith the backbone of the experimental curveswas achiev-
ed with the designation unconfined/good, shown in Figure 4.15b. The response was
reasonable in the initial cycles up to a slip value of 1.0 mm, but in subsequent cycles the
bond strength was significantly overestimated at low slip values and underestimated at
large slips (> 2.0 mm in this case). Figures 4.15c and 4.15d illustrate the response for the
designated “other” bond condition; the confined case underestimated the bond strength
initially but failed to degrade as slips occurred, while the unconfined case significantly
underestimated the initial stiffness of the bond interface in early cycles but provided a
reasonable estimate during more advanced cycles at large slip values.
A failure process commonly observed in pull-out tests such as this one is that of a
cone formation at the face of the specimen where pull-out occurs. This effect is illus-
trated by photographs in Figure 4.16. The finite element model captured this response,



















































































































































































































































Modeling of Beam-Column Joints
Future Work and Conclusions
Prior Modeling of Beam-Column Joints
Reinforced Concrete Constitutive Framework
Application to Shear Panels and Beam-Column Joints
Cyclic Bond-Slip Validation — Viwathanatepa (1979)
Verification of Cone Formation (Pull-Out Failure)
J. Ben Deaton NLFEA of RC Exterior Beam-Column Joints
Source: Viwathanatepa et al. [228]
Figure 4.16: Simulation of Con Formation Mechanism During P ll-Out Failure
The conclusions from the numerical verification of the bond response with exper-
imental data from Viwathanatepa et al. [228] are as follows. The slip parameters cor-
responding to the designation “unconfined/good” yielded the best overall agreement
with the experimental envelope, although matching the envelope was not a sufficient
criterion considering the model’s over-prediction of the bond strength in later cycles.
Furthermore, a reduction of bond strength at increasing cycles and slip values is needed
in order to match the cyclic envelope of experimental bond results—the MC90 param-
eters associatedwith the designation “unconfined”most closely produced this response.
No attempt was made to develop general recommendations for bond-slip law pa-
rameter selection beyond the guidelines of the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] be-
cause of the limitations of the bond-slip hysteresis rules in DIANA. Appropriate bond
parameters for beam-column joint simulationmust be independently evaluated for each
subsequent study depending on the level of confinement, bond condition, and loading
characteristics.
Also, the significance of the various factors affecting bond-slip response for analysis
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of beam-column joints will depend on the magnitude of slips which occur during re-
versed cyclic loading. If anchorage of bars is sufficient to prevent large relative slips, the
influence of the cyclic bond-slip response may not prove significant. An example of this
is provided in the following section, where the limitations of the cyclic bond model do
not adversely affect the numerical response of a well-anchored, hooked bar subjected to
cyclic loading.
Finally, a critical reassessment of the bond performance following successful cyclic
analysis of seismically deficient beam-column joints is later presented in Section 5.6.
4.4 Anchorage Response
Beyond the case of bond-slip for straight bars, an important aspect in the behavior of re-
inforced concrete beam-column joints is the anchorage of beam longitudinal bars which
are terminated in the joint core with 90◦ or 180◦ hooks.
4.4.1 Background on Anchorage Simulation
The anchorage response of hooked bars has been studied experimentally by numerous
researchers, including Jirsa et al. [93, 144, 90], Eligehausen, Bertero and Popov [51], and
Hawkins, Lin, and Ueda [220, 77, 122]. Detailed descriptions of the key characteristics
of low cycle anchorage failure have been recently summarized by ACI Committee 408
[8].
Previously, numerical analysts have used various techniques to simulate the response
of the end-condition of anchored bars. For each case, it is assumed that bond-link ele-
ments connect the reinforcing bars to the concrete host elements along the length of the
reinforcements. The following approaches address how best to capture the contribution
of the hook at the end of beam longitudinal reinforcements.
Sagbas and Vecchio [192] showed that if a hook is sufficiently confined in the joint
core, the reinforcing bar may be modeled using a straight element with the restraint
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of the hook simulated by connecting the end of the bar to the concrete elements with
perfect bond. In the case of a nonseismically detailed joint, they recommended placing
bond elements at the end of the bar instead. Eligehausen et al. [53] simulated the hook
response using an additional elastic spring which connected the end of the bar to the
host concrete element. The spring stiffness was numerically determined by comparison
with the results of experimental pull-out data.
In each of these approaches, additional contributions from the hooked bar to the
joint response beyond the longitudinal restraint of the beam bar cannot be considered.
More specifically, such approaches may (a) underestimate additional confinement pro-
vided to the joint core by the hooks, (b) alter the bearing action and resulting force-
transfermechanismdeveloped between the curved hook and the joint core, and (c) fail to
capture prying action from bars with non-negligible bending stiffness when beam mo-
ments are transferred to the joint, which may accelerate spalling of the concrete cover.
Based on these factors, a methodology was sought which would better represent the
physical geometry of hooked bars. The prototype response chosen used an additional
vertical bar at the end of a beam longitudinal bar to represent a 90◦ hook. Both bar seg-
ments were connected to each other as well as to the concrete via line-to-solid interface
elements. While this approach does not capture the radius of curvature of the hook, it
addresses the issues of confinement of the joint and prying action of the beam longitu-
dinal bars, provided the reinforcing bars are simulated using beam elements and thereby
embodying flexural stiffness.
In DIANA, bond-slip interface elements are composed of orthogonal springs with
stiffnessesD11 andD22, specifiedwith keyword DSTIF. The linear stiffnessD11 controls
the relationship between the normal traction and normal relative displacement between
concrete and steel. The linear stiffnessD22 controls the relationship between shear trac-
tion and shear relative displacement in the direction of bond-slip. If a nonlinear bond-
slip curve is specified via keyword BONDSL, D22 is replaced by the initial stiffness of the
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shear stress-slip curve. An initial value ofD11 = 10 ·D22 was assumed.
Based on this, the net stiffness provided at the end of the longitudinal beam rein-
forcement is governed by the bending stiffness of the element representing the hook,
together with the normal traction-displacement interface provided along the hook el-
ement, governed by the linear stiffness D11. If reinforcements are modeled with truss
elements, only the interface stiffnessD11 contributes to the end stiffness.
4.4.2 Verification with Hawkins et al. [77]
Experimental data fromHawkins, Lin, and Ueda [220, 77, 122] was used to investigate
the ability of the proposed bond-slip model to capture the response of anchored bars.
Hawkins et al. tested a series of idealized specimens designed tomimic the conditions
in an exterior beam-column joint connection. Specimen B85 was chosen for numerical
verification in this study. In this test, an M25 (#8) bar with 90◦ hook was embedded in
a 1676× 610× 200mm (66× 24× 8 in) concrete block. A coupler attached to the end
of the anchored bar allowed for application of both tensile and compressive forces. The
specimen was supported by six steel plates. Full specimen dimensions and detailing are
shown in Figure 4.17. The concrete had a compressive strength of 22.8 MPa (3300 psi)
and reinforcements had a yield strength of 468.9MPa (68 ksi). The end of the anchored
bar was subjected to multiple cycles of displacement-controlled loading. An inelastic
response exhibiting strain hardening and the Bauschinger effect resulted.
A finite element model of the Hawkins et al. specimen was developed in DIANA.
The mesh, reinforcements, and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4.18. The
prototype anchorage model consisting of two perpendicular, connected bar segments is
illustrated in this figure. The model contained 564 solid elements.
The anchored bar was simulated using both truss and beam elements along with
different levels of normal interface stiffnessD11. The initial interface transverse stiffness





























Source: Hawkins et al. [77] (1.0 in = 25.4 mm)
Figure 4.17: Anchorage Test Specimen Dimensions for Hawkins Specimen
Figure 4.18: Finite Element Mesh, Boundary Conditions, and Reinforcing Bar for
Hawkins Specimen
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Figure 4.19: Prototype Anchored BarResponse for Hawkins Specimen (beam element
/D11 = 10 ·D22)
values of 1.0 ·D22 and 10.0 ·D22. The prototype steel reinforcement model (VonMises
plasticity with kinematic hardening) was used.
Good agreement was observed between computed and observed response. The re-
sponse of the prototype model (reinforcements modeled using beam elements with
D11 = 10 ·D22) is shown in Figure 4.19. For loading in tension, the hardening response
was closely followed, while the strength in compressionwas underestimated by approx-
imately 13%. Similar to the comparison of the reinforcing bar response simulated byVon
Mises plasticity with experimental data from Ma, Bertero, and Popov [131] (shown in
Figure 4.5), the Bauschinger effect was not captured in the finite element model.
For the prototype model, the influence of theD11 parameter was evaluated by also
simulating the response withD11 = D22, shown in Figure 4.20. Reducing the normal
interface stiffness from 10.0 · D22 to 1.0 · D22 did not affect the capacity of the sim-
ulated anchorage response, but reduced the stiffness during unloading from tension to
compression, a feature which became more pronounced as the system response became
more inelastic.
The influence of simulating the anchored bar with beam vs. truss elements was also
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Figure 4.20:D11 Sensitivity for Anchored BarResponse forHawkins Specimen (beam
element)




















Figure 4.21: Truss vs. Beam Element Anchored Bar Response for Hawkins Specimen
(D11 = 10 ·D22)
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Figure 4.22: Truss vs. Beam Element Anchored Bar Response for Hawkins Specimen
(D11 = D22)
evaluated for the case withD11 = 10 ·D22, shown in Figure 4.21. For this value of nor-
mal interface stiffness, the response of an anchored truss bar was effectively identical to
that of the beam bar. However, ifD11was reduced to 1.0·D22, as shown in Figure 4.22,
the truss bar showed a less stiff response during unloading from tension to compression
than the beam bar exhibited. This indicates that for the case with D11 = 10 ·D22, the
normal interface stiffness dominates the influence from the flexural stiffness of the hook
with the beam bar (a contribution clearly neglected with the truss bar).
Even though the difference in response was marginal for the cases evaluated, the
use of beam elements is recommended over truss elements due to a more conceptually
accurate representation of larger reinforcing bars, which possess non-negligible flexural
stiffness. Furthermore, the effect of prying action at the exterior face of a beam-column
joint may become more pronounced in a realistic configuration where the forces in the
anchored bar are developed from a downward-displacing beam, instead of the simplified
configuration of the experimental setup by Hawkins et al. [77].
Based on this study, the prototype constitutive model for bent-bar anchorage sim-
ulation consists of perpendicular beam elements connected to concrete elements with
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Source: Vecchio and Collins [226]
Figure 4.23: Toronto Panel Tester
interface stiffness D11 = 10 · D22 and D22 set to the initial stiffness of the bond-slip
law.
4.5 Cyclic Shear Response
Diagonal joint shear cracking is one of the predominant failure mechanisms exhibited
by nonseismically detailed beam-column joints subjected to reversed cyclic loads.
To evaluate the ability of the proposed model to capture shear-dominated failure
processes in a three-dimensional model, simulations were conducted of cyclic shear
panel tests reported by Vecchio [223]. Experiments such as these are valuable for model
validation due to the simplicity of specimen geometry, applied loads, and boundary
conditions.
A number of research campaigns involving shear panels have been conducted at
the University of Toronto (and elsewhere), the most notable case being the original
monotonic experiments by Vecchio and Collins [226] that led to the development of
the Modified Compression Field Theory, a constitutive theory which has consistently
proven capable of representing shear-critical response. A photograph and schematic of
the Toronto panel tester is shown in Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.24: Geometry and Idealized Loading/Support Conditions for Vecchio Spec-
imens
4.5.1 Description of Shear Panel Specimens
A series of panels reported by Vecchio et al. [223] was chosen for this study. All pan-
els had dimensions 890×890×70 mm (35×35×2.75 in) and contained a longitudinal
reinforcement ratio ρx of 1.82% and a transverse reinforcement ratio ρy of 0.91%. All
reinforcing steel consisted of deformed D5 rebar, with a nominal diameter of 6.0 mm
(0.24 in) and a yield stress of 282 MPa (41 ksi). Panel PDV1 had a compressive strength
of 26.8 MPa (3890 psi) which corresponded to a strain value ϵ0 of 1.62×10−3 mm/mm.
Panel PDV2 had a compressive strength of 23.7 MPa (3440 psi) which corresponded to
a strain value ϵ0 of 1.63×10−3 mm/mm. Panel PDV3 had a higher compressive strength
of 34.1 MPa (4950 psi) which corresponded to a strain value ϵ0 of 1.69×10−3 mm/mm.
The geometry of the panels is shown in Figure 4.24.
Panel PDV1was subjected to monotonic load. Panel PDV3was subjected to a cyclic
load history (with unloading to zero between cycles), while Panel PDV2 was subjected
to a reversed cyclic load history. In each case, the panels were loaded under a uniform,
biaxial shear and compression condition with a fixed ratio of compression-to-shear of
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Figure 4.25: Finite element mesh for Vecchio Specimens
0.4, as shown in Figure 4.24. All panels failed in shear almost coincidently with yielding
of longitudinal reinforcement; the transverse reinforcement had yielded prior to failure.
4.5.2 Description of Shear Panel Models
The shear panels were simulated using the constitutive approach described in Section
4.6 with minor modifications. The concrete mesh consisted of tetrahedral elements,
as shown in Figure 4.25. Lower power elements such as these were reasonable since
the shear panels were subjected to a near-uniform state of stress. Reinforcing bars were
modeled using two layers of orthogonal truss elements. Since the specimens were uni-
formly reinforced, the model was simplified by specifying perfect bond in conjunction
with the tension stiffening relationship from Equation 3.10.
The panel was supported along two corner edges as shown in Figure 4.25. Uniform
shear and compression tractions were applied in fixed proportion (τxy and 0.4τxy) to the
panel faces, following a force-control procedure. The shear strain γxy was computed
from the displacement of the lower right corner of the panel, as indicated in Figure
4.24.
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4.5.3 Prediction of Shear Panel Response
The shear stress-strain response of each panel is shown in Figure 4.26.
Excellent agreement was observed for specimen PDV1. The ratio of simulated to
observed maximum shear stress was 0.998, and good overall agreement was observed
with both the initial stiffness as well as the stiffness after the onset of cracking.
For the cyclic cases, the model followed the backbone curve from specimen PDV2
more closely than specimen PDV3, although the shear capacity for each specimen again
showed excellent agreement. For specimen PDV2, the ratio of simulated to observed
maximum shear stresswas 0.987 for positive loading and 0.994 for negative loading. For
specimen PDV3, the ratio of simulated to observed maximum shear stress was 0.994.
Considering all panels, themean ratio of predicted-to-observed shear capacitywas 0.993
(CV 2.1×10−5).
While the models showed excellent agreement with the maximum shear stress for
each panel, an obvious limitationwas the underestimation of permanent inelastic strains
and energy dissipation. Since the concrete model assumes secant unloading in tension
and compression, the only nonlinear component during unloading and reloading was
characterized by the steel model, an effect with little influence in this example since
longitudinal reinforcement did not yield until immediately prior to shear failure. More
inelastic deformationwas captured in panel PDV3due to its higher compressive strength
which allowed greater strains to develop in the reinforcement prior to failure.
A comparison of predicted and observed final crack patterns is shown for panel
PDV1 in Figure 4.27. In the finite element model, the distribution of cracks was uni-
form due to the near-uniform application of load and distribution of reinforcement,
together with the assumption of smeared cracking. The orientation of the predicted
cracks showed good agreement with the experimental response.
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Figure 4.26: Shear Stress-Strain Response for Vecchio Specimens
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Source: Vecchio [223]
Figure 4.27:Observed vs. Predicted Crack Patterns for Shear Panel PDV1
Table 4.2: Prototype Constitutive Model
Type Model Characteristic
Software DIANA 9.4.4 [4]
Concrete framework Total strain rotating crack model
Concrete constitutive theory Selby and Vecchio [201, 200]
Tension softening Hordijk et al. [84]
Tension stiffening Vecchio [227]
Compression softening Thorenfeldt [217]
Concrete Elastic Modulus ACI Equation [7]
Concrete Tensile Strength CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30]
Concrete Fracture Energy Remmel [189]
Concrete element HX24L




Bond Response CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30]
Bond interface element HX30IF
Bond normal stiffness D11 = 10 ·D22
Nonlinear solution type uasi-newton, Broyden formulation
Force convergence criterion 0.01
Energy convergence criterion 0.0025
Max # iterations 1000 (20-30 iterations typical)
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4.6 Summary of Prototype Model and Sample Material Input
Chapters 3 and 4 documented the systematic identification and experimental valida-
tion of a prototype constitutive framework for the simulation of reinforced concrete
exterior beam-column joints with inadequate seismic detailing. This prototype model
was developed by combining existing material models in a unique and novel way. The
material models, parameter values, and elements chosen for the prototype model are
summarized in Table 4.2. Unless otherwise noted, these properties were applied in all
subsequent simulations reported in this thesis.
To illustrate specification of the prototype model for others whowill use DIANA, a
sample material definition using the prototype model is shown below for concrete with
a compressive strength of 30 MPa (4350 psi) and reinforcing steel with a yield stress of
500.0 MPa (72 ksi). Material input definitions such as this one were generated using a





3 : UNITS: Newton, mm, MPa
4 :
5 : PROPERTIES:
6 : Compressive strength Fcp = 30.0
7 : Elastic modulus Ec = 25742.9602027
8 : Poisson ratio pr = 0.2
9 : Tensile strength ft = 2.89647143764
10 : Fracture energy Gf = 0.0901091334728
11 : Steel elastic modulus Es = 200000.0
12 : Steel yield stress sy = 500.0
13 : Steel poisson ratio spr = 0.3
14 :
15 : MAT 1: Vecchio concrete plain










26 : MAT 2: Von Mises w/ strain hardening + Bond
27 2 YOUNG 200000.0
28 POISON 0.3
29 YIELD VMISES
30 HARDIA 0.0 0.0
31 500.0 0.0
32 200495.0 98.997525
33 DSTIF 1732.42790571 173.242790571
34 BONDSL 3























58 : Generated using:
59 : alpha = 0.4
60 : s1 = 1.0
61 : s2 = 3.0
62 : s3 = 10.5
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63 : tmax_fac = 2.5
64 : tf_fac = 0.4
65 :
66 ’GEOMET’
67 1 NAME ”ConcProp”
68 2 NAME ”EightBar”
69 CIRCLE 25.4
70 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
71 PERIME 79.8
72 ’DATA’
73 1 NAME ”ConcPropData”
74 2 NAME ”DataEightBar”
75 INTERF BEAM
76 :
77 : End of prototype model input
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS
This chapter presents the application of the prototype constitutive model to simulate
the response of four seismically deficient reinforced concrete beam-column joints sub-
jected to reversed cyclic loading. Specimens analyzed include a one-way exterior joint
tested by Pantelides et al. [174], a two-way exterior corner joint without slab tested by
Akgüzel et al. [9], and a series of two-way exterior corner joints with slab, tested by
Park et al. [179] and Engindeniz et al. [60].
5.1 Computation of Joint Response Quantities
The following section describes the response quantities computed for each beam-column
joint analyzed. For each joint, only those quantities with an experimental counterpart
available for comparison were computed.
5.1.1 Sign Convention
Four beam-column joints were analyzed in this study. In each of the source documents
for these experiments, differing sign conventions and directional indicators were fol-
lowed (cardinal directions and/or Cartesian systems). To craft a more consistent discus-
sion, a common coordinate systemwas used in this document to describe the orientation
of all beam-column joints as well as all computed results.
This convention is summarized as follows: The z-axis is taken as parallel to the col-
umn’s longitudinal axis and directed upwards. In the case of a one-way, planar joint, the
x-axis is taken parallel to the direction of the beam, directed from the column toward
the beam end, while the y-axis is oriented orthogonal to the x- and z-axes such that a
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(x-axis: red y-axis: green z-axis: blue)
Figure 5.1: Sign Convention for Beam-Column Joint Models
right-handed coordinate system is formed.
In the case of a three-dimensional, two-way joint containing two beams, the z-axis
is taken as parallel to the column’s longitudinal axis and directed upwards. The x- and
y-axes are placed parallel to the two beams and directed away from the column toward
each beam end such that a right-handed coordinate system is formed.
This sign convention is illustrated in Figure 5.1. In all subsequent figures, the coor-
dinate triad consistently represents the x-axis in red, the y-axis in green, and the z-axis
in blue. Likewise, figures depicting model reinforcements show x-beam longitudinal
reinforcements in red, y-beam longitudinal reinforcements in green, and column lon-
gitudinal reinforcements in blue. Transverse and slab reinforcements are shown in gray.
5.1.2 Drift Definition
The boundary conditions andmethod of load application vary among the prior work of
beam-column joint subassemblage experiments. In some cases, the column top is cycled
laterally while the beam end is roller-supported, while in other cases, the column is
laterally supported at top and bottomwhile the beam is cycled vertically in displacement
control. Both classifications are analyzed in this document.
When simulating experiments where a cyclic, lateral, displacement-controlled his-







Figure 5.2: Story Drift and Beam Displacement Ratio uantities
terms of story drift, taken as the ratio of the lateral column tip displacement δcol to the
unsupported length of the column lcol, shown in Figure 5.2a.
When simulating experiments where a cyclic, vertical, displacement-controlled his-
tory was applied to the beam end, the force-displacement response is presented in terms
of beam displacement ratio, taken as the ratio of the vertical beam tip displacement δbeam
to the length from the centerline of the beam actuator to the centerline of the column
lbeam, shown in Figure 5.2b.
5.1.3 Stiffness Degradation
Stiffness degradation was quantified on a per-cycle basis using peak-to-peak stiffness
Kpp. Peak-to-peak stiffness is the slope of the line connecting the points of maximum
and minimum force in the force-displacement response in a given cycle n, illustrated in















Figure 5.3:Metrics for Force-Displacement Cycle n
5.1.4 Energy Dissipation
Incremental energy dissipation was quantified by computing the area enclosed by the
force-displacement response per cycle n, denoted En and also depicted in Figure 5.3.
Cumulative energy dissipation Ecumn was computed as the integration of En over all
cycles 1, . . . , n, including the contribution of both x- and y-direction beams for three-
dimensional joint specimens. The value of Ecumn corresponding to the final cycle of the
analysis represents the total energy dissipated during the simulation.
5.1.5 Joint Shear Stress
The term joint shear stress is defined as the average shear stress acting on a horizontal plane
at the mid-height of the joint.
Joint shear is often determined experimentally based on external reaction values at
the column and beam ends [132]. Figure 5.4 shows the equilibrium of the beam-column
joint subassemblage as well as equilibrium of the joint panel. The beam end force Vb
generates a moment at the column face equal to Vb · lb, which can be replaced by the
statically equivalent force-couple denoted by the equal forces Cb and Tb, separated by a
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distance jd, according to




The internal moment arm jd is often assumed constant and taken as a factor of 0.875
of the effective depth, d. Following from this assumption, the horizontal shear force at
the mid-height of the joint may be expressed as
Vjh = Cb − Vc (5.3)
The joint shear stress is finally computed by dividing the joint shear force by the area of





where hb is the beam height and hc is the column width (measured in the y-direction
in Figure 5.4). The joint shear stress is often normalized by the square root of the com-





5.1.6 Joint Shear Distortion
Joint shear distortion was computed from the displacements of the four cornersABCD
of the joint panel face, shown in Figure 5.4. The average shear distortion in the deformed
configuration ABCD ′ is computed as the average of the change of angle at each corner
as
γave =
∆ ̸ ABC− ∆ ̸ BCD+ ∆ ̸ CDA− ∆̸ DAB
4
(5.6)
The experimental determination of joint shear distortion is highly sensitive to the place-
ment of an LVDT array that may conflict with localized cracking or spalling of cover
concrete in the joint region, which the numerical model may not explicitly capture (the
strength of concrete is reduced due to corresponding damage). As such, disagreement





























Figure 5.4: Joint Panel Equilibrium and Distortion
5.1.7 Visualization of Crack Patterns
For the total strain rotating crack model in DIANA, crack strains ϵcr are computed at
each element integration point as




where ϵnst are the principal stresses in the crack orientation nst and σE represents the
elastic strain [4]. The crack strain normal to the crack plane, ϵcrnn is invoked in the DI-
ANA post-processor via the result designation EKNN.
Crack patterns are visualized using disc plots. In such a graphic, a small disc is dis-
played parallel to the crack plane. In a plane-stress analysis, a disc plot decomposes to a
series of straight line segments, but for a three-dimensional analysis, the disc shape may
be more visible if cracks are no longer uniformly perpendicular to the screen axes.
Since the constitutive model depends on a smeared representation of cracks, visual-
ized crack patterns will appear as bands of distributed cracks instead of single, localized
cracks often seen in experiments.
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5.2 One-Way Beam-Column Joint – Pantelides et al. [174]
An experimental program conducted by Pantelides, Clyde, and Reaveley [38, 174] was
chosen to evaluate the ability of the prototype model to capture the nonlinear response
of a seismically deficient one-way exterior beam-column joint subjected to unidirec-
tional cyclic loading.This study consisted of a series of simulated seismic tests performed
on four identically reinforced building joint subassemblages under two constant column
axial load levels. While the failure processes exhibited in these experiments were com-
plex, they represented a comparatively straightforward benchmark prior to modeling
themore complicated two-dimensional bidirectionally loaded beam-column-slab joints
presented later in this chapter.
5.2.1 Description of Experiments
The beam-column joints tested by Pantelides et al. possessed detailing consistent with
typical reinforced concrete frame buildings designed according toACI 318-63 [5], prior
to the adoption of seismic guidelines. The specimens were constructed at one-half scale,
with the reinforcement ratio in the beam increased to ensure shear failure of the joint.
The joint possessed multiple seismic deficiencies: lack of transverse reinforcement in
the joint core, poor anchorage of beam longitudinal bars in the joint core, inadequate
column lap splice length, and insufficient confining reinforcement in the column and
beam.
The specimen denoted test #2 was analyzed in the present study. The subassem-
blage geometry and reinforcing details are shown in Figure 5.5a. The concrete strength
was reported as 46.2 MPa (6700 psi), while the yield strengths of beam, column, and
ties were reported as 454.4, 469.5, and 427.5 MPa (65.9, 68.1, and 62.0 ksi), respec-
tively. The 458 × 305 mm (18 × 12 in) column was reinforced with 8 M22 (#7) bars,
corresponding to a reinforcement ratio of 2.54%, while the 406× 305 mm (16× 12 in)
beamwas reinforcedwith 4M29 (#9) bars for both positive and negative reinforcement,
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Joint Geometry and Idealized Boundary Conditions for Pantelides Speci-
men
corresponding to a reinforcement ratio of 2.47% for both top and bottom steel. Both
top and bottom beam reinforcements were anchored with 191 mm (7.5 in) 90◦ hooks.
Column longitudinal reinforcements were spliced a length of 536 mm (21 in) directly
above the joint panel.
The column was mounted horizontally and roller-supported at both ends as shown
in figure Figure 5.6. An initial axial load equal to 0.1f ′cAg was transferred to the column
through four threaded DWYDAG bars; this force was set at the onset of the test and
left to change throughout the experiment. The variation in axial load was measured
through strain gages attached to each rod.
The beam end was subjected to quasi-static cyclic loading via the loading collar
shown in Figure 5.6. At each load step, three push-pull cycles were performed. The
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Source: Pantelides et al. [174]
Figure 5.6: Experimental Setup for Pantelides Specimen
first nine steps were administered in force control in increasing 22 kN (5 kip) incre-
ments until the first yield of reinforcements occurred, after which the test continued in
displacement control. The test continued until the lateral load decreased below 50% of
the peak value.
The predominant failure mode was shear failure of the joint panel. The first yield
of longitudinal reinforcement occurred at approximately half the ultimate joint capac-
ity. Hairline cracking was observed in the joint panel and beam in early cycles, which
evolved into extensive diagonal joint shear cracking and propagated into the column
after the peak beam end force was reached. Following strength degradation at higher
displacement levels, concrete spalling occurred in the joint as well as the back surface of
the column.
5.2.2 Finite Element Model
A detailed finite element model was developed to evaluate the response of test #2. Con-
crete was modeled using approximately 1700 eight-node solid elements; the mesh is
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Figure 5.7: Finite Element Mesh for Pantelides Specimen
shown in Figure 5.7. The prototype constitutive model was applied to the entire con-
crete section, with the exception of a thin layer of stiff elements (1×107 MPa) at the
column and beam ends to reduce stress concentrations and the possibility of material
failure near the supports. No tension stiffening was specified due to the deficient re-
inforcing details in the system; the tensile response for all concrete elements followed
the Hordijk [84] softening model. All reinforcements were discretely modeled using
beam elements. All longitudinal and transverse reinforcing bars were connected to the
concrete using interface elements to account for nonlinear bond-slip. The splice was
not modeled since bond-slip was not observed in the splice region experimentally. The
CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] bond-slip law was specified with s1 = 1.0 mm, s2 =
3.0 mm, s3 = 5.0 mm, α = 0.4, τmax = 2.0
√
fc, and τf = 0.40τmax
The idealized boundary conditions for themodel are shown in Figure 5.5b.Through-
out the model validation process, the simulated response was shown to be highly sensi-
tive to the boundary conditions, particularly the application of column axial load. The
base of the column was pin-supported, while the top of the column was supported by
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a roller allowing vertical translation. In early models, the column axial load was ap-
plied as a constant force acting at the top of the column, but this approach neglected the
fluctuation in force due to the tendency of the beam end force to increase or decrease
the deformation in the four threaded rods. Since the constitutive model is dependent
on confining pressure and joint shear strength is sensitive to axial load level, a better
representation was needed.
To solve this problem, the top of the column was supported by a vertical elastic
support with a spring stiffness equivalent to that of the four threaded steel rods used to
apply the column axial force experimentally. The spring stiffness of this elastic support





whereAb is the area of each bar, Es is the elastic modulus of steel, lr is the unsupported
length of the tension rods, and n is the number of rods. The diameter and length of
the bars were not reported in the source documents, so they had to be visually esti-
mated from figures. The rods were assumed to be 41.3 mm (15
8
”) in diameter, 3490 mm
(137.4”) in length, and possessing elastic modulus Es = 200GPa (29,000 ksi), which re-
sulted in a spring stiffness ofKcol = 306710N/mm (1741 lb/in). The elastic support was
modeled by connecting the concrete mesh to an external support with the zero-length
spring element SP2TR.
In the initial analysis step, the spring support was displaced a distance δcolumn = −2.56
mm (0.1 in), determined numerically from the final model to introduce a column ax-
ial force of 0.1f ′cAg = 689.4 kN (155 kips). This external support displacement was
held constant throughout the entire analysis, allowing the column axial force to change
during subsequent loading cycles as the beam end force caused the spring to shorten or
elongate. The beam tipwas then cycled around this initial configuration in displacement
control, with displacement levels δbeam (Fig. 5.5) corresponding to the experimental load
history.
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Two large simulations were completed: one with all load cycles from the experi-
ments reproduced, and another only representing a reduced number of load cycles. The
purpose of this investigation was to determine whether reduced cycles may be appro-
priate for larger finite element models where computation effort becomes prohibitive.
The full analysis consisted of approximately 2900 load increments, which corre-
sponded to a solution time of approximately eleven hours. The DIANA material defi-
nition for this model is provided in Section B.6.
5.2.3 Discussion of Results
The hysteretic force-displacement response for the beam-column joint model is shown
in Figure 5.8, with peak values during each cycle listed in Table 5.1. Good agreement
was observed between the computed and observed response. At the positive displace-
ment level corresponding to the maximum experimentally observed beam end force
(+1.8%), the ratio of simulated to observed beam end force was 1.021, although the
numerical solution continued to show increasing strength until a displacement level of
+2.4%, at which point the ratio of maximum predicted to maximum observed beam
end force (at +1.8% displacement ratio) increased to 1.119. For negative loading, the
experimentally observed peak beam end force occurred at a drift of −1.96%, while the
computed peak beam end force occurred at a displacement level of −2.4%, with a ratio
of simulated to observed peak beam end force of 0.985. For both positive and nega-
tive loading, the strength was overestimated after a displacement ratio of 1.8%, which
may be attributed to the inability of the bond-slip model to adequately degrade as the
number of cycles increased. The numerical response showed approximately the same
strength for positive and negative loading, while experimental response showed higher
capacity in the negative displacement regime. Themean predicted-to-observed strength
ratio over all cycles was 1.141 (CV 0.070), although if only the 0.3–1.8% displacement
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Figure 5.8: Force-Displacement Response for Pantelides Specimen
level cycles were considered, the mean predicted-to-observed strength ratio over all cy-
cles improved to 1.043 (CV 0.013).
Stiffness degradation was quantified according to the peak-to-peak stiffness, com-
puted for each cycle according to Equation 5.1 and shown in Figure 5.9. Good cor-
relation was observed comparing experimental to numerical response. In early cycles,
the finite element response was stiffer than the experiment, which may be due to initial
microcracking of the specimen prior to testing which the model could not capture. Be-
ginning in cycle #8, the model exhibited a more softened response than the experiment
until the peak beam end force reached its maximum value at cycle #23, after which the
model uniformly overestimated the stiffness of the system by about 1800 N/mm. The
mean predicted-to-observed peak-to-peak stiffness ratio over all cycles was 1.106 (CV
0.073).
The energy dissipation response is presented in Figure 5.10, with the energy dis-
sipated per cycle shown in Figure 5.10a and the cumulative (total) energy dissipated
shown in Figure 5.10b. On a per-cycle basis, the numerical energy dissipation response
showed excellent agreement with the experimental response except for cycles 19–27,
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Table 5.1: Force-Displacement Metrics for Pantelides Specimen
EXP FEA EXP FEA
(kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)
+ 98.73 122.54 1.241 + 216.75 202.84 0.936
- -94.70 -127.03 1.341 - -230.52 -245.80 1.066
+ 98.33 118.10 1.201 + 212.07 197.66 0.932
- -94.38 -118.71 1.258 - -227.21 -222.91 0.981
+ 96.33 115.14 1.195 + 209.80 196.18 0.935
- -94.06 -116.15 1.235 - -224.57 -216.55 0.964
+ 125.15 142.15 1.136 + 224.48 220.23 0.981
- -122.07 -151.21 1.239 - -266.78 -223.86 0.839
+ 124.91 140.30 1.123 + 217.73 216.16 0.993
- -121.06 -142.33 1.176 - -255.33 -221.32 0.867
+ 124.34 132.53 1.066 + 213.77 215.42 1.008
- -120.75 -136.93 1.134 - -243.57 -215.59 0.885
+ 142.25 148.07 1.041 + 245.24 259.82 1.059
- -153.74 -152.79 0.994 - -289.35 -273.45 0.945
+ 140.76 139.19 0.989 + 216.34 257.23 1.189
- -143.91 -142.96 0.993 - -252.15 -269.96 1.071
+ 139.06 138.46 0.996 + 212.67 249.83 1.175
- -138.20 -136.62 0.989 - -235.62 -269.00 1.142
+ 159.75 159.54 0.999 + 209.82 274.25 1.307
- -177.85 -165.16 0.929 - -250.49 -284.78 1.137
+ 157.73 155.84 0.988 + 157.31 236.88 1.506
- -162.94 -157.87 0.969 - -198.33 -247.59 1.248































- -157.87 -156.60 0.992 - -161.63 -191.57 1.185
+ 187.84 186.56 0.993 + 121.48 211.72 1.743
- -215.91 -198.11 0.918 - -159.76 -211.37 1.323
+ 186.03 185.08 0.995 + 96.65 193.59 2.003
- -197.47 -196.52 0.995 - -124.71 -186.74 1.497
+ 183.80 184.34 1.003 + 82.40 183.60 2.228








All Cycles: MEAN = 1.141 CV = 0.070
0.3-1.8% Cycles Only: MEAN = 1.043 CV = 0.013
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Figure 5.9: Stiffness Degradation Response for Pantelides Specimen
corresponding to the 1.8 and 2.4% beam displacement ratio levels duringwhich thema-
jority of material failure occurred. In these cycles, the constitutive model overestimated
the degree of pinching in the hysteretic loops, also visible in the force-displacement
response from Figure 5.8. Close agreement was achieved in the cumulative energy re-
sponse until these same cycles were reached, at which point the difference in cumulative
energy dissipated gradually increased until the final cycle, in which the cumulative en-
ergy dissipation for the entire simulation was underestimated by about 18%.
The joint shear stress-strain response is presented in Figure 5.11. The shear stress was
computed from external reactions as described in Section 5.1.5. For positive joint shear
distortion, the shear capacity was predicted within 5% of the observed response, while
for negative shear distortion, the shear capacity was predicted within 7% of the exper-
imental response. Good agreement was observed in predicted-to-observed joint shear
distortion during the first 23 cycles. This corresponded to the point in the experiment
where the peak force was reached and the model began over-predicting the peak-to-
peak stiffness and under-predicting the energy dissipation. In the remaining cycles of
the experiment, greater discrepancy was observed as permanent distortions began de-
veloping, evidenced by a shift of the experimental response toward increasing positive
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Figure 5.10: Energy Dissipation for Pantelides Specimen
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Figure 5.11: Joint Shear Response for Pantelides Specimen
(and decreasing negative) shear strain values. The numerical response, however, pro-
duced a nearly identical progression of degradation for positive and negative loading
due to the secant constitutive model for the concrete. While this deviation was quite
large, significant spalling had occurred in the experiment by this load level and, as such,
close agreement of a local response such as joint shear distortion may be unrealistic.
The effectiveness of the column axial spring model in representing the condition
developed by the four threaded rods was evaluated by comparing the force developed
in the spring with experimental data, shown in Figure 5.12. In the experimental results,
a degradation in column compression of approximately 10% was observed; in the sim-
ulation, the final compression force in the spring decreased by an additional 7%. Figure
5.12 shows general agreement for column compression vs. beam displacement ratio and
beam end force. These results demonstrated that for both the experimental and analyt-
ical response, a positive beam end force increased the compression in the column, and
that a negative beam end force also resulted in a similar, yet muted, increase in column
axial force.
A comparison of the predicted crack pattern at the maximum displacement ratio of
+3% during the final cycle with a photograph of the final damaged state of the joint
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Figure 5.12: Variation of Column Compression for Pantelides Specimen
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Source: Pantelides et al. [174]
Figure 5.13: Comparison of Final Crack Pattern for Pantelides Specimen
specimen is shown in Figure 5.13. Correlation was observed between the large diago-
nal crack propagating from the bottom left to the top right of the joint in the photo-
graph and the band of similarly oriented smeared cracks in the analysis results. Since the
response was simulated using a rotating crack model (in which crack orientations are
permitted to rotate with the principal strain directions), only the final configuration of
the crack directions was depicted.
In both the experimental program and the simulation described up to this point,
the beam was cycled three times at each displacement level. To investigate means of re-
ducing the computational cost of the simulation, the same model was executed with a
reduced number of cycles. The simulation with reduced cycles only performed a single
pass at each displacement level. A comparison of the force-displacement response with
n = 3 and n = 1 cycles is shown in Figures 5.14a and 5.14b, respectively. The enve-
lope of the reduced cycle response followed the envelope of the full simulation closely,
with only marginal differences observed between peak strength values, peak-to-peak
stiffness, and energy dissipation on a per cycle basis (not cumulative) between the two
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models, implying that the responsewasmore dependent uponmaximumprior displace-
ment level reached than the number of repeated cycles at a given displacement level.
While the full simulation was completed in approximately eleven hours, the relatively
small size of the model and simplicity of the loading history implied that a much larger
three-dimensional model with transverse beams, integral slab, and alternating bidirec-
tional cyclic load history would require significantly higher computational effort. This
example seems to indicate that reducing the number of repeated cycles per load level is
a justifiable means of reducing the total solution time in more complex beam-column
joint models which may otherwise be prohibitive or impossible to simulate on available
hardware, without compromising the ability to capture the key characteristics of the
response and failure mechanisms exhibited by the system.
5.3 Two-Way Beam-Column Joint – Akgüzel et al. [9]
An experimental campaign conducted by Akgüzel and Pampanin at the University of
Canterbury in Christchurch, NZ [10, 9, 11] was chosen to evaluate the ability of the
prototype model to simulate a two-way exterior corner beam-column joint subjected
to bidirectional cyclic loading. This simulation was a logical next step following the
analysis of the one-way joint tested by Pantelides et al. [38, 174] since it introduced an
additional transverse beam and a more complex multiaxial cyclic load history.
5.3.1 Description of Experiments
Akgüzel and Pampanin [10, 9, 11] evaluated a series of one- and two-way, nonseismi-
cally detailed and FRP-retrofitted beam-column joints subjected to simulated seismic
loading. The joints were subjected to both bidirectional and varying axial load. The
reinforcing details in both one- and two-way joints were nominally identical so that
the influence of unidirectional vs bidirectional loading protocols could be investigated.
Specimen 3D1 was analyzed in the present study.
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(a) 3 cycles at each displacement level
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(b) 1 cycle at each displacement level
Figure 5.14: Influence of Repeated Cycles on Joint Simulation Response
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Specimen 3D1 represented an “as-built” corner beam-column joint subassemblage
consisting of a column and two orthogonal transverse beams; there was no slab present.
The specimen was designed to mimic the behavior of a first-story corner joint in a mid-
rise residential building designed only for gravity loads according to the 1955 New
Zealand standard [1]. The lengths of the column and beams were chosen to correspond
to the contraflexure points under lateral load, assumed to occur at the mid-height and
mid-span of the frame. The specimen was constructed at two-thirds scale.
The dimensions and reinforcing details of the specimen are shown in Figure 5.15.
The joint core contained no transverse reinforcement. Beam longitudinal bars were an-
chored in the joint with 180◦ hooks. The column had a 230× 230 mm (9× 9 in) cross-
section, and the beam was 230 mm wide × 330 mm deep (9 × 13 in). The beams con-
tained four R10 (10 mm diameter) Grade 300 smooth bars on both the top and bottom
surfaces. The column contained six R10Grade 300 smooth bars, three on each face par-
allel to the yz-plane. Transverse reinforcements in the column and beams were R6 (6
mm diameter) Grade 300 plain round bars. On the day of testing, the concrete had a
compressive strength of 17.4 MPa (2520 psi) and a tensile strength of 2.20 MPa (320
psi). The yield strengths of the R10 and R6 bars were 340 and 408MPa (49 and 59 ksi),
respectively.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.16.The beamendswere roller-support-
ed, allowing translation in the x- and y-directions. The base of the column was sup-
ported by a universal joint which allowed rotation about the x- and y-axes. Bidirec-
tional lateral load histories were applied to the top of the column via displacement-
controlled hydraulic actuators. A series of Macalloy bars were also used in conjunction
with a servo-controlled actuator to apply compressive force at the top of the column.
Restrainers were used to prevent significant out-of-plane displacement and rotation of
the beams.
In order to investigate a wide range of potential displacements which can occur in
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centres, with the first stirrup being 50 mm from the column face. The beam-column joint core 
contained no transverse reinforcement. The overall dimensions and reinforcing details of the unit are 
shown in Figure 8 2. 
 
The first specimen, Unit 3D1, was tested as a control specimen without any retrofit intervention. The 
aim was to (1) acquire information on the response of as-built corner beam-column joints under 
bidirectional loading for the assessment purposes for existing buildings; (2) to compare its 
performance with a 2D as-built specimen which was tested under uniaxial loading conditions; and (3) 
to provide data for the later investigation on the determination of the effectiveness of proposed 
retrofitting technique for 3D corner joints.  
 
The second specimen, Unit 3D2, was retrofitted with the same R21 scheme to that of used in the last 
2D specimen, 2D4. The main objective was to investigate the retrofit design assumptions based on the 
uniaxial retrofit design methodology which was covered in detail in Chapter 4. In this way, the 
drawbacks of the proposed methodology for corner joints subjected to multiaxial loading demands can 
be highlighted. Subsequently, possible solutions to improve the current assessment and retrofit design 
methodology are proposed in the following chapters. Specimen details are given in Figure 8 2. Table 
8-1 provides a summary of test specimens` concrete compressive strength at day of testing, axial load 
levels and wrapping configurations. 
 
Figure 8 2 Details of 3D corner beam-column joint specimens 
Source: Akgüzel [9]
Figure 5.15: Specimen Dimensions for Akgüzel Specimen
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Figure 8 9 Test setup for 3D specimens: dimetric view 
8.7 L O A DIN G PR O C E DUR E 
In 3D configuration testing, the 2D loading protocol (see Section 5.7, Chapter 5) was extended to 3D 
dimensions by adopting a cloverleaf loading path. The bidirectional lateral loading protocol along with 
its x- and y-direction components are given in Figure 8 10. In particular, one complete cycle of the 
clover-shape was performed at each specified drift level. In this way, 3D specimens were subjected to 
a total of two excursions into the positive and negative direction in the x-axis and y-axis during each 
complete cycle. Cloverleaf load pattern is constructed in polar coordinates employing a rose or 
rhodonea sinusoid curve expressed by 2sinRr  where R represents the target displacement 
(i.e., magnitude of the maximum displacement vector at an angle of 45 degrees to the principal axis) of 
Source: Akgüzel [9]







Figure 5.17: Bidirectional Cloverleaf Lateral Load Pattern for Akgüzel Specimen
a building depending on the direction of earthquake acceleration, a bidirectional cyclic
lateral load history following a cloverleaf pattern was applied to the column top at in-
creasing drift levels. At each drift level, the x- and y-displacements were applied accord-
ing to the function
x(θ) = R sin (2θ) cos (θ) y(θ) = R sin (2θ) sin (θ) (5.9)
where θ was the angle measured with respect to the x-axis in the xy-plane and R is the
magnitude of themaximum displacement reached per cycle, measured at θ = 45◦, 135◦,
225◦, and 315◦. The directions of the displacement history per cycle were followed in
the order of the four quadrants as labeled in Figure 5.17. Note that a consequence of
the cloverleaf pattern is that two full cycles are performed in the x- and y-directions at
each drift level. This pattern was repeated at story drift levels of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, and 3.0%. The conversion between lateral displacement and story drift was a
factor of 20 mm per 1% drift, derived from the height of the column.
In a building subjected to a lateral ground acceleration, the axial force in exterior
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columns will increase or decrease according to the direction of lateral load and subse-
quent overturning effects. Akgüzel accounted for this effect experimentally by varying
the column axial force in a fixed proportion to the computed reaction forces at the col-
umn top, Vcx and Vcy, according to the equation
N = Ng − αxVcx − αyVcy (5.10)
The initial value of column axial force, Ng, was estimated as the gravity load in the
prototype building tributary area as 115 kN. The proportionality constants αx and αy
were taken as 2.35. Thus, when both Vcx and Vcy were positive (uadrant 1), the axial
force decreased, while negative values of Vcx and Vcy resulted in an increase in column
axial force (uadrant 2). Thus, the experiment depended on a real-time feedback loop
betweenmeasured column lateral forces and the applied axial force history. The column
axial load varied between 0.06–0.21Agf ′c.
The failure of the joint was dominated by joint shear cracking and formation of a
concrete wedgemechanism. Initial cracking of the joint core occurred at a drift of 0.5%,
resulting in a sudden drop in strength and energy dissipation capacity. In later cycles,
a “shear hinge” mechanism formed in the joint panel, and the experiment was halted
during the 3% drift cycle when failure of the joint core resulted in loss of stability in the
column.
Akgüzel also analyzed specimen 3D1 using the nonlinear finite element analysis
code . This analysis was previously described in Section 2.3.5, and the finite el-
ement mesh and force-drift hysteretic response is shown in Figure A.59 on page 253.
5.3.2 Finite Element Model
A finite element model was developed to simulate the response of specimen 3D1. The
concrete mesh contained 3600 eight-node continuum elements. The prototype con-
stitutive model was applied to the entire concrete mesh except for regions near the
supports at the column and beam ends, which were modeled with high elastic stiffness
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Figure 5.18: Finite Element Mesh for Akgüzel Specimen
(1 × 107 MPa) to better distribute concentrated effects arising from support reactions
and applied loads into the system. The finite elementmesh is shown in Figure 5.18, with
the stiffened regions shown in dark gray.
The distribution of reinforcement in the model is shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20.
All longitudinal reinforcements were modeled using beam elements with bond-slip in-
terface elements, while transverse elements weremodeled as truss elements with perfect
bond. The 180◦ hooks were modeled as three orthogonal beam elements, illustrated in
the joint detail in Figure 5.19. Since smooth reinforcing bars were used, the bond-slip
law was significantly reduced according to the recommendations in CEB-FIP Model
Code 1990 [30] for smooth bars with good bond condition.
Boundary conditions were specified as follows. At the center node of the column
base, all translations were constrained (pin supported). The beam ends were supported
at the center node of the free end, preventing vertical and out-of-plane displacements
but allowing free translation in the direction of each beam’s longitudinal axis.
The application of the cyclic bidirectional and column axial load histories at the top
of the column was the most challenging aspect of the simulation. Lateral loads had to
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Figure 5.19:Reinforcing Bar Mesh for Akgüzel Specimen – Isometric View and Joint
Detail
Figure 5.20:Reinforcing Bar Mesh for Akgüzel Specimen – Elevation View
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.21: Simulation Load History for Akgüzel Specimen
be applied in displacement control, while the vertical column axial force was applied
in force control. A Python script was developed to generate a piecewise linear repre-
sentation of the cloverleaf load history and corresponding DIANA input for each drift
level’s displacement history in the x- and y-directions. Due to the high computational
effort required to simulate this experiment, not all experimentally applied drift levels
were considered in the simulation (the 0.1 and 0.2% drift levels were neglected). A visu-
alization of the resulting numerically-applied cloverleaf load history is given in Figure
5.21a, with displacement directions following the sequence illustrated in Figure 5.17.
The column axial force historywas generated as follows. In the experiments, the col-
umn axial force was updated in real-time from the measured column shears according
to Equation 5.10. In the finite element model, however, there was no way to simulta-
neously apply a column force level as a fixed proportion of the computed lateral force
reactions. Thus, the peak column axial force levels reported by Akgüzel for each drift
level (and corresponding quadrant) were simultaneously applied with a ramp function
in each cyclic excursion, cycled around a base column axial force level of 115 kN. The
influence of column axial force can be visualized in 2D in Figure 5.21b, or in 3D in
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Figure 5.22: Simulation Load History for Akgüzel Specimen – 3D Visualization
Figure 5.22 (with column axial compression force corresponding to the vertical axis).
From this figure, it is evident that the column axial force is at a minimum in uadrant
1 of the load history when both column shear forces are positive, while it reaches its
maximum value in uadrant 2 when both column shear forces are negative.
The Python code used to generate the load history input for DIANA is documented
in Section B.7.1, along with the input displacement and axial force levels for each ex-
cursion in the bidirectional cloverleaf pattern.
The analysis consisted of approximately 2000 load increments, which corresponded
to a solution time of approximately twenty hours. The DIANA material definition for
this model is provided in Section B.7.2.
5.3.3 Discussion of Results
The x-direction hysteretic force-drift response for the beam-column jointmodel is shown
in Figure 5.24a. Good overall agreement was observed with the experimental envelope.
For positive drifts, the ratio of predicted-to-observed lateral force capacity was 0.986
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at a drift level of +1%, while for negative drifts, the ratio of predicted-to-observed lat-
eral force capacity was 1.057, again at a drift level of −1%. For positive drift ratios, the
capacity was overestimated in both cycles at the +2.5 and +3% drift levels. For nega-
tive drifts, the capacity was overestimated for the first cycle but underestimated for the
second cycle at the−2.5 and−3% drift levels. The mean ratio of predicted-to-observed
strength over all x-direction cycles was 1.143 (CV 0.281).
The y-direction hysteretic force-drift response is shown in Figure 5.24b. Again,
good overall agreement was observed with the experimental envelope, especially for
negative drift levels. For positive drifts, the lateral force capacity was overestimated by
about 20% in the+1%drift cycle, and likewise overestimated themaximum force at sub-
sequent drift levels. For negative drift levels, the response was much better. The ratio of
predicted-to-observed lateral capacity at the−1% drift level was 0.937, and subsequent
cycles followed the experimental response more closely than the equivalent cycles in
the x-direction response.The mean ratio of predicted-to-observed strength over all y-
direction cycles was 1.134 (CV 0.126).
Considering both x- and y-direction cycles, themean ratio of predicted-to-observed
strength over all cycles was 1.139 (CV 0.199). This metric was relatively high because
of the overestimation of strength in the final three cycles, in some cases by a factor of
two or more. If only cycles corresponding to 0.5–1.5% drift levels were considered,
the mean ratio of predicted-to-observed strength over all cycles reduced to 0.980 (CV
0.042).
As reviewed in Chapter 2, Akgüzel also conducted numerical analysis of Specimen
SP1 using the nonlinear finite element code , which represents concrete failure
using a microplane constitutive model [167]. Since this is the only other known sim-
ulation of any of the beam-column joints analyzed in the present study, the proto-
type model’s previously described x-direction force-drift response was compared with
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Table 5.2: Force-Displacement Metrics for Akgüzel Specimen
EXP FEA EXP FEA 0
(kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)
+ 12.51 13.10 1.047 12.50 13.86 1.108
- -13.28 -15.88 1.196 -12.74 -15.10 1.185
+ 11.27 11.22 0.995 11.27 12.90 1.145
- -12.97 -12.90 0.994 -11.21 -11.39 1.017
+ 15.22 15.01 0.986 13.66 16.38 1.199
- -18.63 -19.69 1.057 -17.06 -15.98 0.937
+ 14.60 11.64 0.797 12.73 15.60 1.226
- -14.01 -11.09 0.792 -14.61 -10.81 0.740
+ 14.11 11.92 0.845 13.13 14.40 1.097
- -16.61 -18.40 1.107 -15.88 -14.41 0.907
+ 11.52 10.80 0.937 11.40 13.94 1.223
- -12.69 -6.19 0.488 -12.23 -6.08 0.497
+ 11.29 11.82 1.047 10.99 12.36 1.124
- -13.03 -13.40 1.029 -12.71 -12.14 0.955
+ 7.39 11.01 1.489 7.97 10.45 1.311
- -9.88 -4.55 0.460 -8.52 -5.06 0.594
+ 8.07 11.11 1.378 8.17 11.54 1.412
- -10.14 -13.44 1.326 -10.12 -12.11 1.197
+ 4.84 10.70 2.211 5.91 9.82 1.662
- -7.66 -4.65 0.607 -6.08 -5.50 0.905
+ 6.15 11.45 1.861 7.02 12.77 1.820
- -9.15 -13.40 1.464 -9.31 -12.30 1.322
+ 4.14 11.32 2.734 5.63 11.13 1.977



















Peak X-Direction Column Shear Peak Y-Direction Column Shear
Drift 
level
Cycle Direction FEA/EXP FEA/EXP
X-Direction Cycles: MEAN = 1.143 CV = 0.281
Y-Direction Cycles: MEAN = 1.134 CV = 0.126
X- & Y-Direction Cycles (all): MEAN = 1.139 CV = 0.199
X- & Y-Direction Cycles (0.5-1.5% only): MEAN = 0.980 CV = 0.042
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Figure 5.23: Force-Drift Response for Akgüzel Specimen
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Akgüzel’s numerical response in Figure 5.24a-b; the y-direction response was not avail-
able. Akgüzel’s simulationmatched verywell up to 0.5% drift in the pull direction, after
which the response was underestimated by a margin of approximately 25%. Improved
agreement in the push direction was observed up to a drift level of 2%. Numerical in-
stabilities prevented Akgüzel’s analysis from progressing beyond the 2% drift level. It
is worth noting that Akgüzel simulated the initial 0.1 and 0.2% drift level cycles which
the present study neglected in order to reduce computational cost. This may have con-
tributed, together with selection of different constitutive models and mesh character-
istics (Fig. A.59), to the differences in response between the prototype model response
and Akgüzel’s simulation.
A plot comparing the predicted bidirectional x- and y-direction lateral column shear
forces with the experimental response is shown in Figure 5.25, clearly following the
cloverleaf pattern of the prescribed displacement history. The response is somewhat
symmetric about the line Vcx = Vcy. In uadrant 1 (Vcx and Vcy > 0), the axial force
decreased according to Equation 5.10, which reduced the joint confinement and lateral
force capacity of the system. In uadrant 2 (Vcx and Vcy < 0), the axial force increased
according to Equation 5.10, which improved the joint confinement and lateral force
capacity of the system. Both of these trends are evident in Figure 5.25.
The response quantities that followwere only reported by Akgüzel for the x-direct-
ion response in order to facilitate comparison with one-way joint tests. These include
stiffness degradation, energy dissipation, and joint principal tension vs. joint shear dis-
tortion.
Stiffness degradation was quantified by peak-to-peak stiffness (Kpp) according to
Equation 5.1. Two plots are shown: Figure 5.26a presents the peak-to-peak stiffness for
the first cycle at each drift level (uadrants 1–2), while Figure 5.26b presents the peak-
to-peak stiffness for the second cycle at each drift level (uadrants 3–4). Remarkable
agreementwas observed between predicted and observed response. Since the simulation
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(a) x-direction force-drift response from present study
(b) x-direction force-drift response from FEA by Akgüzel et al. [9]
Figure 5.24: Comparison with FEA Conducted by Akgüzel
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Figure 5.25: Column Shear Response for Akgüzel Specimen
did not include the 0.1 and 0.2% drift levels, the initial stiffness of the model was used
to estimate Kpp at 0.1% for the first and second cycles.The mean ratio of predicted-to-
observed peak-to-peak stiffness ratio over all x- and y-direction cycles was 1.139 (CV
0.199); this ratio is high primarily due to the overestimated stiffness during the initial
and final cycles.
Energy dissipation was evaluated by computing the area enclosed by the force-drift
hysteresis per cycle. Two plots are shown: Figure 5.27a presents the incremental en-
ergy dissipation for the first cycle at each drift level (uadrants 1–2), while Figure
5.27b presents the incremental energy dissipation for the second cycle at each drift level
(uadrants 3–4). From these plots, it is evident that the simulation underestimated the
energy dissipation in the system, particularly during the first cycles at the 1.0, 1.5, and
2.0% drift levels. The response was somewhat improved during the second cycles at
each drift level, although the energy dissipation was underestimated during both cycles
at 3.0% drift.
The cumulative energy dissipation in the system is shown in Figure 5.28. In this plot,
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(a) First cycle response



















(b) Second cycle response
Figure 5.26: Stiffness Degradation (x-dir) for Akgüzel Specimen
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(a) First cycle response
















(b) Second cycle response
Figure 5.27: Energy Dissipation Per Drift Level (x-dir) for Akgüzel Specimen
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Figure 5.28: Cumulative Energy Dissipation (x-dir) for Akgüzel Specimen
the contribution of the full bidirectional load pattern is accounted for at each drift level
(uadrants 1–4). Thus, the total energy dissipated throughout the simulation can be
compared with the experimental response by considering the final point at 3.0% drift.
The ratio of predicted-to-observed total energy dissipation was 0.861, indicating good
overall agreement considering the difference exhibited on a per-cycle, incremental basis.
This estimate likely would have improved slightly had the 0.1 and 0.2% drift levels been
included in the simulation.
The shear response of the joint was evaluated by comparing the principal tensile
stress in the joint core with the joint shear distortion, following the procedure outlined
by Akgüzel [9]. Joint shear distortion was computed using Equation 5.6. Principal ten-
sile stress is derived from the column axial force and joint shear force. The nominal





where Nv is the column axial force, bc is the width of the column, and hc is the width
of the joint. The joint shear stress τjh is determined from Equation 5.4. Principal tensile
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Figure 5.29: Joint Shear Response for Akgüzel Specimen










and is often normalized by
√
f ′c. A plot of the normalized principal tensile strain vs. joint
shear distortion is shown in Figure 5.29. The ratio of maximum predicted-to-observed
principal tensile stress was 1.243. Reasonable agreement was observed for the predicted
joint shear distortion values until the final four cycles were reached. During these fi-
nal cycles as the joint exhibited excessive damage, the ratio of maximum predicted-to-
observed joint shear distortion was 2.58.
Figure 5.30 presents a comparison of the final damaged state from the experiments
with the crack pattern predicted by the finite element model corresponding to the final
cycle at the maximum drift level of 3.0%. Good agreement was observed between the
overall extent and concentration of damage, orientation of diagonal cracks within the
joint core, andwith the vertical bands of cracks which formed in the beams (particularly
evident in the numerical response of the x-direction beam).
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Figure 9 1 Crack patterns at final stage for Specimen 3D1 
 
Figure 9 2 Lateral force paths for Specimen 3D1, x-direction 
(a) Experimental Crack Pattern. Source: Akgüzel [9]
(b) Predicted Crack Pattern.
Figure 5.30: Predicted Crack Pattern for Akgüzel Specimen
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5.4 Two-Way Beam-Column-Slab Joint – Park et al. [179]
An experimental program conducted by Park and Mosalam [179, 180] was chosen to
evaluate the ability of the prototype model to simulate a nonseismically detailed re-
inforced concrete exterior corner beam-column joint with integral slab, subjected to
bidirectional and cyclic axial loading. The introduction of the slab makes this a logical
step after analyzing the joint tested by Akgüzel and Pampanin, described in Section 5.3.
This series of experiments was performed in the NEES laboratory at the University
of California, Berkeley.
5.4.1 Description of Experiments
Park and Mosalam investigated the response of four full-scale reinforced concrete cor-
ner building joints which lacked transverse reinforcements as the primary seismic defi-
ciency. Specimen SP2 was chosen for the present study.
The dimensions of specimen SP2 are shown in Figure 5.31. The system was de-
signed according to the strong column/weak beam philosophy, with a ratio of column-
to-beam flexural capacity of 1.9. The high beam reinforcement ratio was intended to
generate shear failure in the joint core prior to yielding of beam longitudinal reinforce-
ments. Column reinforcementswere designed to remain elastic until after beamyielding
occurred. The joint core had an aspect ratio of 1.0. The beam was reinforced with four
M25 (#8) bars on the top surface and four M22 (#7) bars on the bottom surface. Both
bottom and top beam longitudinal bars were anchored with 90◦ hooks. The column
contained eight M32 (#10) bars equally spaced around the column perimeter. Both the
column and beams were reinforced with M10 (#3) bars on 76 mm (3”) centers; this
high level of shear reinforcement was intended to prevent shear and torsion failures
away from the joint. The slab was 152.4 mm (6”) deep and was reinforced with M10
(#3) bars on 305 mm (12”) centers. Top slab bars were anchored in the beam with 90◦












































































































Note: 1" = 25.4 mm 
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Figure 5.31:Dimensions of Park Specimen
level of beam and column reinforcement resulted in a congested configuration in the
joint core. The concrete had a measured compressive strength of 24.3 MPa (3530 psi)
and a splitting tensile strength of 2.34 MPa (340 psi). The yield stress of the reinforcing
bars ranged from 471–507 MPa (68.3–73.5 ksi).
An illustration of the experimental set-up is provided in Figure 5.32. The “lateral
loads” were applied in displacement control at the beam ends, while the column axial
load was applied in force control at the top of the column. Both the base and the top
of the column were supported by bi-directional swivels which allowed rotation about
the x− and y-axes. A lateral restraining frame was used to prevent lateral movement of
the column top. Two 120-kip capacity actuators were used to load the beam ends, while
two 360-kip capacity actuators were used to apply column axial force via a built-up box
section located above the column.
A cyclic displacement-controlled loading history was applied to the beam ends. To
simulate the initial gravity load configuration at the beginning of the experiment, both
180
beam ends were displaced downward a distance of∆0 =
∆y
4
, where∆y was the estimated
displacement to cause yielding of the beam. This displaced configuration was the refer-
ence point about which cyclic displacement excursions were applied at a total of seven
increasing displacement levels of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.25, 2.0, 3.125, and 4.813 times the
displacement at first yield, ∆y, which was 31.5 mm (1.24”) for specimen SP2. At each
displacement level, two full reversed cycles were applied to each beam separately while
the otherwas held at constant displacement; the x-direction beamwas cycled twice first,
followed by the y-direction beam.
A cyclic column axial force history was determined to accompany the beam end
load history with values which would be expected due to overturning effects in an
earthquake. A nonlinear frame analysis was completed using the software OpenSEES
to simulate the response of a prototype building with detailing consistent with the ex-
perimental joint subassemblages (the Van Nuys Holiday Inn building, damaged during
the 1994Northridge earthquake). This model was used to determine a relation between
beam end shear forces and column axial load from a pushover analysis. Based on these
results, the cyclic column axial force was applied according to the equation
Pcol = 422.56− 4Vbx − 4Vby (kN) (5.13)
where Pcol is the column axial force (positive for compression in this equation), and Vbx
and Vby are the beam end forces in the x- and y-directions, respectively. Positive beam
end forces resulted in a reduced column axial force, while negative beam end forces re-
sulted in an increased column axial force. During the experiment, the values of Vbx and
Vby were recorded in each load increment and used to automatically adjust the column
axial force according to Equation 5.13.
The failure of the joint progressed as follows. The initial cycles resulted in flexu-
ral cracking in the beams and slab, as well as an initial splitting crack at the beam-joint
interface. The first “x”-style diagonal cracking of the joint panel occurred during the

























Figure 5.32: Experimental Setup for Park Specimen
beam top and bottom reinforcements in the 1–2% displacement level range. The diag-
onal joint cracks continued to widen in each cycle until the 5% displacement level, at
which point the joint cover began spalling. As localized damage increased in the joint
core, flexural crack widths in the beams and slab reduced. Crushing of the joint core
concrete occurred during the final cycles.
5.4.2 Finite Element Model
Adetailed finite elementmodelwas developed to simulate the response of Specimen SP2
from Park and Mosalam [179]. The model contained approximately 5000 eight-node
brick elements. The prototype constitutive model was applied to the entire concrete
mesh except for regions near the supports at the column and beam ends, which were
modeledwith high elastic stiffness (1×107 MPa) to better distribute concentrated effects
arising from support reactions and applied loads. The concrete mesh is shown in Figures
5.33–5.34. The column cross-section was discretized with an 8 × 8 element mesh, the
beam with a 6 × 6 element mesh, and the slab with two layers of elements through the
depth of the deck.
Reinforcements were modeled by approximately 550 reinforcing bar segments. All
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Figure 5.33: Finite Element Mesh for Park Specimen
Figure 5.34: Finite Element Mesh for Park Specimen – Elevation Views
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Figure 5.35:Reinforcing Bar Mesh for Park Specimen – Elevation Views
reinforcements were modeled using truss elements and were connected to the con-
crete mesh using nonlinear interface bond-slip elements. The bond-slip law followed
the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30] law for the classification “good/confined,” due
to the high level of confinement in the beams and column provided by transverse rein-
forcements. Care was taken to shift reinforcement locations to the exact locations they
were placed experimentally due to congestion in the joint core. The configuration of
reinforcing bars in the column, beams, and slab is shown in Figures 5.35–5.37.
The structure was supported at the ends of the column and beams at a single node at
the centroid of the face of the member. The column base was free to rotate, but trans-
lations were restrained in all directions. The column top was free to translate vertically
and rotate about any axis, but x- and y-direction translations were restrained. The beam
ends were free to translate in the direction of its respective longitudinal axis, but out-
of-plane translations were restrained together with the vertical translation (which was
used to apply the beam cyclic load via vertical support displacements).
The beam ends were cycled in displacement control corresponding to the first cycle
184
Figure 5.36:Reinforcing Bar Mesh for Park Specimen – Plan View
















































Figure 5.38: Loading History for Simulation of Park Specimen
of the last five displacement levels applied in the experiment; the second cycle at each
level was neglected to reduce the computational cost. In the initial load case, the beam
ends were displaced downward to the gravity configuration, and then the x- and y-
direction beam ends were alternatingly cycled at increasing displacement levels for a
total of five reversed cycles per beam while the other was held constant at the initial
gravity datum.
Similar to the simulation of the joint tested by Akgüzel and Pampanin, there was
no means to apply a column axial force as a function (Equation 5.13) of numerically-
determined beam end forces during the analysis. As such, themeasured peak axial forces
obtained during each cycle of the experiment were used as input values for the cyclic
column compression force. TheDIANA load inputwas generated using a Python script,
which is included in Section B.8.1. The resulting combined loading history including
beam end displacements and column compression force is shown in Figure 5.38.
The analysis consisted of approximately 1300 load increments, which corresponded
to a solution time of approximately nineteen hours. The DIANA material definition
for this model is provided in Section B.8.2.
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Table 5.3: Force-Displacement Metrics for Park Specimen
EXP FEA EXP FEA
(kN) (kN) (kN) (kN)
- -160.00 -159.70 0.998 -168.03 -150.72 0.897
+ 106.10 92.99 0.876 101.92 88.45 0.868
- -164.07 -167.03 1.018 -169.39 -164.65 0.972
+ 130.60 123.12 0.943 129.14 116.62 0.903
- -162.70 -170.84 1.050 -150.40 -147.42 0.980
+ 137.77 126.61 0.919 125.59 99.65 0.793
- -130.42 -114.38 0.877 -103.29 -56.40 0.546
+ 126.72 102.76 0.811 100.46 85.71 0.853
- -87.20 -69.67 0.799 -76.53 -55.50 0.725
+ 106.40 91.36 0.859 83.05 78.89 0.950
MEAN: 0.915 MEAN: 0.849
COV: 0.007 COV: 0.018
Over both x- and y-direction cycles: MEAN: 0.882
COV: 0.013
5





Cycle Direction FEA/EXP FEA/EXP
X-Direction Cycles: MEAN = 0.915 CV = 0.007
Y-Direction Cycles: MEAN = 0.849 CV = 0.018
X- & Y-Direction Cycles (all): MEAN = 0.882 CV = 0.013
5.4.3 Discussion of Results
The force-displacement response of the beam-column joint in the x- and y-directions
is shown in Figures 5.39a and 5.39b. Good agreement was observed between the ex-
perimental and numerical response. The peak force values achieved in each cycle are re-
ported in Table 5.3. For the x-direction beam, the ratio of peak predicted-to-observed
beam end force for positive and negative displacement levels was 0.919 and 1.050, re-
spectively,while for they-direction beam, the ratio of peak predicted-to-observed beam
end force for positive and negative displacement levels was 0.903 and 0.972. The mean
ratio of predicted-to-observed strength over all x-direction cycleswas 0.915 (CV0.007).
The mean ratio of predicted-to-observed strength over all y-direction cycles was 0.849
(CV 0.018), lower due to the overly degraded numerical response in the final nega-
tive cycles. Considering all x- and y-direction cycles, the mean ratio of predicted-to-
observed strength over all y-direction cycles was 0.882 (CV 0.013).
A comparison of stiffness degradation between the model and experiment is pre-
sented in Figure 5.40. The peak-to-peak stiffness at each drift level shows excellent
187
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Figure 5.39: Force-Drift Response for Park Specimen
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agreementwith experimental results. For x-direction cycles, themodel slightly over- or
underpredicted the stiffness depending on the cycle, resulting in a mean predicted-to-
observed stiffness ratio of 0.974 (CV 0.008). For y-direction cycles, the model slightly
underestimated the stiffness at all displacement levels, resulting in a lowermean predicted-
to-observed stiffness ratio of 0.864 (CV 0.006). For both x- and y-direction cycles, the
mean predicted-to-observed stiffness ratio was 0.920 (CV 0.011).
Energy dissipated per cycle is compared with the corresponding first-cycle values
from the experiment in Figure 5.40. From this figure, it is evident that the model un-
derestimated the energy dissipation during each cycle except for the cycle correspond-
ing to a displacement ratio of 3.0%. The total effect of this underestimation is shown
in Figure 5.41, which compares the cumulative energy dissipation from the numerical
model with the cumulative energy dissipation from the experiment considering first-
cycle values. At the end of the simulation, the ratio of predicted-to-observed total en-
ergy dissipation was 0.809, indicating the model underestimated the total energy by
about 19%. As exhibited in the experiment, more energy is dissipated in x-direction cy-
cles than in y-direction cycles in the analytical results, especially in the final two cycles
in both directions.
Normalized joint shear stress τ ′jh was computed and compared with the experimen-
tal response in the x- and y-directions, shown in Figure 5.43. The ratio of predicted-to-
observed joint shear stress for x-beam loading was 0.982 for downward beam displace-
ment and 0.914 for upward beam displacement. The ratio of predicted-to-observed
joint shear stress for y-beam loading was 0.947 for downward beam displacement and
0.853 for upward beam displacement. The prototype model showed good agreement
with joint shear distortion during the first three cycles, but significantly overestimated
distortion by as much as 2-3x in subsequent cycles, during which significant joint dam-
age was accumulating.
189
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(a) X-direction (experimental 1st cycle only)
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(b) Y-direction (experimental 1st cycle only)
Figure 5.40: Stiffness Degradation for Park Specimen
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(a) X-direction (experimental 1st cycle only)
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(b) Y-direction (experimental 1st cycle only)
Figure 5.41: Incremental Energy Dissipation for Park Specimen
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(experimental 1st cycle only)
Figure 5.42: Cumulative Energy Dissipated for Park Specimen
A comparison of predicted-to-observed crack patterns at different load levels is pre-
sented in Figures 5.44–5.48. These comparisons show that the response of the simula-
tionwas less localized than the failure processes in the actual joint. Figures 5.44 and 5.45
show the cracking on the xz- and xz-faces of the joint immediately prior to joint shear
failure, for both downward and upward beam end loading. The trends of the primary
diagonal shear cracks were reproduced in bands of smeared cracks from themodels. The
final crack patterns on the exterior faces of the beams are shown in Figure 5.46. Again,
general agreement can be inferred for the diagonal beam longitudinal cracks, as well
as for the concentration of damage at the beam-joint interface. Figure 5.47 depicts the
cracking patterns on the surface of the slab as well as the slab-column interface. While
the experiments showed a grid of cracks roughly parallel to slab reinforcements, the
simulation predicted a uniform distribution of hairline cracks. The spalling of concrete
in the column immediately above the slab was represented by a concentration of larger
cracks in the model. Figure 5.48 shows the final configuration of the specimen after the
test was concluded, with all loose concrete removed; the distribution of final cracks in
the column and beams is not visible in this photograph. In the simulation, the largest
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Figure 5.43: Joint Shear Response for Park Specimen
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Figure 5.44: XZ-Face Joint Crack Pattern Prior to Failure for Park Specimen
crack strains occurred within the joint region, but the response was not as localized as in
the experiment, evident by the continuation of crackingmuch further into the column.
5.5 Two-Way Beam-Column-Slab Joint – Engindeniz et al. [60]
The final beam-column joint chosen for analysis was selected from a suite of experi-
ments conducted by Engindeniz, Kahn, and Zureick [60, 62] at the Georgia Institute of
Technology Structures Laboratory. This joint was similar to the specimens investigated
by Park and Mosalam in that it represented an exterior corner beam-column joint with
integral slab subjected to bidirectional cyclic loading, but it possessed additional seismic
deficiencies beyond those considered by Park, resulting in a significantly more complex
and less ductile response. These seismic deficiencies amount to what may be considered
a “worst-case” scenario for performance of a gravity load-designed joint subjected to
lateral forces.
194
Figure 5.45: YZ-Face Joint Crack Pattern Prior to Failure for Park Specimen
y-beam x-beam
Figure 5.46: Beam Final Crack Pattern for Park Specimen
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Figure 5.47: Slab Final Crack Pattern for Park Specimen
Figure 5.48: Joint Damage at End of Experiment for Park Specimen
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Source: Engindeniz [60]
Figure 5.49: Experimental Set-up for Engindeniz Specimen
5.5.1 Description of Experiments
Engindeniz tested a series of full-scale corner beam-column subassemblies under bidi-
rectional cyclic loading. The specimens were designed to represent a corner region of
a building with non-seismic detailing, isolated between two stories at the inflection
points of the beams and columns with integral floor slab, as shown in Figure 5.49. Four
specimens were subjected to six tests in which parameters varied included: (1) concrete
strength, (2) various retrofit details utilizing carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP),
and (3) level of damage prior to retrofit. Specimen 1, which was tested to evaluate the
adequacy of an as-built pre-1970 joint, was chosen for this analytical study.
The specimens were detailed in accordance with ACI 318-63 [5] and possessed sig-
nificant seismic deficiencies. A strong column-weak beam criterion was intentionally




of approximately 0.9 in
both primary directions. Other deficient details included a lack of transverse joint re-
inforcement, insufficient embedment of beam bottom bars within the joint core, and
a column lap splice of inadequate length and confinement directly above the joint. All
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specimens were nominally identical in dimensions and reinforcement details, and varied
only by concrete properties.
The specimen dimensions and reinforcement details are shown in Figure 5.50. The
column was 356× 356 mm (14”× 14”) and was reinforced at each corner by two bun-
dled M16 (#5) bars; bars were spliced immediately above the joint region over a length
of 320 mm (12.5”). The beams were 305 mm wide × 508 mm deep (12” wide × 20”
deep) and reinforced with 6 M19 (#6) bars on the top surface and 3 M19 (#6) bars on
the bottom surface. The top beam bars were anchored in the joint core with 90◦ hooks,
while bottom beam bars were terminated in the joint core with a straight embedment
of only 150 mm (6”) in length. Both beams were nominally identical except for dif-
fering cover distances in the x- and y-directions to account for congestion in the joint
region; x-direction beam reinforcements were located 19 mm (0.75”) higher than y-
direction beam reinforcements. All slab and transverse reinforcements were M10 (#3)
bars. Top and bottom slab reinforcements were spaced at 305 mm (12”) and 610 mm
(24”), respectively.
The design strength of the concrete was 20.7 MPa (3000 psi), and Grade 40 rein-
forcing bars were specified. The actual properties achieved on the test day for Specimen
1 were as follows. The lower column, joint, beams, and slab had a strength of 25.8 MPa
(3740 psi), while the upper column had a strength of 34.1 MPa (4950 psi). The M10,
M16, and M19 bars had yield strengths of 367, 352, and 315 MPa (53.2, 51.1, and 45.7
ksi), respectively.
A photograph of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 5.49. The top of the
columnwas connected to a lateral reaction frame using a universal jointwhich simulated
a three-dimensional pin, leaving the top of the specimen free to translate vertically and
rotate about any axis. Beneath the universal joint was a built-upW16 sectionwhichwas
used in conjunction with four DWYDAG bars to apply axial force to the column. The
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Figure 5.50:Reinforcement Details for Engindeniz Specimen
to a steel plate whichwas post-tensioned to a strong floor via an intermediate steel beam
and concrete block. The lower columnwasmade longer so that the location of its inflec-
tion point matched the length of the upper column. Cyclic “lateral” forces were applied
vertically to the beam ends using hydraulic actuators; the actuator-to-beam connection
allowed for free rotation in the beam bending and torsional directions.
Gravity effectsweremodeled by applying a compressive column axial load of 0.10f ′cAg
at the beginning of the experiment through the four threaded rods using a hydraulic
pump. The compressive force in the column was not modified during the experiment
to simulate overturning effects, although variation due to the changing beam end forces
was allowed. Beam ends were also displaced downward a distance required to gener-
ate negative beam moments comparable to those estimated to occur in the prototype
frame under service load conditions. Cyclic lateral loads were then simulated around
this deformed configuration by vertical quasistatic loading of the beam ends in displace-
ment control. The cyclic load history is shown in Figure 5.51, and was comprised of cy-
cles corresponding to 0.93, 1.40, and 1.87 beam displacement ratios. Unidirectional
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Figure 5.51: Load History for Engindeniz Specimen
higher positive (and subsequently reduced negative) displacement levels were achieved
in the x-direction response due to correction of the data arising from slip in the x-beam-
to-actuator connection during load reversals (see Fig. 5.58a).
The hysteretic response of Specimen 1 in the x-direction is shown in Figure 5.52a,
clearly exhibiting a non-ductile response. The damage modes varied between positive
and negative directions of loading. For downward beam displacement, the behavior was
characterized by yielding of upper column bars prior to yielding of beam top bars, joint
shear cracking, and subsequent propagation of joint shear cracks into the upper column
splice region. For upward beam displacement, the behavior was characterized primarily
by loss of anchorage of the beam bottom bars and the subsequent inability of the beam
to develop substantial positive moments at the column face. The final damaged state of
Specimen 1 is shown in Figure 5.52b.
5.5.2 Finite Element Model
Afinite elementmodelwas developed to simulate the response of Specimen 1. Themesh
contained approximately 6700 solid elements. The prototypemodel was applied to two
distinct concrete regions to account for the change in concrete compressive strength.
The column mesh cross-section was six elements by six elements, the beammesh cross-








































































































































































































Figure 5.52:Response of Specimen 1 from Engindeniz [60]
elements through the thickness. The regions near the supports at the column and beam
ends were modeled as elastic to better distribute concentrated effects arising from sup-
port reactions and applied loads into the systemwithout inciting localized failuremech-
anisms. The concretemesh is shown in Figure 5.53a; the two concrete regions are shown
in varying shades of blue, while the elastic support regions are shown in dark gray.
Reinforcements were modeled by approximately 350 reinforcing bar segments. All
reinforcements were modeled using truss elements and were connected to the con-
cretemesh using nonlinear interface bond-slip elements. Reinforcementswere carefully
placed to correspond to the locations achieved in the experiments, accounting for differ-
ing cover distances and offsets to avoid intersection of reinforcements in the joint core.
The column splice was explicitly modeled, shown in Figure 5.54. The bond-slip rela-
tionship was specified according to the “unconfined/other” designation per CEB-FIP
Model Code 1990 [30], chosen based on the poor confinement bond performance re-
ported in the experiments. The configuration of reinforcing bars in the column, beams,
and slab is shown in Figures 5.53–5.56.
Initial trial runs indicated themodel results were very sensitive to the boundary con-
ditions, so the experimental supportswere reproduced analytically as closely as possible.
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(a) Concrete Mesh
(b) Reinforcing Bar Mesh
Figure 5.53: Finite Element Mesh for Engindeniz Specimen
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Figure 5.54:Reinforcement Element Joint Detail View for Engindeniz Specimen
Figure 5.55:Reinforcement Element Plan View for Engindeniz Specimen
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Figure 5.56:Reinforcement Element Elevation View for Engindeniz Specimen
The fixed condition at the base of the column was reproduced by four pin supports ar-
ranged in a 114 × 114 mm (4.5” × 4.5”) grid at the center of the column base, which
together with the elastic layer of stiffened elements provided partial moment restraint,
shown in Figure 5.57a. The condition at the top of the column is shown in Figure 5.57b,
where the loading apparatus was recreated using space frame members, including the
built-up W16 section (in red), the 150 mm (6”) diameter tube connecting the built-
up section to the universal joint (in blue) and the 200 mm (8”) HSS members which
formed the lateral reaction frame (in green). These members may be compared to the
photograph in Figure 5.49 for reference.
The top of the column was supported by an elastic support which was calibrated to
mimic the effect of the application of column axial force via four threaded rods. The
spring stiffness for this elastic support was computed according to Equation 5.8, follow-
ing the same procedure used for simulation of the cyclic column axial force response in
the Pantelides specimenmodel, described in Section 5.2.2. Assuming four bars of diam-
eter db = 32 mm (1.25”), E = 200 GPa (29000 ksi), and length lb = 3073 mm (121”),
the resulting column spring stiffness was Kcol = 206,086 N/mm (1176.8 lb/in).
In the initial analysis step, the system was displaced into a configuration intended to
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.57: Column Support Conditions for Engindeniz Specimen
represent the gravity condition. The column support was displaced a distance numer-
ically determined from the model to induce a compression force in the column equal
to 311.36 kN (70 kips), and the x- and y-direction beam ends were displaced upwards
a distance numerically determined to induce shear forces equal to 8.718 kN (1.96 kips)
and 12.188 kN (2.74 kips), respectively. These force values were chosen to match the
initial values reported in the experimental data prior to cyclic loading. An upward dis-
placement of the beam ends was necessary in order to offset the weight of the slab and
produce double curvature of the beams.
Beam end loading was applied in displacement control using a vertical (z-direction)
support at the centroid of the stiffened region near the beam ends, corresponding to the
centroid of the hydraulic actuators used in the experiment, which was located 2870.0
mm (113”) from the column face. For the simulation, the load history from the experi-
ments was reduced due to the high computational cost of the model; only one full cycle
was applied at each specified displacement level instead of three, including each of the
unidirectional cycles at the start of the test. Using the nomenclature from Figure 5.51,
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Thus, a total of four reversed cycles (one unidirectional, three bidirectional) were com-
pleted in each direction. Cycles 4, 7, and 10 were simultaneously applied in both the x-
and y-directions. The Python code used to generate the load history input for DIANA
is documented in Section B.9.1.
The analysis consisted of approximately 1090 load increments, which corresponded
to a solution time of approximately seventeen hours. The DIANA material definition
for this model is provided in Section B.9.2.
5.5.3 Discussion of Results
The hysteretic force-displacement response of the system in the x- and y-directions is
shown in Figure 5.58. The peak force values achieved in each cycle are listed in Table
5.4. Good agreement was achieved between experimental and numerical responses. For
the x-direction beam, the peak forces for both positive and negative displacement levels
were slightly overestimated but within 5% of reported experimental values1. For the
y-direction beam, the ratio of predicted-to-observed peak force was 0.922 for positive
displacements and 1.233 for negative displacements. The mean predicted-to-observed
strength ratio over all x-direction cycleswas 0.951 (CV0.039),while themean predicted-
to-observed strength ratio over all y-direction cycles was 1.078 (CV 0.042). Consid-
ering both x- and y-direction cycles together, the total mean predicted-to-observed
strength ratio over all cycles was 1.015 (CV 0.042). In the experiment, the reduced ca-
pacity after the initial cycle for positive displacement levels was due to loss of beam
bottom bar anchorage and resulted in significantly reduced positive moment capacity
at the joint face. The close agreement in the force-displacement response for positive
1Ratio of predicted-to-observed force was computed using a reference force level of 20 kN since the
beam was cycled around a non-zero initial configuration simulating gravity effects.
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Table 5.4: Force-Displacement Metrics for Engindeniz Specimen
EXP FEA EXP FEA 20
kN kN kN kN
- -25.73 -28.00 1.050 -17.71 -26.51 1.233
+ 47.27 48.27 1.037 50.69 48.31 0.922
- -10.31 -13.12 1.093 -7.96 -20.18 1.437
+ 38.99 36.43 0.865 41.78 39.80 0.909
- -10.71 -9.42 0.958 -8.45 -15.10 1.233
+ 37.07 35.71 0.920 40.74 40.20 0.974
- -6.21 6.24 0.525 -4.64 -1.10 0.857
+ 34.91 37.35 1.164 37.92 38.91 1.055
MEAN: 0.951 MEAN: 1.078
COV: 0.039 COV: 0.042







Cycle Direction FEA/EXP FEA/EXP
X-Direction Cycles: MEAN = 0.951 CV = 0.039
Y-Direction Cycles: MEAN = 1.078 CV = 0.042
X- & Y-Direction Cycles (all): MEAN = 1.015 CV = 0.042
displacement cycles above the 1% displacement level for both x- and y-direction cycles
suggests this effect was accurately captured in the model.
While the strength of the specimen was closely represented, the force-displacement
plots indicated that duringmany cycles, the numericalmodel exhibited a stiffer response
than the experiments showed. This can be seen more effectively in Figure 5.59, which
presents the stiffness degradation of the system using peak-to-peak stiffness (Kpp) per
cycle. Even though peak strength values showed reasonable agreement, these values
were reached at lower displacement levels in many cycles, resulting in increased Kpp.
The x-direction stiffness response showed good agreement except for the initial cy-
cle, but during the first three cycles of the y-direction response, the stiffness was uni-
formly overestimated. Considering both x- and y-direction cycles together, the total
mean predicted-to-observed peak-to-peak stiffness ratio over all cycles was 1.189 (CV
0.043).
The per-cycle energy dissipation response of the simulation is compared with ex-
perimental data in Figure 5.60. For the x-direction response, the energy dissipated in
the first three cycles showed close agreement with the experiment, although it was sig-
nificantly underestimated in the final cycle. For the y-direction response, the energy
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Figure 5.58: Force-Displacement Response for Engindeniz Specimen
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Figure 5.59: Stiffness Degradation for Engindeniz Specimen
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dissipated in the first two cycles showed close agreement, but was overestimated in the
third cycle and (like the x-direction response) underestimated in the final cycle. The
y-direction third-cycle response is also evident in the force displacement response in
Figure 5.58b, indicated by the large hysteresis loop in the third cycle negative displace-
ment regime. Despite the per-cycle fluctuations, good agreement was achieved for the
cumulative energy dissipation response, shown in Figure 5.61 (considering experimen-
tal values only for simulated cycles). The ratio of predicted-to-observed total energy
dissipated was 0.928.
The joint shear stress-distortion response of the system is presented in Figure 5.62.
Significant degradation of joint shear capacitywas observed for both upward and down-
ward beam loading during increased cycles. The shear capacity during upward beam
loading was significantly less due to pull-out of bottom beam bars, which reduced the
shear forces at the joint face arising from positive beam moment. For x-direction load-
ing, the peak predicted-to-observed normalized joint shear strength ratios for posi-
tive and negative loading were 0.917 and 0.989, respectively. The y-direction response
was not as closely predicted, with peak predicted-to-observed normalized joint shear
strength ratios for positive and negative loading of 0.854 and 1.118, respectively. The
shear distortion response was represented better for the Engindeniz specimen than for
the Pantelides, Akgüzel, and Park specimens. Fair agreement was observed in early cy-
cles, although significant deviation from the experimental response was still observed
during later cycles after extensive joint cracking had occurred, as has also been docu-
mented repeatedly for the previous joint simulations in this chapter.
The predicted final crack patterns in the joint regions are comparedwith photographs
from the experiments in Figure 5.63. It is important to note that in this specimen, the
typical “X”-pattern joint shear cracks did not formdue to loss of anchorage of beambot-
tom bars which prevented transmission of large shear forces into the joint panel during
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Figure 5.60: Energy Dissipated per Cycle for Engindeniz Specimen
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(Experimental 1st cycle values only)
Figure 5.61: Cumulative Energy Dissipation for Engindeniz Specimen
upward beam loading. The bands of predicted cracks were more distributed than the lo-
calized failures seen in the experiment. On both the xz- and yz-faces, the vertical crack
at the bottom of the beam-joint connection, the diagonal shear cracks, and the pro-
gression of cracking into the column splice region was depicted. In the experiments,
significant cracking and spalling occurred at the interior corner of the column imme-
diately above and below the slab connection. Accumulated damage was observed in the
predicted crack patterns in these regions, compared with photographs in Figures 5.64
and 5.65.
The progression of cracking on the top surface of the slab is shown in Figure 5.66 and
agrees with the qualitative description provided by Engindeniz [60]. Figures 5.66a–e
show the state at the peak negative displacement during both unidirectional cycles (1
& 2) and the three bidirectional cycles (4, 7, & 10), while Figure 5.66f shows the final
state at the end of the simulation. During the initial downward displacement of the
x-direction beam, a series of flexural cracks formed along the interface between the
y-direction beam and the slab. A similar line of cracks developed at the x-beam-slab
interface during downward displacement of they-direction beam, alongwith a diagonal
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Figure 5.62: Joint Shear Stress-Strain Response for Engindeniz Specimen
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(a) yz-face (b) xz-face
Figure 5.63: Final Joint Face Damage for Engindeniz Specimen
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Figure 5.64:Damage at Upper Column Base for Engindeniz Specimen
Figure 5.65: Spalling at Column Interior Corner Beneath Slab for Engindeniz Speci-
men
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crack in the slab which began at the column and progressed toward the free corner of
the slab. This diagonal crack is consistent with the expected location of yield lines in
a continuous slab-and-beam floor [176]. The crack was skewed toward the y-direction
beam because (a) the beams and slab had different moment capacities in the x- and y-
directions due to different cover distances and (b) the bidirectional loading patternmeant
the beams were not simultaneously loaded. After cycle 4, the cracks in the slab did not
progress significantly due to localized failure in the joint region, which dominated the
system-level response.
5.6 Critical Appraisal of Prototype Model for Joint Analysis
In this chapter, a series of beam-column joint subassemblageswere successfully analyzed
using the prototype model described in Chapters 3 and 4. The four specimens analyzed
possessed varying degrees of seismic deficiency, but all exhibited failure processes com-
mon to gravity-load-designed frames, namely shear-dominated failure, rapidly degrad-
ing strength and stiffness, and a highly-pinched hysteretic response. The joints became
progressively more complex throughout the chapter, beginning with a one-way exte-
rior joint subjected to unidirectional cyclic loading (Pantelides specimen), followed by a
two-way joint with two orthogonal beams subjected to cyclic bidirectional and column
axial loading (Akgüzel specimen), and finally two beam-column joints with integral slab
subjected to bidirectional reversed cyclic loading (Park and Engindeniz specimens).
To better facilitate a comparison of the performance of the prototype model across
all beam-column joints presented in this chapter, mean ratios of predicted-to-observed
response quantities fromeach simulationwere compiled inTable 5.5.The overallweight-
ed means and coefficients of variation listed in columns 6 and 7 of the table were com-
puted taking into account the variation in numbers of cycles and directions of loading
among the various simulations.
The mean ratio of predicted-to-observed peak force for each simulation is shown
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(a) 1a (down) (b) 2a (down)
(c) 4a (down) (d) 7a (down)
(e) 10a (down) (f ) Final
Figure 5.66: Progression of Top Surface Slab Cracks for Engindeniz Specimen (diag-
onal blue line is a member of the lateral reaction frame)
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Table 5.5:Mean Ratios Comparing Predicted-to-Observed Response For All Simula-
tions
Response Quantity Pantelides Akguzel Park Engindeniz Mean1 CV1
Peak Force 1.052 1.045 0.961 1.061 1.026 0.010
Peak Force per Cycle 1.141 1.139 0.882 1.015 1.090 0.109
Peak-to-Peak Stiffness Kpp 1.106 1.179 0.920 1.189 1.103 0.066
Total Energy Dissipation Ecum 0.819 0.861 0.809 0.928 0.854 0.003
Joint shear strength 0.991 NA 0.924 0.969 0.955 0.007
     1: Weighted according to number of cycles completed and directions of loading for each simulation.
1.022 1.056 0.899 1.032
in the first row of Table 5.5. The prototype model showed excellent agreement with
experimental strength values, with a mean ratio of predicted-to-observed peak force
per simulation ranging from 0.961 to 1.061. The peak force for all beam-column joint
specimens was computedwith amean predicted-to-observed ratio of 1.026 (CV 0.010).
The mean ratio of predicted-to-observed peak force for individual cycles in each
simulation is shown in the second row of Table 5.5; the determination of these values
was shown previously in Tables 5.1–5.4. Overall agreement was closest for the Engin-
deniz specimen, a surprising result considering it possessed the most deficient detail-
ing of all specimens evaluated. The Pantelides and Akgüzel specimen simulations both
overestimated the strength over the full range of analysis by about 14%, while the Park
specimen simulation underestimated the same quantity by about 12%. The accuracy of
strength prediction decreased somewhat during post-peak cycles, resulting in a mean
ratio of predicted-to-observed peak force for individual cycles over all simulations of
1.090 (CV 0.109).
The strength of the Park specimen per cycle was typically underestimated by the
prototype model, the only case where this occurred. In this specimen, the beams and
column possessed a significantly higher level of transverse reinforcement than the other
three specimens, shown in Figures 5.31 and 5.37. The concrete constitutive model in-
corporates a pressure-dependent plasticity failure surface, intended to reflect increased
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compressive strength due to lateral confinement; the details of the formulation are pro-
vided in the DIANA material library reference manual [4]. The underestimation of
the strength of the Park specimenmay indicate that the influence of lateral confinement
was not sufficiently captured in the prototype simulation. No simplified validation cases
with experimental data were conducted to investigate the response over a range of lat-
eral confinement pressures (beyond the shear panel analysis in Section 4.5), but such
an exercise may be valuable to future researchers using the prototype model for highly
confined concrete.
Similar to confinement, accurate representation of boundary conditions was critical
for close prediction of force-displacement response, particularly support conditions re-
lated to column axial load application. Both the Pantelides and Engindeniz specimens
used threaded rods to apply an initial axial force into the column. The simulation of
axial force for these specimens using an external elastic support displacement—with
the spring stiffness and subsequent displacement computed to mimic the behavior of
the four rods—was critically important to accurately represent the joint strength. The
Akgüzel specimen, similarly, could not be accurately simulated without applying the
full bidirectional, cloverleaf lateral displacements coupled with cyclic column loading;
the multiaxial state of stress was too complex to generate using a simplified loading pat-
tern. For the Engindeniz specimen, the lateral reaction frame and partially restrained
base support had to be simulated to capture the system-level response.
Stiffness degradation was quantified by peak-to-peak stiffness Kpp throughout this
chapter. The values listed in the third rowofTable 5.5 indicate that the prototypemodel
was generally more stiff than the experiments, although as previously explained, the er-
ror indicated by these ratios tended to be dominated by the first cycle initial stiffness.
Over all simulation cycles, the peak-to-peak stiffness was overestimated by about 10.3%
(CV 0.066). One factor that may have influenced the stiffness of the systemwas the fine-
ness of the mesh. The mesh sizes used were inferred from similar successful simulations
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reported in the literature. The high computational cost of the simulations made mesh
refinement studies prohibitive, not because of the total computation time for the non-
linear solution, but because of the size of output database files which became too large
for post-processing with the finite element code graphical user interface. High stress
and strain gradients are anticipated during failure within the joint core, and it is likely
that increasing the mesh density would positively influence the results, in particular the
stiffness of the system.
Some researchers have hypothesized that simulating a lower number of cycles than
were conducted experimentally may result in an inability to capture the full extent of
strength and stiffness degradation in specimens like the ones studied in this research. The
data in rows 1–3 of Table 5.5 does not seem to support this assertion. Recall that all ex-
perimental cycles were recreated in the Pantelides and Akgüzel specimen simulations,
while only one-half of the Park specimen cycles and one-third of the Engindeniz spec-
imen cycles were recreated analytically. By this argument, the Pantelides and Akgüzel
specimens should have outperformed the Park and Engindeniz specimens for strength
and stiffness metrics, but in fact there was no distinguishable trend. This is an important
result because it (a) suggests a more favorable view of the prior body of beam-column
joint FEA research where reduced cycles were used and (b) suggests that meaningful
insights may be obtained by simulating cases near the limits of current computational
power, such as seismic simulation of entire frames using continuum analysis, with re-
duced loading histories.
The energy dissipation response is compared in the fourth row of Table 5.5. Con-
sidering all simulation cycles, the mean predicted-to-observed total energy dissipated
was 0.854 (CV 0.003). Comparison of the per-cycle, incremental energy dissipation
plots throughout this chapter showed that good agreement was achieved until the peak
force level was reached; after this point the model response typically exhibited more
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hysteretic pinching than was observed experimentally. This behavior is clearly inher-
ent to the total strain rotating crack concrete constitutive model, which always uses the
secant modulus during unloading/reloading branches of the plain concrete stress-strain
response. It was hypothesized in Chapter 4 that, given the inability of the concrete con-
stitutive model to represent permanent inelastic strains, the VonMises steel model may
be preferable to a steel model capable of representing the Bauschinger effect, such as
the Menegotto-Pinto model; this hypothesis appears valid. Comparison of Figures 4.1
and 4.5 showed that the VonMises model with kinematic hardening followed the peak
values of the experimental reinforcing bar closely, but overestimated the energy dissi-
pated per cycle compared to the Menegotto-Pinto model. This suggests that while the
Menegotto-Pinto model provides a much better response of a single reinforcing bar,
had it been used with the prototype concrete constitutive model, the energy dissipation
would have likely been even further underestimated. Thus, the exaggerated energy dis-
sipation capacity inherent to the Von Mises reinforcement model made up for some
of the deficit exhibited by the concrete constitutive model, although the total energy
dissipated was still underestimated for all specimens. Thus, the capability to capture
permanent concrete deformations is needed.
Joint shear stress predictions are quantified on the fifth rowofTable 5.5.Good agree-
ment was achieved with experimental data, with a mean predicted-to-observed joint
shear stress ratio of 0.955 (CV 0.007). Note that joint shear stress ratios could not be
computed for the Akgüzel specimen since normalized joint shear stresses, τ ′jh, were not
directly reported from the experiments. Joint shear stress was determined from simu-
lation results using the same method that is typically used experimentally—based on
equilibrium of forces acting on the joint panel, inferred from external reaction forces
as described in Section 5.1.5. Despite this approach’s widespread use, improved under-
standing of the force transfer mechanism in the vicinity of the joint is needed, and a
validatedmodeling strategy could play an important role in determining, for instance, a
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realistic distribution of joint shear stresses throughout the joint panel, the role of specific
bars in transferring beam and slabmoments into the joint, and the influence of beam tor-
sion on joint failure under multiaxial loading conditions. The preliminary results from
this chapter show promise for use of the prototype model in this type of internal in-
vestigation of joint behavior, especially if based on element nodal forces which exhibit
less mesh sensitivity than stress fields. The next step to this end would be a numerical
scheme to directly compute the resultant force acting at the joint mid-height (Vjh), ac-
counting for the influence of both the concrete continuum as well as shear forces carried
by column reinforcements passing through the joint region.
Joint shear distortion predictions showed good agreement in cycles performed be-
fore the peak lateral load was reached, but were poorly represented in cycles after sig-
nificant damage occurred in the joint core, such as spalling of the joint face concrete
and loss of column cover on the back face of the joint. During post-peak cycles, the
distortion was often under- or over-predicted by as much as one-half to three times the
experimental values. Shear distortion was best captured in the Engindeniz specimen,
shown in Figure 5.62, although the peak shear deformations were still underestimated.
The difference between computed and observed response may be attributed to the fact
that experimental determination of joint shear distortion is highly sensitive to the place-
ment of an LVDT array that may conflict with localized cracking or spalling of cover
concrete in the joint region.
Bond-slip is an important component in nonlinear simulation of concrete response.
The use of automatically-generated bond-slip reinforcements in DIANA does not ap-
pear to currently allow for visualization of slip values along reinforcing bars. As such,
the ability of themodel to represent bond-slip failurewasmonitored using indirectmea-
sures. No attempt was made to develop general recommendations for bond-slip law pa-
rameter selection beyond the guidelines of the CEB-FIPModel Code 1990 [30] because
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of the inherent limitations of the bond-slip hysteresis rules in DIANA, which were doc-
umented in Section 4.3.2. That said, the following statements can be made regarding
bond performance in the prototype model.
That the overall response of four nonseismically detailed beam-column joints sub-
jected to reversed cyclic loading was predicted as uniformly well as it was indicates that
the lack of cyclic bond degradation did not play as prominent a role as expected.
In the Pantelides, Akgüzel, and Park specimens, beam longitudinal bars were an-
chored with hooks in the joint core; large bond-slip displacements were not expected
along these bars. Regardless of whether large slips were mobilized, though, early trial
simulations of the Pantelides specimen with perfect bond significantly overestimated
the initial stiffness of the specimen, indicating that all longitudinal reinforcements should
be simulated with interface bond elements to capture the true system stiffness. Over-
estimation of the force-displacement capacity in post-peak cycles in the Pantelides and
Akgüzel specimen simulations may be attributable to the lack of cyclic bond degrada-
tion, but this explanation seems unlikely since the post-peak force-displacement capac-
ity was not overestimated in the Park specimen analysis.
Pull-out failure (loss of anchorage) of beam bottom bars was one of the defining
characteristics in the experimental response of the Engindeniz specimen. Experimental
strain profiles indicated this effect had developed by the beginning of the bidirectional
load cycles (cycle 4a). The prototype model’s accurate prediction of the sudden reduc-
tion in positive beam end force values in cycles 4, 7, and 10 in Figure 5.58 indicates an
adequate approximation of bottom bar pull-out was achieved. The inability of the joint
to mobilize significant joint shear values during beam upward loading in Figure 5.62
further supports this claim.
Finally, crack patterns were compared with photos of specimen damage from the
experiments at varying load levels. Although general agreement could be inferred, these
visualizations offer limited insight into real behavior. In all cases, the predicted crack
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patterns were distributed over broad regions of the model, and unable to closely track
the precise locations or widths of actual, localized cracks observed experimentally. The
distribution of damage was most accurately represented for the Akgüzel specimen, as
shown in Figure 5.30. For the Engindeniz specimen, the progression of cracking in the
slab closely followed the description of the experimental response.
Considering the good agreement with the many quantitative metrics and qualita-
tive behaviors represented, the prototype model was judged a success in simulating the
response of nonseismically detailed reinforced concrete exterior beam-column joints




6.1 Summary of Research Outcomes
This research used nonlinear finite element analysis to investigate the behavior of rein-
forced concrete exterior beam-column joints with seismically deficient detailing when
subjected to bidirectional reversed cyclic loading. Existing constitutive models were
combined in a novel way, as described later in this section, to simulate the response
of a nonseismically detailed reinforced concrete exterior corner joint with slab, which
had not been previously analyzed.
This study began with a critical assessment of the state-of-the-art for constitutive
modeling of beam-column joints which established the viability of the current inves-
tigation and suggested best practices for simulating failure mechanisms commonly ex-
hibited in gravity-load-designed frames. This review led to the selection of a model-
ing strategy using the DIANA finite element software which was systematically vali-
dated against experimental data for a variety of behaviors, including concrete tension
and compression post-peak softening, reinforcing bar plasticity, bond-slip mechanisms
such as pull-out and anchorage behavior, and cyclic shear failure.
Four beam-column joint subassemblages possessing nonseismic detailing were suc-
cessfully simulated under quasistatic reversed cyclic loading. Specimens analyzed in-
clude a one-way exterior joint tested by Pantelides et al. [174], a two-way exterior cor-
ner joint without slab tested by Akgüzel et al. [9], and a series of two-way exterior
corner joints with slab, tested by Park et al. [179] and Engindeniz et al. [60]. The three-
dimensional specimens were subjected to bidirectional cyclic loading, and the Akgüzel
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and Park specimens also to cyclic column axial loads which simulated overturning ef-
fects in a building during an earthquake.
The principal findings of this research are as follows:
• The finite element method can be used to accurately simulate the response of
three-dimensional reinforced concrete beam-column joints with insufficient seis-
mic detailing.
• This research was the first known successful application of nonlinear finite el-
ement analysis to simulate the response of a nonseismically detailed reinforced
concrete exterior corner joint with slab.
• The validated prototypemodel proved highly effective for joint simulation, closely
reproducing the hysteretic characteristics and failure mechanisms observed exper-
imentally.
• Recommended components for joint simulation are summarized as follows: Con-
crete response was simulated using the total strain rotating smeared crack consti-
tutive model by Selby and Vecchio [201, 200], with the Thorenfeldt [217] com-
pression and the Hordijk [84] tension softening models. Reinforcing steel was
simulated usingVonMises plasticitywith kinematic hardening, and bond-slipwas
simulated following the guidelines of the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 [30]. All
simulations were conducted usingDIANA [4]. The full list of recommended con-
stitutive laws and material parameters is provided in Section 4.6.
• The process of systematic model validation using appropriate, simplified exper-
imental data proved highly effective and allowed for accurate analysis of much
more complex systems without the tweaking of parameters to fit the data. Proper
verificationmust be conducted for all componentmodelswhichmayplay a promi-
nent role in the expected failure mechanisms of the specimen being analyzed.
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• The peak force for all beam-column joint specimens was computed with a mean
predicted-to-observed ratio of 1.026. The accuracy of strength prediction de-
creased somewhat during post-peak cycles, resulting in a mean ratio of predicted-
to-observed peak force for individual cycles of 1.090.
• The prototype model overestimated the initial stiffness of the joint, but typically
showed good agreement after the onset of cracking. The ratio of predicted-to-
observed peak-to-peak stiffness over all cycles was 1.103.
• Energy dissipationwas underestimated for the beam-column joint specimens,with
a mean predicted-to-observed ratio of 0.854. This difference was attributed to
the use of the secant modulus for unloading-reloading in the concrete constitu-
tive model. Nonetheless, this was judged an improvement over many simulations
in the literature which were unable to capture sufficient pinching in the force-
displacement hysteresis.
• Along these lines, the use of the VonMises plasticity model with kinematic hard-
ening for reinforcing bar response—which neglected the Bauschinger effect—did
not not appear to introduce an adverse effect on the total energy dissipation char-
acteristics of the system since the concrete model underestimated energy dissipa-
tion.
• The well-documented ability of the total strain rotating crack model to simulate
shear failure was verified in this study. The joint shear capacity was closely pre-
dicted in all cases, with a mean ratio of predicted-to-observed maximum joint
shear stress of 0.955.
• The prediction of joint shear distortion showed good agreement until the peak
load was reached, after which the distortion was often under- or over-predicted
by as much as one-half to three times the experimental values. This finding casts
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doubt on the appropriateness of joint shear distortion as a parameter for joint char-
acterization as well as on the reliability of its experimental determination.
• Joint responsewas simultaneously simulated under themultiaxial stress states aris-
ing from cyclic bidirectional lateral loading as well as cyclic column axial force.
Correct modeling of the column axial force was essential for accurate prediction
of the strength of the joint.
• The overall response in terms of capacity and total energy dissipationwas best pre-
dicted for the Engindeniz [60] specimen, which possessed the most deficient de-
tailing for resistance of lateral loads, suggesting the model validation process—in-
tentionally optimized for shear-dominated failure—was a success.
• The simulation of the Engindeniz [60] specimen accurately reproduced the sud-
den loss of positive moment capacity and inability to mobilize significant joint
shear strength under upward beam loading—both behaviorswhichwere attributed
to loss of beam bottom bar anchorage in the experiment—which confirmed the
prototype model’s ability to capture pull-out failure.
• The bond-slip formulation in DIANA did not appear to introduce a significant
adverse effect on joint simulation results based on the overall agreement with ex-
perimental data. Nonetheless, no attempt was made to develop general recom-
mendations for bond-slip law parameter selection for beam-column joint analysis
beyond the general guidelines of the CEB-FIPModel Code 1990 [30], nor is such
an attempt recommended until improvements are made to the cyclic bond formu-
lation in DIANA.
• Even in cases where significant bond-slip is not expected, specification of bond-
slip interface elements may be necessary to correctly represent the initial stiffness
of a reinforced concrete structure.
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• The capacity of the Park [179] specimen was uniformly underestimated, but was
the only joint that exhibited this behavior. This specimen possessed amuch higher
quantity of transverse reinforcement in the beams and column than the Pantelides
[174], Akgüzel [9], and Engindeniz [60] specimens, which suggests that the con-
stitutivemodelmay not have sufficiently captured the increased strength expected
due to passive confinement. The response of the concrete constitutivemodel must
be investigated over a range of well-defined confinement pressures before its use
can be recommended for analysis of beam-column joints with modern confine-
ment detailing.
• Model results were very sensitive to boundary conditions. Experimental support
must be modeled at the precise location of resultant forces and with realistic stiff-
ness, accounting for partial restraint. Depending on the relative stiffness of the
supporting elements to the specimen, the flexibility of components such as reac-
tion frames should be considered in the analysis.
• Reducing the number of cycles completed at each displacement level did not ap-
pear to have an adverse effect on the overall prediction of the strength and failure
mechanisms of the joints analyzed.
• DIANA was found to be an extremely powerful tool for nonlinear analysis of
concrete behavior, and its use is recommended for other researchers attempting
to simulate failure processes in brittle materials. In no cases did an inability to
achieve numerical convergence prevent the completion of a simulation using the
previously described constitutive model for concrete cracking.
6.2 Recommended Future Research
The following research topics are suggested for future inquiry:
• Slab contribution. Now that the ability of the prototype model to represent the
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global response of a corner joint with slab has been established, research is needed
to more fully characterize: (a) the influence of the slab on load transfer from the
floor system into the joint, (b) the influence of increased beam moment capacity
due to the presence of the slab and the resulting decrease in the column-to-beam
moment ratio, (c) the influence of the slab on the yielding and potential loss of
anchorage of beam longitudinal reinforcement, and (d) the influence of torsion of
transverse beams on joint shear failure.
• Parametric studies of beam-column joint behavior. Such factors requiring systematic in-
quiry for two-way exterior corner joints include: (a) the effect of concrete com-
pressive strength, (b) the effect of column axial load ratio on joint shear failure,
(c) the effect of various joint transverse reinforcement configurations, and (d) the
influence of torsion due to beam eccentricities.
• Analysis of FRP-repaired joints. The success of the prototype model in simulating
“as-built” pre-1970 joints suggests that it may be an appropriate tool to evalu-
ate the efficacy of various rehabilitation methods, such as externally bonded fiber
reinforced polymers (FRP), provided suitable models for debonding and delami-
nation of the FRP can be identified and carefully validated.
• Analysis of modern joints. The present research identified a need to better under-
stand the performance of the prototype model when high lateral confinement is
provided by transverse reinforcements. Such an exercise would allow for evalua-
tion of beam-column joints conforming to current design standards, and potential
use of FEA more broadly during the development of future design codes.
The following topics are currently inhibited by high computational cost.Once advances
in computing resources allow, the following topics should be evaluated.
• Analysis of indeterminate frames. The present study only simulated the response of
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joint subassemblages which were isolated from the surrounding structure at as-
sumed points of contraflexure. The force redistribution mechanisms which occur
during failure of a three-dimensional indeterminate frame are significantly more
complex, and evaluation of such frames using numerical analysis would provide
valuable insights, especially if performed in conjunction with the following:
• Dynamic analysis. The simultaneous specification of cyclic lateral and cyclic col-
umn axial loading was an important step forward, but in all cases these were still
simulated in a quasistatic context. Nonlinear time history analysis of a nonseismi-
cally detailed indeterminate frame subjected to appropriate ground motions—in
conjunction with suitable experimental data for validation—would provide even
further valuable insight into the failure of realistic joints during earthquakes.
• Evaluation of mesh sensitivity. In the current study, mesh density was increased as
much as computational resources allowed, which prohibited in-depth mesh sen-
sitivity studies. The prototype model needs to be evaluated considering (a) in-
creased element density in the joint as well as regions in the beams and columns
near the joint and (b) increased number of elements through the depth of the slab.
6.3 Recommended Improvements to DIANA
Based on the experience gained through this research, the following improvements are
recommended for the DIANA finite element software:
• Cyclic bond-slip degradation. As detailed in Section 4.3.2, the current rules govern-
ing hysteretic bond behavior were unrealistic for the application at hand. Rec-
ommended changes to improve control of the cyclic bond response include im-
plementation of the Eligehausen [54] or Morita-Kaku [151] cyclic bond models,
the ability to specify a multi-linear stress-slip curve in conjunction with aWöhler
(S-N) diagram, and an unloading response with increased stiffness.
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• Plastic offsets in cyclic concrete behavior. Despite the overall success of the total strain
based smeared cracking constitutivemodel, a formulation for the unloading/reload-
ing behavior of concretewhich accounts for plastic offset strains, such as the Palermo
model [169], would improve the energy dissipation characteristics of concrete
structures simulated under cyclic load histories.
• Menegotto-Pintomodel for bond-slip reinforcements.The current implementation of the
Menegotto-Pinto model restricts its use to reinforcements with perfect bond. Ex-
tension of this model for use with so-called bond-slip reinforcements in DIANA
(which generate both truss/beam elements for reinforcements and line-to-solid
interface elements to represent bond), would allow for improved representation
of the cyclic response of reinforced concrete and improve energy dissipation.
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APPENDIX A
LITERATURE REVIEW VISUAL SUPPLEMENT
The following appendix complements the state of the art literature review presented in
Chapter 2. From each paper, a representative finite elementmesh and a graph comparing
numerical results to experimental data is presented.
Since many studies investigated multiple joint configurations and response types,
the following criteria were used to determine which mesh and sample results graphic
to display. The response quantity chosen for this review was the first available from the
following hierarchy: force-drift response, joint shear stress-strain response, moment-
curvature response, then crack pattern. Three-dimensional meshes were chosen over
two-dimensional ones. The results of non-seismically detailed joints were chosen over
those with modern detailing or FRP upgrades. The results of cyclically-loaded simu-
lations were chosen over monotonic results; likewise those with bidirectional load his-
tories were chosen over those with unidirectional loading. For studies evaluating both
reinforced and post-tensioned concrete, the reinforced concrete results were chosen. If
analytical results were not graphically comparedwith experimental results in the source
paper, only the mesh is shown.
Each study is reviewed in detail in Chapter 2. A summary of the software used,
constitutive models employed, joint geometry, loading protocols, reinforcement char-
acteristics, and other model parameters is given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
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FigureA.1:Representativemesh andmoment-rotation response—Will,Uzumeri, and
Sinha 1972 [231]
Figure A.2:Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Noguchi 1981 [157]
Figure A.3: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Noguchi and Na-
ganuma 1984 [165]
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Figure A.4:Representative mesh and crack pattern response—Van Mier 1987 [222]
Figure A.5: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Kwak and Filippou
1990 [113]
Figure A.6: Representative mesh and upper column moment-rotation re-
sponse—Conley 1993 [39]
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Figure A.7: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Mosalam, Gergely,
and White 1994 [152]
Figure A.8: Representative mesh and force-drift response—Pantazopoulou and
Bonacci 1994 [173]
Figure A.9: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Barzegar and Mad-
dipudi 1997 [23]
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Figure A.10: Representative mesh and force-drift response—Noguchi and Kashi-
wazaki 1997 [159]
Figure A.11: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Elmorsi, Kianoush,
and Tso 1998 [55]
Figure A.12: Representative mesh and predicted failure load response—Vollum 1998
[230]
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Figure A.13: Representative mesh and force-displacement response—Fleury, Rey-
nouard, and Merabet 1999 [64]
Figure A.14: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Lowes 1999
[123]
Figure A.15: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Lundgren 1999
[129]
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FigureA.16:Representativemesh and load-displacement response—Sritharan, Priest-
ley, and Seibel 2000 [209]
Figure A.17:Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Hamil 2000 [75]
Figure A.18: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Baglin and Scott
2000 [19]
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Figure A.19:Representative mesh—Parvin and Granata 2000 [181]
Figure A.20: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Johansson 2000
[92]
Figure A.21:Representative mesh—Emara and Hosny 2001 [59]
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Figure A.22:Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Hoehler andOžbolt
2001 [81]
Figure A.23: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Ožbolt, Mayer,
and Vocke 2001 [168]
Figure A.24: Representative mesh and force-displacement response—Kashiwazaki
and Noguchi 2001 [102]
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Figure A.25: Representative mesh and story shear response—Zhang, Noguchi, and
Kashiwazaki 2002 [235]
Figure A.26: Representative mesh and roof acceleration response—uek and Bian
2002 [186]
Figure A.27:Representative mesh—Cervenka 2002 [34]
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Figure A.28:Representative mesh and story shear force-deflection response—Li, Wu,
and Pan 2003 [119]
Figure A.29: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—El Nabawy Atta et
al. 2004 [50]
Figure A.30:Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Hegger, Sherif, and
Roeser 2004 [79]
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Figure A.31:Representative mesh and story shear response—Goto and Joh 2004 [69]
Figure A.32: Representative mesh and story shear-drift response—Kashiwazaki and
Noguchi 2004 [103]
Figure A.33: Representative mesh and force-drift response—Noguchi and Kashi-
wazaki 2004 [160]
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Figure A.34: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Mahini 2005
[136]
FigureA.35:Representativemesh and story shear force-drift response—Shirai, Tajima
and Mishima 2006 [206]
Figure A.36: Representative mesh and force-displacement response—Noguchi 2006
[158]
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Figure A.37:Representative mesh and moment-rotation response—Mostofinejad and
Talaeitaba 2006 [153]
Figure A.38: Representative mesh and force-displacement response—Mitra 2007
[146]
Figure A.39: Representative mesh and force-drift response—Eligehausen et al. 2008
[52]
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Figure A.40: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Sharma, Elige-
hausen, et al. 2008 [203]
Figure A.41: Representative mesh and joint shear response—Manfredi, Verderame,
and Lignola 2008 [140]
Figure A.42: Representative mesh and beam load vs. stirrup strain response—Haach
et al. 2008 [73]
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Figure A.43:Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Kim andVecchio
2008 [106]
Figure A.44: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Ibrahim and El-
Badry 2008 [88]
Figure A.45: Representative mesh and story shear response—Kashiwazaki and
Noguchi 2008 [104]
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Figure A.46: Representative mesh and story shear response—Kulkarni, Li, and Yip
2008 [109]
Figure A.47: Representative mesh and force-drift response—Li, Tran, and Pan 2009
[121]
Figure A.48: Representative mesh and story shear response—Kulkarni and Li
2009/2010 [110]
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Figure A.49:Representative mesh and story shear response—Noguchi, Kashiwazaki,
and Miura 2009 [163]
Figure A.50: Representative mesh and story shear response—Noguchi and Kashi-
wazaki 2009 [161]
Figure A.51: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Bhindi and Jaya
2010 [28]
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Figure A.52:Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Pennucci, Becca-
rini, and Ianniruberto 2010 [182]
Figure A.53:Representative mesh and force-displacement response—Kang et al. 2011
[97]
Figure A.54:Representative mesh and column shear-drift response—Sagbas, Vecchio,
and Christopoulous 2011 [192]
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FigureA.55:Representativemesh and load-displacement response—Sasmal et al. 2011
[195]
Figure A.56: Representative mesh and load-displacement response—Kai and Li 2011
[94]
Figure A.57: Representative mesh and force-displacement response—Mahini and
Ronagh 2011 [137]
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Figure A.58: Representative mesh and load-deflection response—Al-Haddad et al.
2011 [12]
Figure A.59:Representative mesh and force-drift response—Akguzel 2011 [9]




SUPPORTING CODE AND INPUT FILES
B.1 Disclaimer
All code provided in this appendix is available on an “as-is” basis with no warranty as to
its correctness or completeness. It has not been subjected to quality control or quality
assurance processes. Use at your own risk.
B.2 Software Used and Computer Specifications
All analytical results presented in this document were generated using a combination of
DIANAandMidas FX+ formodel pre- and post-processing.ThePython programming
language was used throughout this research for all data processing, numerical computa-
tion, and production of plots. Python was chosen because it is open source, free, multi-
platform, easy to use, and has excellent scientific computing libraries (NumPy, SciPy,
and Matplotlib). The specific version numbers for all packages employed in simulations
and supporting code are listed in Table B.1.
All computations were completed on a workstation runningWindows 7 Enterprise
64-bit with 6 GB of RAM and an Intel Core i7 Processor running at 2.67 GHz.
B.3 Process for Model Creation, Analysis, and Results Visu-
alization
The following section outlines the steps necessary to complete an entire analysis with
DIANA as used for all models presented in this document. A flowchart illustrating these
steps is provided in Figure B.1.
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Table B.1: Software Versions Used
Software Name Version Number
DIANA 9.4.4
Midas FX+ 3.1.0






The model creation process begins in FX+ for DIANA. The subassemblage geom-
etry is reproduced using a collection of solids, defined by Geometry > Primitive Feature
> Box, which are placed adjacently to build the subassemblage geometry. Each region is
assigned its own box, such as the joint core, beams, and stiffened regions near supports.
The geometry of each reinforcing bar segment is placed using Geometry > Curve > Cre-
ate 3D > Polyline (Wire). Next, geometric section (Analysis > Property) and material
(Analysis > Material) properties must be created for each region of the mesh and rein-
forcing bar segment. At this stage, only linear elastic properties are specified; these will
be later replaced with nonlinear material definitions. These properties must be created
prior to mesh generation. The concrete mesh regions are generated using Mesh > Map
Mesh > Solid while reinforcing bar elements are generated using Mesh > Auto Mesh >
Edge.
Once the mesh has been generated, boundary conditions are generated using Anal-
ysis > BC > Constraint. Then, displacement controlled loads are applied via Analysis
> Load > Displacement. Force and pressure loadings may be similarly specified. Cyclic
displacements were not specified at this stage; instead, a “dummy” unit displacement
was created and later manually replaced with the full displacement histories in the text
input.
The final step of model creation within FX+ is to export the model to text input.
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Model creation in FX+
(Geometry and mesh)
Edit model.dat/.dcf text input 
(NL properties and loads)
Execute DIANA analysis in 
batch mode
Post-process results in FX+ 
and iDIANA
FX+: Stress contour plots, iDIANA: Generate force-
force reactions, and 
reinforcement strains
displacement graphs and 
crack pattern diagrams
Figure B.1:DIANA Simulation Flowchart
The file may be exported via Analysis > Edit model with DIANA mesh-editor. This will
open the DIANA Mesh Editor where the .dat file may be exported via File > Save
As. A linear elastic analysis may be easily launched from this graphical user interface for
model checking. For convenience, all model files are given the same name: model.*.
The remainder of the model is manually created in the file model.dat by manipu-
lating the raw text input. The first step in this stage is to replace the elastic material
properties for concrete and steel reinforcement elements with nonlinear material prop-
erties. These definitions were generated using the function materials in the Python file
DIANA.py. Then, reinforcing bars are converted from embedded reinforcements with
perfect bond to bond-slip reinforcements by modifying the ‘DATA’ and ‘GEOMETRY’ as-
signments. The final text input for nonlinear material properties as well as bond-slip
reinforcement data assignments is provided for the beam-column joint models later in
this appendix. Then, cyclic load histories must be generated and incorporated in the
input files. These inputs are generated using custom Python scripts for each analysis,
which are also provided in the following sections. The commands for step execution
and nonlinear solution controls are stored in the file model.dcf.
The analysis is then executed in batch mode on the Windows command line. Since
both the *.dat and *.dcf files share the common name (model.*), the analysis is invoked
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simply by the terminal command DIANA MODEL. The DIANA analysis engine performs
the commands in the file model.dcf using the model definition from the file model.dat,
and the real-time progress of the simulation may be monitored by reviewing the file
model.out.
Once the analysis has completed, the results are post-processed using both FX+ and
iDIANA. FX+was typically used formodel review and checking general results such as
deformed shape, stress and strain contour plots, and support reactions. Then, iDIANA
was used to generate force-displacement curves using the UTILITY TABULATE PRINTFILE
and PRESENT GRAPH RESULTS commands. This combination of commands writes the xy-
data for each plot to a text file. These results are then plotted using the DIANA.py Python
scripts; the function readDianaOutputwas used to read in the output of the UTILITY TABU-
LATE command, and the plotExpFea functionwas used to plot numerical vs. experimental
results. Crack patterns were visualized in iDIANA by invoking the result RESULTS GAUS-
SIAN EL.EKNN1 EKNN, followed by the PRESENT DISC command. The series of commands
used to generate these results can be executed within iDIANA using the *.fgi batch
command file format.
B.4 DIANA.py
The program DIANA.py was developed as an archive of helper code to aid in automation
of analyses using DIANA. It is used to generate (perhaps among other things):
• Material property computations
• Uniaxial consitutive response curves
• FEA output filters
• DIANA output parsers










8 # To use diana.py
9 #
10 # 1. Place diana.py in Python path, such as:
11 # ‘C:/Python27/Lib/site−packages/diana.py’
12 # 2. Invoke in a Python script as below using the command
13 # ‘import diana’
14 # 3. Call any function within diana.py as:






21 import numpy as np
22 from math import *
23 from pylab import *
24 import matplotlib
25 import sys
26 from scipy import signal
27
28 #=========================================================





34 # GENERAL HELPER FUNCTIONS
35 #
36




41 Accept a NumPy array and return array with every nth point
.
42 ”””
43 ntot = data.shape[0]
44 pts = int(ntot/n)
45 print ”reduced␣number␣of␣points␣=”, pts
46 data2 = np.zeros(pts)
47 for i in range(0, pts):




52 data[:,0] = data[:,0]*x0





58 Map logarithmic distribution of points between
59 (0.0,1.0) to (x1,x2).
60 If reverse=True, reverse the order of the log
61 distribution so points are concentrated toward
62 x2 instead of x1.
63 ”””
64 en = np.logspace(0,1,npts)
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65 if reverse == 1:
66 enrev = en[::−1]; en = enrev




71 npts = len(dat1)
72 print ”␣␣␣␣”,name,””, dat1[0], dat2[0]
73 for n in range(1,npts):




78 This function accepts a string containing the name of a
79 text file of DIANA output generated by the command:
80 ”PRESENT GRAPH NODE n”. It ignores all lines beginning




84 result = np.zeros((25000,2))
85 result = np.loadtxt(name,comments=’;’,delimiter=’,’,
usecols=(1,2),unpack=False)
86 xdat = result[:,0]





92 This function accepts a string containing the name of a
93 text file of DIANA output generated by the command:
94 ”PRESENT GRAPH NODE n”. It ignores all lines beginning
95 with ”;” and stores the 3nd column of remaining data.
96 ”””
97 print ’Reading␣input␣from␣file:␣’,name
98 result = np.zeros((25000,1))
99 result = np.loadtxt(name,comments=’;’,delimiter=’,’,
usecols=(1,2),unpack=False)






106 Plot analytical vs FEA response.
107 ”””
108 fig = plt.figure()





113 # if xmin>−0.9 :














124 Plot experimental vs FEA response.
125 ”””
126 # Compute some stats
127 # Var ’datum’ corrects stats when cycling around non−zero
datum
128 ratioPos = (amax(yfea)−datum)/(amax(yexp)−datum)
129 ratioNeg = (amin(yfea)−datum)/(amin(yexp)−datum)
130 print ’Ratio␣of␣FEA/EXP␣(pos)␣=␣’,ratioPos
131 print ’Ratio␣of␣FEA/EXP␣(neg)␣=␣’,ratioNeg
132 # Create figure
133 fig = plt.figure()
134 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
135 if explabel<0: explabel=”EXP”






























157 Plot sensitivity studies.
158 ”””
159 fig = plt.figure()






















180 # COMPUTE LENGTH FROM EACH POINT TO THE ORIGIN
181 # Normalize xy coordinates so difference in scales doesn’t
damp out




185 def distances(x,y): return sqrt(x**2+y**2)
186 lengths=distances(xnorm,ynorm)
187 # FIND LOCAL MAXIMA AND MINIMA
188 windowsize=window
189 windowoverlap=overlap
190 npts=len(xorg) # number of points in original data
191 nwindows=int(npts/(windowsize−windowoverlap))
192 maxindex = zeros(npts)
193 xmaxes = zeros(npts)
194 ymaxes = zeros(npts)
195 n=0 # maxes detected.
196 for i in range(0,nwindows):
197 start = windowsize*i−windowoverlap*i
198 end = start+windowsize
199 # find candidate for maximum length from origin in
bounds
200 maxcand = argmax(lengths[start:end],axis=0)+start
201 # check to see if maxcand is the start or end node of
the window
202 if maxcand != start and maxcand != end−1 :




206 # find candidate for maximum x
207 maxcand = argmax(abs(xnorm[start:end]),axis=0)+start
208 # check to see if maxcand is the start or end node of
the window
209 if maxcand != start and maxcand != end−1 :




213 # find candidate for maximum y
214 maxcand = argmax(abs(ynorm[start:end]),axis=0)+start
215 # check to see if maxcand is the start or end node of
the window
216 if maxcand != start and maxcand != end−1 :




220 # find candidate for minimum x
221 maxcand = argmin(abs(xnorm[start:end]),axis=0)+start
222 # check to see if maxcand is the start or end node of
the window
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223 if maxcand != start and maxcand != end−1 :





228 # Store xy coordinates of maxes for plotting to check
229 for nn in range(0,n):
230 xmaxes[nn]=xorg[maxindex[nn]]
231 ymaxes[nn]=yorg[maxindex[nn]]
232 # print ”Max detected at:”, xmaxes[nn], ymaxes[nn]
233
234 # LOOP OVER ALL POINTS COMPUTING WEIGHTED AVERAGE
235 xfilt = 1.0*xorg




240 for i in range(0,npasses):
241 for ii in range(1,npts−1):
242 # do not move points in maxindex
243 if (ii in maxindex[0:n]) == 0 : # i.e. is false






























274 def modulusRuptureACI(fcp): # this is still in English units!
275 return 7.5*sqrt(fcp)
276 def strainCompressionMax(fcp,Ec):





282 def fractureEnergyRemmel(fcp): # Remmel1994/Sasmal2011
283 return 65*math.log(1+fcp/10)/1000








290 Compute default suite of concrete material properties.
291 Usage: Ec,pr,ft,fr,e0,et,Gf = diana.properties(fcp)
292 ”””
293 Ec = modulusYoungACI(fcp)
294 Ec2 = modulusYoungMC90(fcp)
295 pr = poisson()
296 ft2 = tensileStrengthTenth(fcp)
297 ft = tensileStrengthMC90(fcp)
298 fr = modulusRuptureACI(fcp)
299 e0 = strainCompressionMax(fcp,Ec)
300 et = strainTensionMax(ft,Ec)




305 print ’␣␣Compressive␣strength␣␣␣␣␣␣Fcp␣=’, fcp
306 print ’␣*Elastic␣modulus␣ACI␣␣␣␣␣␣␣Ec␣=’, Ec
307 print ’␣␣Elastic␣modulus␣MC90␣␣␣␣␣␣Ec␣=’, Ec2
308 print ’␣␣Poisson␣ratio␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣pr␣=’, pr
309 print ’␣␣Tensile␣strength␣1/10th␣␣␣ft␣=’, ft2
310 print ’␣*Tensile␣strength␣MC90␣␣␣␣␣ft␣=’, ft
311 print ’␣␣Modulus␣of␣rupture␣ACI␣␣␣␣fr␣=’, fr
312 print ’␣␣Strain␣at␣max␣compression␣e0␣=’, e0
313 print ’␣␣Strain␣at␣max␣tension␣␣␣␣␣et␣=’, et
314 print ’␣␣Fracture␣energy␣MC90␣␣␣␣␣␣Gf␣=’, Gf2









324 Vecchio and Collins 1982 tension stiffening model
325 ”””
326 n = 30
327 et = strainTensionMax(ft,Ec)
328 e1 = logDist(et,0.2,n,reverse=False)
329 f1 = ft / (1 + sqrt(200.0*e1))
330 eoutlier = 100.
331 foutlier = ft / (1 + sqrt(200.0*eoutlier))
332 e1 = np.hstack([0.,et,e1[0:],eoutlier])
333 f1 = np.hstack([0.,ft,f1[0:],foutlier])
334 if plot==1:
335 fig = plt.figure()
336 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
337 ax.plot(e1, f1, ’o−’)






344 def Menegotto(sy): # Menegotto−Pinto steel model input
345 br = strainHardeningRatio() # ratio hardening modulus to
initial
346 r0 = 22. # initial curvature parameter
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347 a1 = 18.5.
348 a2 = 0.15
349 a3 = 0.15






356 Generate DIANA input for Von Mises plasticity model
357 w/ elastic perfectly plastic behavior.
358 ”””
359 # Write Diana Material Input
360 print ”␣␣␣␣␣YIELD␣␣␣VMISES”





366 Generate cohesion vs. equiv. plastic strain curve and
write
367 DIANA input for Von Mises plasticity model.
368 ”””
369 outlier=100.
370 su = sy + br*Es*(outlier−sy/Es)
371 e = array([0.0,sy/Es,outlier])
372 f = array([0.0,sy,su])
373 # Compute equivalent plastic strain:
374 kap = e − f/Es
375 coh = f
376 # Write Diana Material Input
377 print ”␣␣␣␣␣YIELD␣␣␣VMISES”
378 # print ” YLDVAL ”, sy






385 Generate cohesion vs. equiv. plastic strain curve for
kinematic hardening and write input.
386 Note: b = ratio of E_sh to E_initial
387 ”””
388 outlier=1.
389 s2 = sy + b*Es*(outlier−sy/Es)
390 e2 = outlier−sy/Es
391 # Write Diana Material Input
392 #==========
393 print ’:␣MAT␣n:␣Von␣Mises␣with␣Kinematic␣Hardening’










403 Bond model from CEB−FIP Model Code 1990, pg 83
404 ”””
405 # Constants (default for confined/good condition)
406 if method==1: # confined / good
407 alpha = 0.4
408 s1 = 1.0
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409 s2 = 3.0
410 s3 = 10.5 # clear rib spacing
411 tmax_fac = 2.5
412 tf_fac = 0.40
413 if method==2: # unconfined / good
414 alpha = 0.4
415 s1 = 0.6
416 s2 = 0.601
417 s3 = 1.0
418 tmax_fac = 2.0
419 tf_fac = 0.15
420 if method==3: # confined / other
421 alpha = 0.4
422 s1 = 1.0
423 s2 = 3.0
424 s3 = 10.5 # clear rib spacing
425 tmax_fac = 1.25
426 tf_fac = 0.40
427 if method==4: # unconfined / other
428 alpha = 0.4
429 s1 = 0.6
430 s2 = 0.601
431 s3 = 2.5
432 tmax_fac = 1.0
433 tf_fac = 0.15
434
435 s = np.zeros(100)
436 t = np.zeros(100)
437 # (Modify for other quality/confinement here)
438 # Update tmax and tf
439 tmax = tmax_fac*sqrt(fcp)
440 # tmax = 1.0
441 tf = tf_fac*tmax
442 # generate ascending portion of curve
443 n = 20
444 s = logDist(0.0,s1,n,reverse=False)
445 tau = tmax * (s/s1)**alpha
446 # Combine into entire curve
447 outlier = 100.
448 s = np.hstack([s[0:],s2,s3,outlier])
449 tau = np.hstack([tau[0:],tmax,tf,tf])
450 # Plot curve for verification
451 if plot==1:
452 fig = plt.figure()
453 ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
454 ax.plot(s, tau, ’o−’)
455 ax.axis([0.0, s3*1.2, 0., tmax*1.1 ])
456 ax.grid()
457 show()
458 # Compute initial stiffness for DSTIF specification
459 d22 = 0.99*(tau[1]−tau[0])/(s[1]−s[0]) # initial bond−slip
stiffness
460 d11 = 10*d22
















476 Thorenfeldt (1987): Uniaxial concrete compression curve.
477 ”””
478 # Generate base strain curve
479 eratio = np.linspace(0.0,10.0,npts)
480 f = np.zeros(len(eratio))
481 # Compute Thorenfeldt parameters
482 n = 0.80 + fcp/(17)
483 k = 0.67 + fcp/(62)
484 e0 = (fcp/Ec)*n/(n−1)
485 if k < 1.0: k=1.0
486 print ’␣␣Thorenfeldt␣parameters␣=␣n,k,e0␣=’,n,k,e0
487 # Compute stress−strain curve
488 for i in range(len(eratio)):
489 if eratio[i] <= 1.0:
490 f[i] = fcp * eratio[i] * n/(n−1+(eratio[i])**(n
*1.0))
491 else:
492 f[i] = fcp * eratio[i] * n/(n−1+(eratio[i])**(n*k)
)
493 # Scale eratio by strain at compressive peak





499 Hordijk uniaxial concrete tension curve.
500 ”””
501 # Generate base strain curve
502 x = np.linspace(0.0,1.0,npts−1)
503 f = np.zeros(len(x))
504 # Parameters
505 c1 = 3.
506 c2 = 6.93
507 a = (1.+(c1*x)**3)*exp(−c2*x)−x*(1.+c1**3)*exp(−c2)
508 emax = 5.136*Gf/(h*ft)
509 # print ”emax = ”,emax
510 emaxmin = 6.957*ft/Ec
511 # print ”emaxmin = ”,emaxmin
512 if emax < emaxmin :
513 emax = emaxmin
514 # ft = ( 0.739*Gf*Ec/h )**0.5
515 print ”ft␣=”, ft
516 f = a*ft









525 Define a suite of DIANA material definitions for RC
analysis.
526 ”””
527 # Define base material properties from
528 # concrete compressive strength
529 if Ec < 0.0: Ec = modulusYoungACI(fcp)
530 if pr < 0.0: pr = poisson()
531 if ft < 0.0: ft = tensileStrengthMC90(fcp)
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532 if Gf < 0.0: Gf= fractureEnergyRemmel(fcp)
533 if crackband < 0.0: crackband = 1.0
534 print ’:␣PROPERTIES:’
535 print ’:␣␣␣␣Compressive␣strength␣␣␣␣␣␣Fcp␣=’, fcp
536 print ’:␣␣␣␣Elastic␣modulus␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣Ec␣␣=’, Ec
537 print ’:␣␣␣␣Poisson␣ratio␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣pr␣␣=’, pr
538 print ’:␣␣␣␣Tensile␣strength␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣ft␣␣=’, ft




543 print ’␣␣␣n␣YOUNG␣␣’, Ec




548 print ’␣␣␣␣␣COMSTR␣’, fcp
549 print ’␣␣␣␣␣TENCRV␣␣HORDYK’
550 print ’␣␣␣␣␣TENSTR␣’, ft










560 Define a suite of sample DIANA material definitions for RC
analysis.
561 ”””
562 # Set output stream
563 sys.stdout = open(’model−materials.dat’,’w’)





569 # Define base material properties from
570 # concrete compressive strength
571 if Ec < 0.0: Ec = modulusYoungACI(fcp)
572 if pr < 0.0: pr = poisson()
573 if ft < 0.0: ft = tensileStrengthMC90(fcp)
574 if Gf < 0.0: Gf= fractureEnergyRemmel(fcp)
575 if spr< 0.0: spr= steelPoisson()
576 if crackband < 0.0: crackband = 1.0
577 print ’:␣PROPERTIES:’
578 print ’:␣␣␣␣Compressive␣strength␣␣␣␣␣␣Fcp␣=’, fcp
579 print ’:␣␣␣␣Elastic␣modulus␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣Ec␣␣=’, Ec
580 print ’:␣␣␣␣Poisson␣ratio␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣pr␣␣=’, pr
581 print ’:␣␣␣␣Tensile␣strength␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣ft␣␣=’, ft
582 print ’:␣␣␣␣Fracture␣energy␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣Gf␣␣=’, Gf
583 print ’:␣␣␣␣Steel␣elastic␣modulus␣␣␣␣␣Es␣␣=’, Es
584 print ’:␣␣␣␣Steel␣yield␣stress␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣sy␣␣=’, sy




589 print ’␣␣␣1␣YOUNG␣␣’, Ec




594 print ’␣␣␣2␣YOUNG␣␣’, Ec





599 print ’␣␣␣␣␣COMSTR␣’, fcp
600 print ’␣␣␣␣␣TENCRV␣␣HORDYK’
601 print ’␣␣␣␣␣TENSTR␣’, ft




606 print ’␣␣␣3␣YOUNG␣␣’, Es






613 print ’␣␣␣4␣YOUNG␣␣’, Es






620 print ’␣␣␣5␣YOUNG␣␣’, Ec










631 print ’␣␣␣6␣YOUNG␣␣’, Es















647 Purpose: Compute joint shear strain.
648 Input: Arrays of nodal displacements.
649 Ref: Akguzel (2011), pg 153







657 d = sqrt(height**2 + width**2)
658 lac = sqrt((cx−ax)**2 + (cy−ay)**2)
659 lbd = sqrt((dx−bx)**2 + (dy−by)**2)
660 del1 = lac−d
661 del2 = lbd−d
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671 Purpose: Compute joint shear strain.
672 Input: Arrays of nodal displacements.
673 Ref: Engindeniz (2008) pg 222







681 phi = math.atan(height/width)
682 print ’phi␣=’,phi
683 e1 = (bx−ax)/width
684 e2 = (cz−bz)/height
685 e3 = (cx−dx)/width
686 e4 = (dz−az)/height
687 dia = sqrt(height**2 + width**2)
688 print ’dia␣=␣’, dia
689 e5 = ( sqrt( (cx−ax)**2 + (cz−az)**2 ) ) / dia
690 e6 = ( sqrt( (dx−bx)**2 + (dz−bz)**2 ) ) / dia
691 gam1 = gammaXZ(e6,e1,e4,phi,−1)
692 gam2 = gammaXZ(e5,e1,e2,phi,1)
693 gam3 = gammaXZ(e5,e3,e4,phi,1)
694 gam4 = gammaXZ(e6,e3,e2,phi,−1)











706 Ecyc = trapz(y,x)
707 ymax = np.max(y)
708 ymin = np.min(y)
709 xmax = x[argmax(y)]
710 xmin = x[argmin(y)]
711 print ymax,ymin,xmax,xmin






718 # End of file
719 #=========================================================
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10 5 0 5 10


























Figure B.2:Raw vs. Post-Processed Force-Displacement Curve
B.5 FEA Result Filter
Finite element results were typically post-processed to improve the aesthetic presenta-
tion of plots. The filter used a movingwindowweighted average, and local maxima and
minima were preserved within the window so that the response was anchored against
the computed backbone. Thus, force-displacement curves appear smoother, but the lo-
cation of all critical points was maintained. The filter Python code is included within
the file diana.py, listed in the previous section.
All force-displacement metrics described in Section 5.1 were computed using the
raw FEA output prior to smoothing with the filter.
B.6 Pantelides Simulation Supporting Materials
B.6.1 Material and Geometric Properties Block
inputs/pantelides–definitions.txt
1 : Units: N,mm
2 ’MATERI’

























27 HARDIA 454.4 0.0 4445.312 0.997728
28 ISOHAR 0.0
29 DSTIF 155.918511514 155.918511514
30 BONDSL 3




























59 HARDIA 469.5 0.0 4460.11 0.9976525
60 ISOHAR 0.0
61 DSTIF 155.918511514 155.918511514
62 BONDSL 3




























90 DSTIF 155.918511514 155.918511514
91 BONDSL 3




























120 1 NAME ”ColTipSpringID”
121 AXIS 0. 0. 1.
122 2 NAME ”ConcProp”
123 3 NAME ”RigidProp”
124 4 NAME ”SevenBar”
125 CIRCLE 22.2
126 ZAXIS −1. 0. 0.
127 PERIME 69.8
128 5 NAME ”NineBar”
129 CIRCLE 28.6
130 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
131 PERIME 89.8
132 6 NAME ”ThreeBarCol”
133 CIRCLE 9.5
134 ZAXIS 0. 0. 1.
135 PERIME 29.9
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136 7 NAME ”ThreeBarBeam”
137 CIRCLE 9.5
138 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
139 PERIME 29.9
140 ’DATA’
141 1 NAME ”ConcPropData”
142 9 NAME ”ColTipSpringDataID”
143 3 NAME ”DataSevenBar”
144 INTERF BEAM
145 5 NAME ”NineBarData”
146 INTERF BEAM
147 7 NAME ”ThreeBarCol”
148 INTERF BEAM
149 10 NAME ”ThreeBarBeam”
150 INTERF BEAM
151 : End of Pantelides input
B.7 Akgüzel Simulation Supporting Materials
B.7.1 Load Generation Script
E:/Dropbox/PHD/SIM/Akguzel/LoadGen/loadGen.py
1
2 import numpy as np
3 from math import *




8 # Build analytical load curves used in experiment
9 thetas =linspace(0.0,360.0,360)*pi/180.0
10 R = 1.0/(cos(pi/4))
11 r = R*sin(2*thetas)
12 xexpunit = r*cos(thetas)
13 yexpunit = r*sin(thetas)
14 drifts = array([0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0])
15 # drifts = array([3.0])
16 disp = drifts*20.0
17 numlevels = len(drifts)
18 xexp = disp[0]*xexpunit
19 yexp = disp[0]*yexpunit
20 for i in range(1,numlevels):
21 xexp = hstack([xexp,disp[i]*xexpunit])
22 yexp = hstack([yexp,disp[i]*yexpunit])
23
24 # Build load input for each quadrant
25 q=0 # Quadrant 1
26 angles = array([12.0,24.0,35.6,45.0,54.4,66.0,78.0,90.0])*pi
/180.
27 # angles = array([0.0,12.0,24.0,35.6,45.0,54.4])*pi/180.
28 r = R*sin(2*angles)
29 xlbase = r*cos(angles)
30 ylbase = r*sin(angles)
31 # Set directions for each quadrant 1−4
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32 xq1 = ylbase
33 yq1 = xlbase
34 xq2 = −xlbase
35 yq2 = −ylbase
36 xq3 = −ylbase
37 yq3 = xlbase
38 xq4 = xlbase
39 yq4 = −ylbase
40 xfeaunit=hstack([xq1,xq2,xq3,xq4]) # unit x−displacements
41 yfeaunit=hstack([yq1,yq2,yq3,yq4]) # unit y−displacements
42
43 # Build per each drift
44 axfact = array([0.20,0.50,0.90,1.0,0.90,0.50,0.20,0.0]) #
axial factors
45 axialperdrifts = zeros((10,10))
46 axialperdrifts = loadtxt(”axialLoads.txt”) # read in exp axial
forces
47 print axialperdrifts
48 driftstouse = array([2,3,4,5,6,7]) # ”drifts to use”, i.e., 3
rd,4th,6th,8th
49 numlevels = len(driftstouse) # how many displacement levels to
simulate
50 driftsload = zeros(numlevels) # init list of drifts to use
51 for nn in range(0,numlevels):
52 driftsload[nn] = axialperdrifts[driftstouse[nn],0]
53 disploads = driftsload*20.0 # scale from %−drift to
displacement
54
55 xfea = disploads[0]*xfeaunit





61 axial = hstack([axq1,axq2,axq3,axq4])
62 for i in range(1,numlevels):
63 xfea = hstack([xfea,disploads[i]*xfeaunit])





69 axial = hstack([axial,axq1,axq2,axq3,axq4])
70
71 print ’number␣of␣load␣cases␣=’, len(xfea)
72 print ’number␣of␣load␣cases␣=’, len(axial)
73 print axial
74
75 # Plot the final result
76 fig = figure(1, figsize=(8.0, 3.5))
77 fig = plt.figure(1, figsize=(3.25, 3))
78 ax = fig.add_subplot(311)










87 # Plot load histories
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88 t = range(0,len(xfea))
89 s1 = xfea
90 s2 = yfea
91 s3 = axial
92 ax1 = fig.add_subplot(322)
93 plot(t,s1,’−’,color=’k’,linewidth=1.0)
94 setp( ax1.get_xticklabels(), visible=False)
95 ax1.set_ylabel(’x␣(mm)’)
96 ax1.axis([0,len(t),−80.0,80.0])
97 ## share x only
98 ax2 = fig.add_subplot(324, sharex=ax1)
99 plot(t, s2,’−’,color=’k’,linewidth=1.0)
100 # make these tick labels invisible
101 setp( ax2.get_xticklabels(), visible=False)
102 ax2.set_ylabel(’y␣(mm)’)
103 ax2.axis([0,len(t),−80.0,80.0])
104 # share x
105 ax3 = fig.add_subplot(326, sharex=ax1)












118 # Plot 3D load history
119 from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
120 fig2 = plt.figure(1, figsize=(5, 3.5))
121 ax6 = fig2.gca(projection=’3d’)
122 theta = np.linspace(−4 * np.pi, 4 * np.pi, 100)
123 z = np.linspace(−2, 2, 100)
124 r = z**2 + 1
125 x = r * np.sin(theta)
126 y = r * np.cos(theta)
127
128 ax6.plot(xfea, yfea, 0.0, zdir=’z’,linestyle=’−’,color=’0.50’,
linewidth=0.3)
129 ax6.plot(yfea, −(axial−115), 80.0, zdir=’y’,linestyle=’−’,
color=’0.50’,linewidth=0.3)
130 ax6.plot(xfea, −(axial−115), −80.0, zdir=’x’,linestyle=’−’,
color=’0.50’,linewidth=0.3)




134 map=’autumn’ # http://www.scipy.org/Cookbook/Matplotlib/
Show_colormaps
135 cm = plt.get_cmap(map)
136 ax6.set_color_cycle
137 axialplot = −(axial−115)
138












150 # Build arrays of delta’s between each point
151 # These are the incremental displacements and axial forces
















168 # Write DIANA load and analysis input
169 sys.stdout = open(’load−input.txt’, ’w’)
170 node=739
171 nloads=len(xload)
172 # print ’number of loads =’,nloads
173 print ”’LOADS’”
174 for n in range(2,nloads+2):
175 print ’CASE’,n
176 print ’NODAL’
177 print node, ’FORCE␣␣3’,axload[n−2]*1000
178 print ’DEFORM’
179 print node, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣1’,xload[n−2]






















202 # End of file
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Axial loads are specified via the file axialLoads.txt. The first column contains the drift
levels, while the following columns contain the column axial force excursion for each
quadrant I-IV of the cloverleaf bi-directional cyclic load history.
E:/Dropbox/PHD/SIM/Akguzel/LoadGen/axialLoads.txt
1 0.10 32.87 −4.90 16.59 18.04
2 0.20 43.91 −20.90 14.60 16.59
3 0.50 56.93 −55.60 3.40 12.10
4 1.00 60.01 −79.50 −2.00 10.40
5 1.50 62.72 −65.00 10.30 11.70
6 2.00 52.95 −50.30 7.40 7.50
7 2.50 41.37 −41.30 1.60 6.30
8 3.00 32.15 −30.60 5.70 3.00
B.7.2 Material and Geometric Properties Block
inputs/akguzel–definitions.txt
1 : Units: N, mm, MPa
2
3 ’MATERI’










14 2 NAME ”RigidEnd”
15 YOUNG 1.00000E+007
16 POISON 0.0





22 DSTIF 100.0 100.0
23 BONDSL 3































54 1 NAME ”ConcID”
55 2 NAME ”RigidID”
56 3 NAME ”R10x”
57 CIRCLE 10.0
58 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
59 PERIME 31.4
60 4 NAME ”R10y”
61 CIRCLE 10.0
62 ZAXIS −1. 0. 0.
63 PERIME 31.4




68 1 NAME ”ConcDat”
69 2 NAME ”RigidDat”
70 3 NAME ”R10xData”
71 INTERF BEAM
72 5 NAME ”R6Data”
73 7 NAME ”R10yData”
74 INTERF BEAM
75
76 : End of Akguzel input
B.8 Park Simulation Supporting Materials
B.8.1 Load Generation Script
E:/Dropbox/PHD/SIM/Park/loadgen/loadGen.py
1
2 import numpy as np
3 from math import *





8 # Read in load data
9 axialperdrifts = zeros((10,10))
10 loaddata = loadtxt(”load−data.txt”) # read in exp axial forces
11 print loaddata
12 # print ’number of load levels =’,len(loaddata)
13
14 # ”drifts to use”, i.e., 3rd,4th,6th,8th
15 groupsToUse = array([4,5,6,7,8])
16 numlevels = len(groupsToUse) # how many disp levels to
simulate
17 displacementMags = −loaddata[:,1]
18 # print displacementMags
19 stepsizemm = 3.5
20 stepspergroup = displacementMags/stepsizemm+1
21 numstepspergroup = stepspergroup.astype(int)
22 print numstepspergroup




27 num = 100
28 vdatum = loaddata[0,1]
29 axdatum = loaddata[0,5]
30 xdisp = zeros(num)+vdatum
31 ydisp = zeros(num)+vdatum
32 axial = zeros(num)+axdatum
33 xdisp[0] = 0.0
34 ydisp[0] = 0.0
35 axial[0] = 0.0
36 k = 1
37 for n in range(4,9):
38 xdisp[k+1] = vdatum+loaddata[n,1]
39 xdisp[k+3] = vdatum+loaddata[n,2]
40 ydisp[k+5] = vdatum+loaddata[n,3]
41 ydisp[k+7] = vdatum+loaddata[n,4]
42 axial[k+1] = axdatum+loaddata[n,5]
43 axial[k+3] = axdatum+loaddata[n,6]
44 axial[k+5] = axdatum+loaddata[n,5]
45 axial[k+7] = axdatum+loaddata[n,6]
46 k=k+8
47
48 # Plot the final result
49 fig = figure(1, figsize=(6., 3.5))
50 # fig = figure(1)
51 # Plot load histories
52 t = range(0,k)
53 s1 = xdisp[0:k]
54 s2 = ydisp[0:k]
55 s3 = −axial[0:k]
56 ax1 = fig.add_subplot(311)
57 plot(t,s1,’−’,color=’k’,linewidth=1.0)
58 setp( ax1.get_xticklabels(), visible=False)
59 ax1.set_ylabel(’x−beam␣(mm)’)
60 ax1.axis([0,len(t),−250.0,250.0])
61 ## share x only
62 ax2 = fig.add_subplot(312, sharex=ax1)
63 plot(t, s2,’−’,color=’k’,linewidth=1.0)
64 # make these tick labels invisible




68 # share x
69 ax3 = fig.add_subplot(313, sharex=ax1)










80 # Write DIANA load and analysis input
81 sys.stdout = open(’diana−input.txt’, ’w’)
82 nodez=5814 # tip of column
83 nodex=4246 # tip of EW beam, x−direction beam
84 nodey=4295 # tip of NS beam, y−direction beam
85





91 print nodez, ’FORCE␣␣3’,loaddata[0,5]*1000
92 print ’DEFORM’
93 print nodex, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,loaddata[0,1]
94 print nodey, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,loaddata[0,3]
95
96 # Cycle over following load groups
97 for g in range(0,numlevels):
98 group=groupsToUse[g]





104 print nodez, ’FORCE␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],5]*1000
105 print ’DEFORM’
106 print nodex, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],1]
107 print nodey, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,0.0





113 print nodez, ’FORCE␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],6]*1000
114 print ’DEFORM’
115 print nodex, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],2]
116 print nodey, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,0.0





122 print nodez, ’FORCE␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],5]*1000
123 print ’DEFORM’
124 print nodex, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,0.0
125 print nodey, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],3]





131 print nodez, ’FORCE␣␣3’,loaddata[groupsToUse[g],6]*1000
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132 print ’DEFORM’
133 print nodex, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,0.0








142 # Write out DCF file data
143 l=1


















162 for g in range(0,numlevels):
163 group=groupsToUse[g]
164 # print group
165 for i in range(1,5):
166 l=l+1





































203 # End of file
Relative (to the last increment) column axial force and beam displacement loads are
specified via the file load-data.txt. Column 1 contains load group number, column 2
contains EW downward displacement, column 3 contains EW upward displacement,
column4 containsNSdownward displacement, column5 containsNSupward displace-
ment, column 6 contains the column axial force when beam is displaced downward, and
column 7 contains the column axial force when beam is displaced upward.
E:/Dropbox/PHD/SIM/Park/loadgen/load–data.txt
1 0 −8.44 0.00 −8.44 0.00 −544.88 0.00
2 1 −6.76 7.91 −6.76 8.18 −322.48 55.60
3 2 −14.76 15.64 −15.03 15.91 −389.20 211.28
4 3 −22.76 23.38 −22.49 23.64 −522.64 322.48
5 4 −38.23 39.11 −38.50 39.91 −611.60 455.92
6 5 −62.50 62.85 −62.50 63.38 −500.40 589.36
7 6 −94.50 94.32 −95.04 94.85 −433.68 589.36
8 7 −143.04 141.53 −143.58 142.06 −278.00 544.88
9 8 −206.52 203.13 −206.25 203.40 −211.28 500.40
B.8.2 Material and Geometric Properties Block
inputs/park–definitions.txt
1 : UNITS: N,MM,MPA
2 ’MATERI’











13 2 NAME ”RigidEnd”
14 YOUNG 2.00000E+006
15 POISON 0.00000E+000




20 HARDIA 507.0 0.0 4496.86 0.997465
21 ISOHAR 0.0
22 DSTIF 1559.18511514 155.918511514
23 BONDSL 3



























51 HARDIA 505.0 0.0 4494.9 0.997475
52 ISOHAR 0.0
53 DSTIF 1559.18511514 155.918511514
54 BONDSL 3




























82 HARDIA 498.0 0.0 4488.04 0.99751
83 ISOHAR 0.0
84 DSTIF 1559.18511514 155.918511514
85 BONDSL 3

























111 1 NAME ”Conc”
112 2 NAME ”Rigid”
113 3 NAME ”3bary”
114 CIRCLE 9.5
115 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
116 PERIME 29.9
117 4 NAME ”3barx”
118 CIRCLE 9.5
119 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
120 PERIME 29.9
121 5 NAME ”3barz”
122 CIRCLE 9.5
123 ZAXIS 0. 0. 1.
124 PERIME 29.9
125 6 NAME ”7barx”
126 CIRCLE 22.2
127 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
128 PERIME 69.8
129 7 NAME ”7bary”
130 CIRCLE 22.2
131 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
132 PERIME 69.8
133 8 NAME ”8barx”
134 CIRCLE 25.4
135 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
136 PERIME 79.8
137 9 NAME ”8bary”
138 CIRCLE 25.4




142 1 NAME ”ConcData”
143 2 NAME ”RigidData”
144 3 NAME ”3bary”
145 INTERF TRUSS
146 4 NAME ”3barx”
147 INTERF TRUSS
148 5 NAME ”3barz”
149 INTERF TRUSS
150 6 NAME ”7barx”
151 INTERF TRUSS
152 7 NAME ”7bary”
153 INTERF TRUSS
154 8 NAME ”8barx”
155 INTERF TRUSS
156 9 NAME ”8bary”
157 INTERF TRUSS
158
159 : END OF FILE
B.9 Engindeniz Simulation Supporting Materials
B.9.1 Load Generation Script
This represents cycles 0, 1a, 1b (NS/EW), 4a, 4b, 7a, 7b, 10a, 10b. One full cycle is com-




2 import numpy as np
3 from math import *




8 # Read in load data
9 loaddata = loadtxt(”beamDispCorrected.txt”)
10 print loaddata
11 numlevels = len(loaddata)
12 dispx = loaddata[:,0]
13 dispy = loaddata[:,1]
14 maxperlevel = np.amax(abs(loaddata[:,:]),axis=1)
15 print ’maxperlevel:’
16 print maxperlevel
17 stepsizemm = 1.0
18 stepspergroup = maxperlevel/stepsizemm+1
19 numstepspergroup = stepspergroup.astype(int)
20 print numstepspergroup
21 stepssizepergroup = 1.0/numstepspergroup
22 print stepssizepergroup
23
24 # Write DIANA load and analysis input
285
25 sys.stdout = open(’diana−input.txt’, ’w’)
26 nodex=5422 # tip of x−direction beam
27 nodey=5707 # tip of y−direction beam
28














43 # Cycle over following load groups
44 for g in range(0,numlevels):




49 print nodex, ’TR␣␣␣␣␣3’,loaddata[g,0]









59 # Write out DCF file data
60 l=1


















79 for g in range(0,numlevels):
80 l=l+1





































117 # End of file
The following input file contains the input displacements. Column 1 lists the x-














B.9.2 Material and Geometric Properties Block
E:/Dropbox/PHD/SIM/Engin/engindeniz–definitions.txt
1 : Units: N, mm, MPa
2
3 ’MATERI’































35 HARDIA 352.0 0.0 4344.96 0.99824
36 ISOHAR 0.0
37 DSTIF 107.105836457 107.105836457
38 BONDSL 3





























67 HARDIA 367.0 0.0 4359.66 0.998165
68 ISOHAR 0.0
69 DSTIF 107.105836457 107.105836457
70 BONDSL 3




























99 HARDIA 315.0 0.0 4308.7 0.998425
100 ISOHAR 0.0
101 DSTIF 107.105836457 107.105836457
102 BONDSL 3





























131 HARDIA 315.0 0.0 4308.7 0.998425
132 ISOHAR 0.0
133 DSTIF 107.105836457 107.105836457
134 BONDSL 3




























163 HARDIA 367.0 0.0 4359.66 0.998165
164 ISOHAR 0.0
165 DSTIF 107.105836457 107.105836457
166 BONDSL 3
























190 9 NAME ”ColSpring”
191 DENSIT 1.0E−08












204 1 NAME ”ColTip”
205 AXIS 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 1.00000E+000
206 2 NAME ”BallTube”
207 PIPE 1.52400E+002 10.0
208 ECCENT 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000
E+000
209 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000
210 ZAXIS 1.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000
211 3 NAME HSS
212 CROSSE 7.37902E+003
213 4 NAME ”Wvert”
214 BOX 4.06400E+002 4.06400E+002 2.54000E+001 2.54000
E+001
215 2.54000E+001 2.54000E+001
216 ECCENT 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000
E+000
217 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000
218 ZAXIS 1.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000
219 5 NAME ”BeamTopPlate”
220 RECTAN 355.6 25.4
221 ECCENT 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 0.00000
E+000
222 1.27000E+001 1.27000E+001
223 ZAXIS 0.00000E+000 0.00000E+000 1.00000E+000
224 6 NAME ”Conc1”
225 7 NAME ”BaseSupport”
226 8 NAME ”Conc2”
227 9 NAME ”Rigid”
228 10 NAME ”Colbar1”
229 CIRCLE 15.9
230 ZAXIS 1. −1. 0.
231 PERIME 49.9
232 11 NAME ”Colbar2”
233 CIRCLE 15.9
234 ZAXIS 1. 1. 0.
235 PERIME 49.9
236 12 NAME ”Coltie”
237 CIRCLE 9.5
238 ZAXIS 0. 0. 1.
239 PERIME 29.9
240 13 NAME ”xbtie”
241 CIRCLE 9.5
242 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
243 PERIME 29.9
244 14 NAME ”ybtie”
245 CIRCLE 9.5
246 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
247 PERIME 29.9
248 15 NAME ”xbot”
291
249 CIRCLE 19.1
250 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
251 PERIME 59.8
252 16 NAME ”ybot”
253 CIRCLE 19.1
254 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
255 PERIME 59.8
256 17 NAME ”xtop”
257 CIRCLE 19.1
258 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
259 PERIME 59.8
260 18 NAME ”ytop”
261 CIRCLE 19.1
262 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
263 PERIME 59.8
264 19 NAME ”yslab”
265 CIRCLE 9.5
266 ZAXIS 1. 0. 0.
267 PERIME 29.9
268 20 NAME ”xslab”
269 CIRCLE 9.5
270 ZAXIS 0. 1. 0.
271 PERIME 29.9
272 ’DATA’
273 1 NAME ”Conc1”
274 30 NAME ”BaseSupport”
275 29 NAME ”BallTube”
276 31 NAME ”Wvert”
277 32 NAME ”BeamTopPlate”
278 27 NAME ”Wsection”
279 28 NAME ”HSS”
280 26 NAME ”ColTip”
281 4 NAME ”Colbar1dat”
282 INTERF TRUSS
283 6 NAME ”Colbar2dat”
284 INTERF TRUSS
285 8 NAME ”Coltie”
286 INTERF TRUSS
287 10 NAME ”xbtie”
288 INTERF TRUSS
289 12 NAME ”ybtie”
290 INTERF TRUSS
291 14 NAME ”xbot”
292 INTERF TRUSS
293 16 NAME ”ybot”
294 INTERF TRUSS
295 18 NAME ”xtop”
296 INTERF TRUSS
297 20 NAME ”ytop”
298 INTERF TRUSS
299 22 NAME ”xslab”
300 INTERF TRUSS
301 24 NAME ”yslab”
302 INTERF TRUSS
303
304 : End of Engindeniz specimen input
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